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Preface
R

the Sepik R iver or e lse north,eastward
through the S i mbai R iver to the great
valley of the Ramu and Markham R ivers.
To anthropologists, the S imbai and J imi
Valleys make up a part of the 'highland
fringe' , the name given to the rugged,
forested zone that borders the Central
H ighlands on their northern and southern
sides. It is an area where settlement is
sparser than in the H ighlands proper,
where traditional ceremonial networks
and activities are less elaborate than in
the H ighlands, and where malaria and
other tropical maladies are more common.
In a sense, it was remote or back country
even in traditional times. Now, it is often
even more so, lacking government services
and havi ng only poor transport faci l ities,
with some previously built roads now
deteriorating.
I first entered the region in the middle
of 1 964, landing in a s ingle,engine plane
on the grass,covered strip at the S i mbai
Patrol Post, then manned by kiaps (patrol
officers) of the Australian,administered
Territory of New Guinea. With an
Honours degree in anthropology and a
Masters degree in geography, I had come to
Simbai as a member of an anthropological,
geographical research proj ect titled
' Hu man ecology of the New Guinea

emembering is a partial process,
which is fortunate - for remem,
bering everythi ng would be u nendurable.
Our minds select only parts of the whole
of any happen ing for storage or for recall
- and what is remembered passes
through the filters of our prej udices and
preconceptions. Today, it troubles us to
know that our memories are partisan, and
it is fashionable to brood about how the
omissions and d istortions diminish or
d iscred it acts of remembering. I do not
d isavow these m isgivings, but in this
volume I have put them aside because my
purpose here is not to reach some mirage
of accuracy or wholeness - it is to allow
the photographs to speak as they will
through the medium of my i magination
and my concerns.
I took most of the photographs in
1 964 and 1965, when I l ived for a year in
the S i mbai and J imi Val leys, which are
separated from each other by the
Bismarck Range. This is a part of Papua
New Gu inea where the heavily peopled
broad valleys and basi ns of the Central
H ighlands fall away in a series of forested
ranges to the low lands to the north. It is
rugged country, whence the water falling
on the mountain slopes drains away
north,westward through the Yuat R iver to
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rainforest'. The project had been initiated
by anthropologist Andrew Peter Vayda,
who, in 1 962 and 1 963 , together with four
po tgraduate students, carried out
research among the Maring, peaking
people, who occupy the lower Simbai
Valley and an adjacent part of the J imi
Valley across the Bismarck Crest ( Map 1 ) .
Among other things, the anthropologists
sought to understand how an isolated
horticultural people adapted to their
environment. To this end they gave
special attention to features of Maring
ritual and social behaviour that seemed
to have ecologically adaptive functions.
The maj or outcome of their work was
Roy Rappaport's Pigs for the Ancestors,
published first in 1 968.
Because the anthropologists believed
that they lacked sufficient information
on Maring environment and land use,
they propo ed collaborative research by
geographers, wh ich the late John M.
Street ( from the University of Hawai' i )
and I carried out i n 1 964. For five months
we appraised the agricultural practices,
climate and cond itions of the vegetation
and soil of several Maring communities,
some of which had relatively little land in
proportion to the size of their population
and ome of which had extensive tracts

of unused land avai lable. We did our
re earch in order to provide the anthro,
pologists with information as to how
much human use had changed the natural
environment of the territories of d ifferent
Maring communities. In turn, so the idea
was, the anthropologists could use this
information to j udge whether or not
d ifferent levels of population pressure
determined Maring social behaviour. In
truth, Dr Street and I came to think the
anthropologists overvalued the idea of
land having a set carryi ng capacity and
took too static a v iew of the possibility
of agricultural change.
So, while our geographic investigation
wa not very helpful to anthropological
theorising, I gained enormously from the
survey research, becoming familiar with
almost all the communities of Maringdom
and gaining a detailed knowledge of
Maring agriculture and spontaneous
vegetation. After John Street departed
from the field, I remained alone for seven
months, focussing my PhD research on a
single community that I had found most
congenial during the survey. Looking back,
I realise now that I was attracted to this
particular commun ity - which was made
up of the Bomagai and the Angoiang clans
affiliated as a clan,cluster of 1 54 people -

-
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of an Austral ian administrative patrol )
for the first time only in 195 8 , s ix years
before I l ived with them, none yet spoke
Melanesian Pidgin, or Tok Pisin, when
I arrived. Later, the first set of contract
labourers who had worked for two years
on coastal copra plantations returned to
the basin, havi ng learned Tok Pisin on
the plantation. Before they returned,
I employed a man from the J imi Val ley
( which Europeans had entered earlier
than they had entered the Simbai Val ley)
to interpret ( tanim tok) between the
Maring language and Tok Pisin . By the
time I left the basi n I could catch the
drift of simple everyday conversations
in Mari ng but could peak only in a
rud imentary way.
In 2003 as I look at the photos I took
39 years ago of the Bomagai,Angoiang
and their homeland, I think how their
world as I knew it then is disappearing. By
chance, a few days before starting to
write this preface, I picked up Bronislaw
Malinowski's two,volume study of Coral
Gardens and T heir Magic, part of his
massive output of writing on the Trobriand
Islanders based on his research there
between 19 1 5 and 1 9 18 . In the book,
which was publ ished in 1 93 5 , Malinowski
writes about how fortunate he was in h is

because it was the most remote of the
Maring communities. It was the furthest
from the Simbai Patrol Post, far ea t down
the Simbai Valley adjacent to a large
stretch of uninhabited forest. Most of the
photos in this volume are of the Bomagai,
Angoiang people, taken in their home
territory, which I named the Ndwimba
Basin because of the amphitheatre,like
shape of the territory, which was drained by
a fasdlowing stream called Nink Ndwimba
by the Bomagai,Angoiang, nink meaning
water in Maring.
Like other anthropologists or geog,
raphers in such a fieldwork situation,
I spent mo t of my dayl ight hours walking
with one or another or several of the
Bomagai,Angoiang, talking - in my case
- about the ir gardens, their fallow
vegetation, their use of wild plants, how
they hunted, how they cared for their
p igs, how and where they bu ilt their
house , how they gained access to garden
sites, and so on. At night, on a shaky table
of saplings and bamboo, I wrote up my
field notes by the l ight of a kerosene
lantern. The re u lts of these efforts were
published in 197 1 in Place and People : An

Ecology of a New Guinean Community.
Since the Bomagai,Angoiang had
been contacted by Europeans ( in the form
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research on garden magic to have as h is
collaborator one of the leading garden
magicians, a man called Bagido'u , who,
wrote Malinowski , was a naturally gifted
man. Not long after Malinowski left the
Trobriand Islands, Bagido'u died, leading
Malinowski to write later in his preface to
Coral Gardens and T heir Magic that when
he looked back on his work with the gifted
magician, 'I often feel that he must have
had some dim recognition that he was
the last repository of a vanishing world.
He was so keen to give me the right
understanding of his magic; he spent so
much time and real care on seei ng that
I had the correct wording of the spells and
had grasped their meaning - that in a
way I think he knew that he was leaving
them to posterity'.
Although Bagido'u may simply have
thought that if you are going to teach
someone spel ls, you had better be sure
they learn them flawlessly, nonetheless a
generation or two later Mal inowski can be
taken to have expressed a feeling or a
bel ief still common among those of us
who have spent time coming to know the
l ives and ways of tribal or indigenous
people. Their immense knowledge of the
natural world and their relative autarky is
van ishing, or already has vanished. In this

volume I try to pay homage to the people
I knew then - people who taught me so
much about their world - and to depict
through the photographs a l ittle of what
their world was like. A lso, some of the
photographs spoke not only to my
memory but to some of the concerns we
grapple with today - often because the
photographs reflected a contrast to
conditions of the present day.
Those readers familiar with Papua
New Guinea and lrian Jaya ( currently
known as Papua) - the I ndonesian,held
part of the great island of New Guinea will recognise that even though my major
focus is on the Maring speakers (especially
the Bomagai-Angoiang) , some of my
photographs were taken elsewhere in New
Guinea. These photographs serve in part
to illustrate the great diversity among the
peoples of New Guinea as well as offering
further stimulus to my recollections and
musings. None of the photographs were
taken later than 1 97 7 .
Because my descriptions of the
Bomagai,Angoiang and other Maring
peoples focus mostly on their lives as they
were in 1 964, they cannot accurately
represent the present,day scene. During
the past four decades of their history, the
peoples of the Simbai and J imi Val leys

-
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have been subj ect to the troika of
colonialism, Christianity and capitalism.
And, in 1 97 5 , Papua New Guinea became
an independent country. I include some of
what I observed about the people's
responses to these i nfluences and intro,
ductions up to 1 97 7 , the year of my last
visit to the Simbai Valley. I also venture
comments that relate to Papua New
Guinea today but these are based on

-

secondary sources and personal communi,
cations. As for the Bomagai,Angoiang
today, all I can really know is that the way
they l ive now must, at least in some ways,
be qui te d ifferent from their l ives
when I was first fortunate enough to stay
among them.

William C . Clarke
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NOTE S AND SOURCE S

were taken with Kodak Plus, X film. The
colour photographs in this book were
taken from a CD,ROM titled Faces of
Papua New Guinea, which was designed
and produced by J osepha Haveman of
Image Circle Media in Berkeley, California,
USA, primarily as a way to restore and
archive my original slides, which were
faded and fu ngus,stained from their l ife
in the tropics. The original slides were
digitised by Kodak and the restoration
to the original colour and quality was
accomplished with the use of Maci ntosh
computers and Adobe's Photoshop
appl ication. The subsequent CD,ROM
creation was then produced using
Macromedia's Director program, which
enabled combining the photographs with
native music plus speech and texts by
Will iam Clarke. The completed proj ect
was published on CD,ROM by Wayzata
Technology I nc. of Minnesota, USA, in
1 99 5 . For further information about the
CD,ROMs, a l imited number of which
are still available, send an e,mail
to J H@imagecircle.org

For some of the photograph and their
accompany ing m m 1,essays academic
scruples demanded that I provide references
and further explication for those readers
who might want to pursue a topic more
deeply or who wondered about my
sources. These additional material are to
be found in the Notes and Sources section
near the end of the book. A Bibliography of
the references makes up the final section.

TE CHNICAL NOTE
The photographic equipment I used in
the field in 1964 and 1 965 con isted of
two standard single,lens 3 5 mm Pentax
cameras and a eparate Weston l ight
metre. Looking back, I see the advantage
in having equ ipment that d id not require
batteries to operate. The film u ed for the
colour photographs was Kodachrome slide
film. The black,and,white photograph
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Learning from Ngirapo
Letter to Him

N

girapo, I first met you in 1 964 when
I arrived in the Ndwimba Basin,
your home territory in the lower Simbai
Val ley. During my earlie t anxiou hour
as I was trying to explain to the assembled
throng of people from your community
why I wanted to stay among them, you
were the fir t person to emerge a a
distinct individual. Flamboyant, you
strode forward from the crowd, hugged
me, and l ifted me from the ground, then
stood, your leg astride, broadcasting a
welcoming oration, expre sing del ight
that a white man was coming to stay with
the Bomagai,Angoiang, your c lan,cluster.
It would be good, you said, because I would
bring stick tobacco, steel axe heads,
matches and other trade goods; in return
your people would help me by telling me
about their gardens and the basin's trees.
And so it happened, with you becoming
my keenest teacher, ready to share your
specialist knowledge. Over many days, as
you and I walked through the forest and
lingered in gardens and orchard , you
taught me about the geography of your
place and the lives of the Bomagai,
Angoiang. You were always tolerant of my
naive and incessant interrogation, but
sometimes you would amu e yourself by

hooking me with a tall tale until your
j ubilant grin gave the game away.
You knew about all the plants and
animal of your real m - that is, you
possessed in abundance what geographers
and anthropologists call 'indigenous
knowledge' or 'traditional ecological
knowledge'. You told me about hunting,
about gardening, about the usefulness of
many trees, and, later in my stay, about
kunda, a kind of ecological magic some
men u e to make their gardens grow better
or to control the weather. You revealed
a world now gone - that of your young
manhood, when you knew almost nothing
of what was beyond the J imi and Simbai
Valleys, when you had only stone axe to
use for felling or girdling trees. You told me
how your clan and its allies fought with
other clans, how in defeat a c lan m ight
run away from its ancestral land. With
great gu to you demonstrated how warriors
rushed forward and then retreated as they
fought, their spears or bows and arrows at
the ready. You gave me a glimpse of what
l ife in your place was l ike before the
modem global world intruded, as it now
has everywhere. You would not see it this
way, but you stepped out of the Neolithic
period into the twentieth century.

-
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Ngirapo , a Bomagai bosboi - bosboi being an important, knowledgeable man .
He is smoking trade tobacco that I had supplied, but tobacco plants are ancestral in
New Guinea , probably introduced by Europeans , perhaps in the sixteenth century .
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The people) their place
A Letter to Ant'wen

I that this photograph is a favourite of
wish, Ant'wen, that you could know

m ine. What delight, j oy, you eem to feel
as you admire the Pandanus fru its
developing on a tree in one of Ngirapo's
orchards. The more I learned about those
orchards, which together with gardens
and various k inds of forest make up the
ever shift ing and merging mo aic of
your landscape, the more I came to
appreciate how adroitly you and your
people had created rich resources
of food and materials. This skilfu l
management rested o n a sense of
continu ity of occupation - of making
and maintaining a fru itfu l environment
not only for yourselves but for the
oncoming generations. I remember how
once while you and your husband
Ngi rapo were planting trees in an
orchard , I asked Ngirapo how long it
wou ld be before the trees bore fru it. He
rep lied that he m ight be dead by that
time, but his ons and their wive would
have food to eat. My query was a quest
for one more fact; h is response revealed
an understand ing of how his current
actions contributed to the future
bounteousness of the land.

As I look back at my field notes, I see
that in 1 964 you and Ngirapo had six
children, three sons and three daughters,
ranging in age from about three to 1 8
year . Like most Maring men, Ngirapo
lived in his own house with the older sons
and had built a separate house for you,
where you l ived with your unmarried
daughters - and where your sons would
al o have lived until they were six or seven
years old. Although wives of the same man
often share a house, Ngirapo had built a
eparate house for Kuka, his younger, more
recent wife, with whom he had two young
children. Kuka's house was in a different
hamlet, at some d istance from yours
because, as people told me, you were a
' trong woman' who had beaten Kuka with
a stick, not wanting to share Ngirapo's
gardens or pigs with the younger woman. I
could tell you now that anthropologi t
have written that such strife is not
uncommon among co�wives in highland
New G uinea. But even though you were
angry, you understood, as Ngirapo
explained to me, 'a man wants many wives
because he wants many pigs and many
children, who will grow up, marry, and
work in the gardens'.

- 10 -
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Ant' wen , who came from the Maring community
of Kwima in the ]imi Valley to marry Ngirapo .
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Love and marriage
To Maring girls before they marry

H were flirtatious and shy at once,

ow delightful I found you - you

often mischievous , you showed a
maturing sensuality and an enjoyment of
self,decoration ( you would eagerly offer
me a few puny sweet potatoes in exchange
for a handful of trade beads) . As I l ived in
your community, attend ing some aspects
of your l ives, I thought of the once
widespread belief that romantic love was
a European peculiarity, something invented
by medieval troubadours filled with ideals
of chivalry, singing lyrics of endless
devotion to idealised womank ind. But
you knew differently. Like all humans, you
succumbed now and again to adoration
and erotic intoxication, which brought to
you the usual mix of joy and pain, promise
and d isappointment.
Among you girls, love and marriage
ran no smoother than in my own society.
Never mind that you and your husband
might quarrel, difficulties could be
expected simply because your marriages
- like marriages everywhere - had both
social and economic meanings. Your
marriages always engaged two c lans
because all girls must marry out of the
clan of their brothers and fathers, thus

establishing an enduring relationship
between your husband and his kin on the
one side and you and your kin on the other.
Frequently, that link is strengthened when
your husband's sister is 'backed' in marriage
to your clan, often to your brother. But a
simple exchange of brides was never
sufficient in calculations of reciprocity.
Bridewealth, or brideprice, which is what
anthropologists call the payment for your
fertility, your substance and your gardening
abilities, had to be negotiated between the
men of both clans. And negotiated again
and again throughout your life.
Amid this business of your fathers and
brothers - the exchanging of women
and goods, the giving and accepting of
bridewealth, the formation of political
alliances - you unmarried girls went
about your business of desire, attract ion
and attachment. Since you could not
marry or be intimate with your clan
brothers, who were the young men around
you as you grew up, you met eligible men
when traders or visitors passed through
your land and especially when the
people from many clans came together
at festivals ( singsing in Melanesian
Pidgin/Tok Pisin ) .

- 12 -
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A unmarried Angoiang girl , who will soon marry and leave her mother,
father and siblings to move to her new husband's home community.
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Courting parties
More on love and marriage

F

estivals often include courting parties
although these can a lso take place at
other times, often as a kind of house,
warmi ng when a new women's house has
been built. The girls and the young men,
some of whom may already have a wife,
gather at the party house at night. Older
women and men and young boys may also
attend as spectators or chaperones and to
join in the singing. The girls at fir t stay in
the back compartment of the house whi le
the men sing romantic songs to entice
them forth. When the girls emerge, they
are j oined by the young men. The couples
sit close together, facing each other, and
the girl puts her legs across one of the
man's thighs. In a stylised way the couples
then press their noses and foreheads
together, duck their heads and tum them
so as to bring their cheeks into contact a movement known as 'turning head'
( tanim het in Tok Pisin ) . The parties,
which can last for hours or sometimes
all n ight, are a lso known as karim lek
( 'carry leg' ) .
A few times I sat i n on courting parties
as an onlooker, but I remember more
vividly how one n ight I stood outside a

low, haggy Maring house where a courting
party was under way. As I l istened to
the high,pitched nasal i nging that
accompanies karim lek, smoke from the
hearth fire inside drifted through the grass
roof, barely v isible in the dark outside
but redolent with the fragrance of wood
fires, crowded bodies and the p ig fat
and oil used to make the skin shine
attractively. These sounds and smells in
the n ight brought for the moment a
sense of a community in rapport, one
that would reproduce i tself compatibly
through generations.
But I learned that sometimes a girl fall
in love with and wants to marry a man
who doe not fit with the pol itical and
economic schemes of her father, brothers
or other senior men of her c lan. Fracas
follows. Tears and obstinacy on the part of
the girl ; threats or actual beatings from
the men. If the deadlock pers ists, the girl
may resort to s u ic ide, hanging herself or
throwing herself into the swift and
turbulent river at the bottom of the valley.
Or, if forced to go in marriage to the place
of her husband's clan, she may repeatedly
run away to the home of her birth.
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When I lived with the Bomagai,Angoiang almost everyone smoked , even toddlers .
This mischievous girl accumulated her trade beads by selling me sweet potatoes .
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Anthropology and
a woman in her garden
To Riaui

R

iau i, you were a young woman only
recently married when I met you.
You seemed a serious, perhaps somewhat
sad, person but happy enough to decorate
yourself with trade beads and to be always
ready without diffidence to tell me about
your garden and other aspects of your l ife.
You had come to the Ndwimba Ba in only
a year or two before from the nearby
Fungai clan to marry Kumant, a man of
the Bomagai clan. You and Kumant did
not yet have any children because, as an
older man explained to me, you were till
young - and a bride's first ta k is to show
her new community that she is a good
gardener. In 1 97 7 , when I returned to the
Ndwimba Basin, Kumant had died,
probably of pneumonia, while visiting his
s ister in the J imi Valley, where she had
gone in marriage. Unlike some widows,
you had not returned to the clan of your
birth but had stayed on with your dead
h usband's c lan, livi ng in your father, in,
law's hamlet, where your mother,in, law
helped you look after the two daughters
and one son that were your children
with Kumant.
As I mused on your l ife, Riaui,
I thought of the trial and j oys we all face

in the chronicle of our lives: our discoveries
during childhood, falling in love, leaving
home, marriage, conflict, work, intimacy,
caring for children, loss, giving and
receiving support. But s ince I am trying to
be accurate in what I write about the
people of Papua N ew G uinea, my desk is
littered with anthropological texts and
ethnographies. In these works I find
things described that you would know
about from your own l ife even though the
reality of indiv idual experiences is hidden
behind terms such as affiliation dramas, the
expre sion of individual agency in the face
of larger processes, and the generation of
co,substance ties. Those outsiders, like me,
who came to l ive among and study your
people debate these topics and seek to fit
the actions of individual into what we call
a theoretical framework. Nothing is wrong
with uch a way of thinking - it can bring
understanding, it may how through the
actions of individual men and women
themes common to their way of life but how easy it is for us to become
presumptuous, to convince ourselves that
we understand people's lives because we
have made an explanatory model of their
culture or their society.
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Riaui , wife of a Bomagai man.
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More to Riaui
H back

ow glad I was, Riaui, when I looked
acros 3 7 years at the
photographs - one of you gazing at me as
I held my camera and one of you planting
your new garden with a d igging stick that the first memory I had was of a young
woman alive in her garden on a sunny day
omeone who had thought and
feelings I can never fully know, whose life
within her society I can never wholly
gra p, but with whom I felt then and now
an affini ty resting on our shared human
existence on Earth. This led me to
remember how Kenneth Read ended hi

book The High Valley , in which he
describes in an unusually personal way the
two years of anthropological study he
undertook in a village in the Eastern
H ighland of Papua New Gu inea in the
early 1 9 50s. As Read was departing the
village at the end of his stay, Makis - a
village man who had been Read's major
informant and deepest friend - embraced
Read, who relates in h is book how he
returned the embrace and how he hoped
Makis now found ' in the pressure of my
hand , the only gift I have, the only one
I need to receive'.
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The digging stick , or dibble , that Riaui holds is every woman's essential gardening tool ,
equivalent to a man's axe . It is used for weeding, to loosen the soil and to
make holes for planting sweet potato vines , taro tuber tops and most other crops .
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(Wives do all the hard work)
they are the hands of men)
To Bomagai..-Angoiang wives

A

s I look at the photograph of you
three wives setting off in the
morning l ike commuter , I remember how
often I came upon you working in your
gardens. Before you married, you had a
fairly easy l ife. You helped your mothers
and other older women with their
gardening
and
learned
gardening
techniques but were not responsible for
making the garden frui tful. Then, after you
went as a wife to the land of your husband's
clan and some brideprice had been paid,
heavier burdens fell upon you.
It i not wholly true that you wive do
all the hard work. The men contribute to
gardening interm ittently and work hard
for short periods clearing fore t for
gardens and building pig,proof fences.
What you women do is the steady work of
maintaining the l ife of the community

day by day. The photograph shows you
walking l ightly with empty string bags on
your journey to work. Before you return
you will spend several hours planting,
weeding and harvesting o that you can
continue to provide a daily supply of
vegetable food for your family and the
domestic pigs . And, on your return, the
food,filled string bags hanging down your
backs may weigh more than 30 k ilograms
and mu t be toted on rough and sl ippery
tracks up and down steep slopes. Once
back at your hamlets, it will be time to
start preparing the food for your families
and to feed your husbands' p igs, which
come back from their daytime foraging to

their pens in your houses expecting an
evening meal.
Although I heard husbands and wives
accuse each other of laziness, I seldom
ensed that any of you women felt
resentment over the distribution of work.
N or did I ense among any Maring group
the extremes of dark sexual politics or the
ambiguous mix of fear and dependence
with which N ew Guinean men are widely
reported to v iew women and their
dangerous sexuality. Perhaps I was naive
or else so focused on agricu ltural and
ecological matters that I gave light
thought to more social matters. Certainly,
the sexes sleep apart in separate houses,
and women must not enter men'
hou e - a common s ituation in N ew
G uinea. Because you are not t ied by
blood to your h usbands' clans, men may
be uncertain of your loyalties and see you
as dangerous, unrel iable and l iable to
pract ise witchcraft. Nonetheless, I saw
expressions of gentle affection among
everal couples. I t was also clear to me
that you wives were seen as a resource:
you bear chi ldren, you maintain garden
and care for the p igs. You also serve as a
valuable l ink between you r husband's
c lan and your k i nspeople by blood although, a H ighland people often say,
'We marry our enem ies'. That is, given
the shifting political alliances traditional
in Papua New G u inea, i t happens easily
that a wife finds herself attached to a c lan
at war with her b lood kin.
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These women may need to walk for almost an hour to their gardens or they
may work in one much closer, for every man has several gardens scattered
within his clan territory . Travelling to and from these separated gardens
keeps up people's knowledge of the s tate of their environment , where
feral pigs have been and where an old garden site is ready to be used again .
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The forest is the mother
of the garden
To Kabang

E

ven though you were killed with
your axe, Kabang, I worried that you
would suffer an accident standing on the
flimsy scaffold of poles that you had tied
together with vines so that you could cut
the tree trunk above its thick buttresses.
But I knew that you had to fell forest to
open your new garden site to the ky,
allowing sunl ight to reach the crops.
To you, the forest was not an enemy, a
challenge to be conquered, cleared away.
As you once told me, the forest is the
mother of the garden. The root of trees
enrich the surface soi l , drawing up
nutrients from deeper layers. Leaf litter
decays into humus and nutrients - these
remain after the forest is cleared, feeding
taro, bananas and other crops. If the felled

debris is burned, the ash, too, adds fertil ity
to the soil. The forest adds 'fat' or 'grea e'
to the soil .
You knew that when the forest grew
back on an old garden, the shade cast by
the trees subdued garden weeds. And
because the forest habitat provides no
food for garden pests, they die out. You
and many other people told me that, aside
from building fences to prevent pillage of
the crops by pigs, the most arduous task of
garden care is weeding, but it is not done
to di courage forest from returning a
fallow. Only fast�growing grasses, weedy
vines and some weedy trees are pulled out.
Many tree seedlings are left to grow, some
day to nurture another garden for
daughters and sons yet to come.
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Before steel axe heads arrived , Kabang would probably not have attempted to fell
such a large tree but would have ring barked the trunk with a small stone work axe ,
causing the tree to die and lose its leaves so that sunlight could reach the ground.
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Firewood
I use is prodigal. Fossil fue ls that took

n today's industrial societies energy

immense stretches of time to accumulate
are consumed in m inutes. This gobbling
of the sun's energy bum pa t t ime and
pollutes future time - both in the present
moment. In contrast, the Maring use
energy mode tly, and what they u e ha
been formed during their own lifetimes.
In the photograph Ant'wen return to
her hamlet in the afternoon with a heavy
load of firewood. G iven all the wood
available from trees felled to clear garden
sites and from the natural production of
dead wood in the surrounding forest,
there is no shortage of firewood - but
collecting and transporting it can be
arduous. Men and women often pick
up firewood on their way home from
the gardens, and boys may be ent on

firewood�fetching expeditions. In either
case, the vine�bound bundles of sticks and
logs, which often must be lugged up
teep tracks, weigh at least 1 Okg and
more frequently more than 1 5 kg. Once
I saw Rameka, a woman who weighed 43kg,
arrive at her house with 2 1 kg of wood,
partly on her head, partly in her string bag.
The fuel is used to heat rock for cooking
food in the communal earth ovens and for
fires inside the house, with each household
burning at least l Okg of firewood daily.
Most people keep small fires or embers
going all night in the hearths of their low
houses. This keeps them warm while
sleeping while at the same time repelling
biting in ects and smoking the leaves and
grasses that form the roof, which helps to
preserve the roof from rot and insect
attack.
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Ant' wen passes through a pandanus orchard carrying firewood for the evening's use .
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Nink Ndwimba
'Water Ndwimba' - that is, Ndwimba Stream
I do not know much about spirits
but believe that in Nink Ndwimba
dwell one of many moods.
The stream flows green and pure
enticing pa er by to fil l their hands
and drink, its water
soughs on a windless day,
a cool home for oil,rich eels, kobe,
caught in clever traps of woven bamboo
or speared at night by the light of pandanus torches.
It can be untru tworthy
or is it j ust untamed, not tractable,
growing wild with the fall of rain,
torrential, avage, urly,
a trench of charging mud,
cutting and carrying,
grinding giant boulders
along its hard,edged bed
to lodge again
lower down the tream,
animal goliaths formed of stone
freed by gravity and water
from their mountain prison.
When it is in flood,
and impossible to cross,
people caught away
from their home
on the far side
shelter in the hou es
of kinsfolk or friend
on the near side
until the water wanes
to gentleness again.
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The major stream in Bomagai-Angoiang territory . Its water was wonderful to drink. I came to trust my
informants completely with regard to which streams were safe to drink from - they always knew.
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A world without people
contains no names
•

I The Shadow of Civilization, Richard
n his i maginatively rich book Forests :

Harrison sets res nullius ( belonging to no
one ), an ancient designation for forest,
against res publica, the open, public place
of human society and institutions preeminently the c ity. And, as Alice
di covered in the looking,glass world,
the forest has no name, nor do the things
in it have names. Similarly, for Aristotle,
hyle, the Greek word for forest, a lso
referred to primordial matter, something
shapeless with only the potential for
form.
The Bomagai,Angoiang, who live in a
largely forested landscape, do not share
the classical view of forests as place of
wildness and danger, antithetical to
human l ife. N or would they, a the
Plymouth colonists d id, ever imagine
fore ts to be 'wild and uncouth woods'
that must be destroyed to make the land
habitable. Because the Bomagai,Angoiang
do not see the forest to be in any way
hostile to gardens, settled hamlet and

human occupation, they bestow names
upon tracts of forest and so show them to
be part of the human realm. Beyond that,
it is also the case in Papua N ew G uinea
and elsewhere in the tropical world that
much of what to Western eyes may look
to be 'virgin forest' is in truth a human
artefact, a part of the known world already
much affected by human enterprise.
Every hamlet, every ridge, every part
of Bomagai,Angoiang land has been
named, and there are 'big' and ' little'
names, so that b ig N dembikumpf contains
l ittle Konj emuro and Mgambant. The
basin floor includes several parts with
l ittle names - Mbembria, Begarpe and
other . Each of the four ridges on the
eastern side of the basin - on each
of which were hamlets during my stay
- had a distinct name: M warmbong,
Ngegama, T: enboi and Kuhlamakai . So,
too, were all the streams named, becoming
part of the song that people sing to the
Earth, part of the way we mark the land a
humani ed.
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Mature forest and younger secondary forest broken by a clearing for a house and garden . To the
Maring eye , this landscape is divided by boundaries into named tracts , structured by history .
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Or;ganic houses
T

h is low, shaggy hump of a house
looks as though at any moment
it m ight wander away to settle in
another site nearby. And we would see
something l ike that if we could fast
forward our v iew. After a few years of
living in a house, the residents abandon
it and either burn it or leave it t rot
and fal l down. S i nce the houses are
made wholly from local plants, in effect
they do grow out of the local environ
ment and then merge back into their
su rround ings.
People build new houses because the
old ones are leaking too much and falling
apart or because of s ickness and fear of
sorcery in the place where they are living.
Moving often means that the Maring
settlement pattern - which is one of
scattered hamlets, not aggregated villages
- is very fluid. When I first lived among
the Bomagai-Angoiang, there were eight
named hamlets, seven of them located
on ridges, which were the traditional
and favoured sites for houses. The smallest
of the hamlets had only one men's house
and one women's house, while the biggest
had four men's houses and nine women's
houses.

If we could fast reverse the ettlement
pattern, a pulsing would be v isible, with
a tendency towards houses c lustering
together followed by a scattering apart.
Older men tel l how there was a maj or
concentration of Bomagai-Angoiang houses
on the eastern side of the Ndwimba Ba in
for a while in the 1 940s. Everyone had
moved there so as to get far away from
neighbours to the west with whom they
had fought and al o to work together to
accumulate pigs for the ritual slaughter
necessary to resolve the consequences of
the fight. Then came an epidemic
( probably dysentery or perhaps flu and
pneumonia) , which led people to d isperse
their hou es widely again to get away from
a place that had become 'bad', perhaps
because some affront had angered ancestral
pirits or because suspect neighbours had
taken to sorcery.

My very presence in the Ndwimba
Basin influenced many people to move
c loser to my house, which was located at
the h i lltop meeting place where the
Australian Administration officers came
to carry out the annual census - and
where medical officers and evangelists
occasionally v isited.
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In this and the next photograph , almost all the plants within the
hamlet's grounds have a decorative or utilitarian use or both .
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More about houses
T

he fronts of the house are straight;
the backs of many houses are
rounded, with the s ides of the house near
the back often farther apart than they are
at the front, so that to crawl in ide
through the low entrance - usually less
than a metre h igh - is l ike penetrating
a cave with a narrow mouth and an
expanding interior.
The method and materials of
construction of all houses are similar.
Up to six large pointed posts are driven
into the ground to support a ridgepole.
From the ridgepole, rafters of saplings
slope downward to the top of the low
outside walls made of stakes or planks to
which leaves or trip of bark are tied.
Running parallel to the ridgepole, laths of
bamboo, sapl ings or the split prop roots
of a pandanus are laid along the rafters.

large bamboo leaves, each shingle then
being hooked over a lath and overlapping
the shingle below it.
The floors of the houses are packed
earth, often covered with the peelings and
spat,out fibres of the sugar cane that
people eat at home as snacks and rainy,
day food. Behind the rear ridgepole
post there may be a low bamboo platform
where people sleep either on the bamboo
floor or on mat woven of pandanus
leaves.
The small platform or 'table' by the
house in the foreground of the photograph
is an above,ground oven. I ts plank surface
is covered by a l itter of leaves. Hot rocks
taken from the fire are laid on the litter
together with leaf,wrapped parcels of food
( taro, sweet potatoes and uch ) , which
are then covered with more leaves to keep

The roof is then tied to the laths with

the heat in. I t is not as efficient a cooking

v ine. Many materials can be used for
roofing: large leaves from pandanus,
bananas, gingers and other plants; bundles
of grass tied together; or a c lever hingle
prefabricated by fastening together two

device as the earth oven in a hole in
the ground but is simp ler to use for
cooking mall amounts. Further, in some
c ircumstances there are taboos against the
use of earth ovens.
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Because most houses are built on ridge tops ,
people must dig away large masses of soil to make terraces .
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During the day
W

hen people go to the garden or
anywhere some d i tance away
from their house, they close it up unless
there are older children or grandparents
staying nearby to watch over it. Although
valuable bird of paradise plumes and other
finery are stored in most houses, it is
witchcraft or orcery more than theft that
people fear. If houses were left open,
witches or sorcerers could come inside
and steal personal belongings or exuviae
that could be u ed in making harmful
spells that would cause ickness.
The planks that ' lock' the pictured
house could easily be removed by a would�
be thief or witch but the planks make

people pause before going inside because by
'marking' the doorway with an obstacle to
entering, the owners hint that they may
have left a spell against pas ing through.
When I returned to the Ndwimba Ba in
for the last time some 12 years after this
photograph was taken, some householder
had learned about hinged doors and were
making crude hinges with bent nai ls and
pieces of leather or rope. These made it
po sible to hang a rough door of planks,
which could be locked by means of an
arrangement of bent nails and a flimsy
tradestore padlock. I d idn't think to ask
then if such a way of securing the doorway
could be further protected by a spell.
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A house such as this , photographed in 1 965 , woul.d now be uncommon
as new styles of higher, squarer, 'European ' houses have been adopted .
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Becoming a person
S

itting on the doorsill, a boy watches
over his younger brother while their
parents work in the garden. This bond
between younger and older ch ildr n has
effect both ways. Older brother and
sisters learn to care for younger children,
as they will one day need to care for their
own children. From their older siblings,
the toddlers and younger children learn
early on some of the way of their people,
such as the virtue ascribed to the giving
and sharing of food.
By the time children are about three
years old, they are expected to start acting
like ocial beings. While they are still
infants, they are only on the receiving end
of things. As Bambi Schieffelin describe for
the Kaluli people of the Great Papuan
Plateau, babie are 'soft', their bodies are
floppy, they lack control over what they do
and they have 'no understanding'. A child'
early development is referred to as 'firming
up', which suggests gaining muscular control

and trength, acting purpo ively and
beginning to speak in a socially meaningful
way. As both mind and body mature, the
child is said to move from 'soft' to 'hard'.
Among the Maring, a newly born baby
and an infant during its first years
lacks nomane , which anthropologists of
the Maring have defined variously a
'animated, immortal thought stuff', 'soul',
'custom', 'soc ial wisdom' and as knowledge
of procedures for the perfonnance of
certain activities such as the exchange of
wives, food and trade items. In this last
case, each clan is seen to have a d ifferent
nomane because each clan has its own
unique set of affiliations. Ancestor spirits
guard the nomane and impart it to living
people. Until young children are seen to
have gained nomane , they are often not
named; and, should they die, their death is
n t greatly mourned because they are not
yet j udged to be fully human - or, as we
might say, social ised.
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Today the boys are staying at home . On other days they will go to gardens
with their mother and learn more about how to plant, weed and harvest.
Or they will walk about with their father, learning about hunting and forest
plants and where their father has rights to garden .
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Ndop speaks
I

am putting words in your mouth,
Ndop; but when I looked at your
photograph, I heard your voice telling me
about yourself and the new garden you
were clearing. You were a small but
powerfu l man, with a serious mien. You
worked hard at clearing your garden
but would patiently pause to answer my
questions.

where she looks after my three pigs and our
three daughters whose names are Kwame ,
Terum and Abald . Abald is a very young
child. She is still drinking at her mother's
breasts . Kwame and Terum are older but are
still little girls .
My new garden is here at Kuhlamakai .
I cleared it on this land . I t is land that my
father cleared when I was little . Kabang and
other clan brothers helped me cut down the
trees . We piled up the logs to make room for
the crops . I will make a big fire , bum the
rubbish and clear more ground , and Yengam
will plant taro and sweet potatoes , and I will
plant sugar cane .
Before the crops grow big, we will build a
strong fence all around the garden . It would
not be good if the pigs came in and ruined the
garden . We would have nothing. We would
go hungry .

Ndop is my name . I am a man of the
Bomagai clan , a clan brother to Kabang, not
a true brother. We do not have the same
father and mother. I built my man's house on
Ngegema Ridge .
I am not an important man . I have only
one wife . Her name is Yengam and she came
here from Togban in the ]imi Valley , across
the mountain crest - a long day's walk .
I have built her a woman's house at Ngegema,
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In the background is the kind of mature secondary forest that
grew over Ndop's garden site before it was cleared.
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Returning to the land
To Klinga

I

remember the morning when I topped
to talk with you while you were itting
in Tsenboi hamlet, enjoying the sunshine
as the m ist cleared. You said you were not
going to work in the garden that day
because you were old - you were going to
laze near your house. Then you told me
the same thing that I had heard from
other older Bomagai,Angoiang men that you were c lose to death, that soon
you would be gone from the world of
the living. The two young men with me
agreed, 'Yes, he will d ie soon.'
I supposed then that thi calm
acceptance of impending death must
have arisen from the v iew among the
Maring that death leads to decay which
leads to fertility, birth, growth and death
again, a cycle with no d istinct beginning
or end. I t may have been you who told me
that in trad itional times before the
Australian Administration banned the
custom as unhygienic, your people first
mourned over a man' dead body inside
the house and then laid the corpse out on

a raised wooden platform, which was then
urrounded with plantings of the ritually
meaningful cordyline shrub, which bears
long multi,coloured leave . On the
platform the body quickly rotted, melting
away until only the bones remained. By
this process, the substances that made up
the dead person dripped back into the
land whence they had originally come.
Finally, the bones were buried in the
sacred grove of the dead person's sub,clan,
where the ancestral spirits l ive.
When I returned 12 years after that
morning when I talked w ith you, I heard
that you had died of pneumonia several
years before - but in a sense you are still
part of your land. It is as though on that
day when you sat in the sun accepting
death you had said:

Some day soon the wind will rustle the leaves ,
and I will pass from life to death's decay
but I will remain in this place . My spirit will stay,
my body will feed the land that fed my fathers
before me .
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Klinga, a widower and man of the Bomagai clan .
He is wearing an old s tring bag on his head .
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Warfare
I hostil ities in today' world, in the late
n

contra t

to

several

unceasing

1 950s in the J imi and Simbai Valleys the
external force and authority of the
Australian Administration halted the
cycle of war and truce that had previously
engaged neighbouring clan .
In the next few decade several ethno�
graphers sought to explain the cau es of
Maring warfare, generally agreeing that
the immediate goad to fights wa an
offence by members of one clan against the
members of another. Offences included
murder or attempted murder, theft of
crop ( especial ly of the pandanus fru it ) ,
sorcery, rape, insults and abducting
women or welcoming and not paying
brideprice for women who had eloped.
Disagreement among the ethnographers
arose over the deeper functions of war
among the Maring.
One v iew was that wars adj u ted
population densities to land area. But this
seems unlikely inasmuch as the victor in
a fight were afraid to occupy the land of
the defeated because the hosti le pirits
of the enemy's ancestors l ived there.
Rather than occupy the land, the victors
destroyed the pigs, houses, gardens and

orchards of the defeated and drove the
urvivors away to take refuge with a
nearby friendly clan. Another v iew was
that war protected c lan land and people
because it developed alliances with other
clans, who would j oin your c lan in the
fight again t a common enemy. War wa
also seen to preserve the manhood of the
c lan, thus ensuring the security of the
land and its people. Or, as I often thought
on hearing men tell vibrant stories about
past fights, warfare was l ike organised
sport, which operates according to set
rules and rituals. Engaged in war, members
of oppo ing teams (clans) experienced
excitement and a unity of purpose, and
individual men could prove themselve
and gain much prestige as fight leader
and important men.
Warriors were admired when they were
aggressive, strong and adorned with
magnificent ritual finery l ike the stalwart
young man p ictured here. The bow and
arrow he holds were the weapons w ielded
in 'small fights'. In more serious or 'true
fights', the weapons would have escalated
to axe and pears, which can be thrown or
serve as a j abbing instrument. Painted
wooden shields completed the tools of war.
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The warrior's bow is made of black palm wood, the string of bamboo and the arrow shafts
of M iscanthus grass . His 'fancy dress ' apron is made of traditional string rolled from plant
fibres by his wife or mother and decorated with the fur of local cuscuses ( Phalanger spp . ) .
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Warriors
Potent and turbulent, a throng of men
rushing, drum their feet upon the dance ground,
chant and sing their accomplishments in war,
flaunt their raucous v igour, their shiny skins,
display their wealth in shells, tell of many
pigs and how bright leaves from ancestral ground
protect and trengthen the clan, it substance
passed in blood and semen from grandfathers
of their fathers, all nourished by their land.
Vanity and assertion are the form,
exultation as they dance, together
posses ing the elating fellowship
of men that peri h, returning to earth,
whence they came, hale confident warriors
j oined to face what i yet to come, yet to
disperse their world into disparity.
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An Eccentric Ethnography

The man in the foreground displays a large bailer shell breastpiece . Below it hangs the
crescenHhaped kina shell , which lent its name to the country's currency . Brightly
coloured leaves hang from his waist; the wristpiece is made of woven orchid stems .
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In harmony with
the environment?
I believed that the Bomagai,Angoiang
n my younger day , I would have

contrad iction, I asked the man chopping
down the tree if he was not worried about
what he was doing. He assured me
everything was in order because he had
prinkled some water around the tree and
uttered some propitiating sp lls before he
raised his axe. Being an older man of some
standing, he wou ld have known the
appropriate spells.
Because such felling was not then a
common occurrence, the komung still
provided the ( unintentional ) ecological
benefits of serving as a source of seed for
the recolonisation of rainforest trees in
old gardens nearby and as a habi tat for
forest,dwel ling birds and animals, which
could, however, be hunted by the clan
owner
of each komung. Another
pragmatic aspect of the Maring approach
to komung was that all the komung that
I investigated appeared to be in place
unfavourable to successful gardens (stony
ridge tops, poor sandy soi ls or places full of
boulders ) . But if popu lation was to
increase or, nowadays, a young man
acquired a much coveted chainsaw,
I would not hold out much hope for the
long,term survival of sacred groves.
Urban conservationists and green
romantics may hold the belief that local
native peoples want to preserve their
natural surroundings in a pristine state.
But anthropologists famil iar with a
part icular community seldom believe it.

and ind igenous peoples like them live,
or l ived, in harmony with their
environment. But no people live 'in
harmony' if the term is taken to mean
that human inhabitants are cau ing no
d isturbance to the natural order of their
homeland or that they avow or avowed
what Westerners m ight call a conserva,
tioni t or preservationist ethic. H u mans
must d isturb the natural order to survive.
And, in many cases, the more the
d isturbance, the greater the profit, the
greater the i mmediate benefit. It i true
that the Bomagai,Angoiang d id not cause
great disturbance; their actions did not,
for in tance, lead to whole ale lo of
forest. Why ? Because they were few in
number, their technology was weak and
their agronomic management led to the
recovery of forest as long a population
density remained low. But they did not
think in terms of a conservationist eth ic.
One of my fond memories of my time
with the Maring was the day I saw a man
felling a large tree in his komung, hi clan's
spirit, inhabited sacred grove. All clans,
and often sub,clans, had their own
komung, wh ich were never gardened and
where , it was said, large trees were never
cut because that wou ld anger the pirit ,
who wou ld then bring ickness or even
death to clan members. Perplexed at the
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A slope in the lower Simbai Valley marked by gardens of all ages and various stages of secondary growth . The
cultivated breadfruit tree in the lower right of the photograph is a further effect of human occupation here .
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ewe are reconciled) I think)
to too much)
- Mary Oliver, "The Lark",
What do we know

M

ary Oliver's l ine came to mind
as I looked at the photograph of
Bomagai�Angoiang women and their
chi ldren enjoying a peaceful spell in the
morning sun whi le sitting on the open
ground of one of their hamlet . Then
I remembered an episode from The
Poisonwood Bible, Barbara Kingsolver's
harrowing but lyrical epic novel of the
fates that befall an A merican mis ionary,
h is wife and their four daughters after they
moved to the Belgi an Congo in 1 95 9 to
evangelise the local people there. Years
later one of the daughter is l iv ing in a
large American city and relates the
responses to an American supermarket of
one of her s isters, the ister's African
husband and their l ittle boy, all of whom
were recently arrived from Africa.

-

When I go with them to the supermarket ,
they are boggled and frightened and secretly
scornful, I think. Of course they are . I remember
how it was when I first returned from Africa:
dazzling warehouses buzzing with light , where
entire shelves boast nothing but hair spray ,
tooth�whitening cream , and foat powders .
'What is that? And that? ' their son asks
me in his wide�eyed way , pointing through the
aisles : a pink jar of cream for removing hair,
a can of fragrance to spray on carpets , stacks
of lidded containers lil<e the jars we throw away
each day. They're things a person doesn't really
need. 'But how, ' the boy asks , 'can there be so
many kinds of things a person doesn't really
need? '
I can think of no honorable answer. There
is nothing about the United S tates I can really
explain to this child of another world .
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An Eccentric Ethnography

Women often assembled in the morning for a gossip before setting off to work in their gardens .
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Receiving and giving/
buying and selling
A

nthropologist Don Gardner has
remarked that some Melanesianists
have uggested that exchange practices
constitute the medium of social existence
for Melanesians, as water constitutes the
medium of existence for fish. The remark
rings true, especially if the designation
'Melanesians' refers mainly to men, at
least in the enterprise of formal exchange
activities. Rather than try even to begin
to exp lore how exchange came to be so
central in Melanesian societies, I will here
touch only on what it may mean to the
players in the game.
Of paramount s ignificance i what
Melanesian exchange is not. I t is not a
matter of stepping up to one side of
a counter to buy or sell something to a
person on the other side of the counter, the
goods and the payment moving oppo itely
between people whose only connection is
the impersonal transaction. Thank you.
Goodbye.
Melanesian exchange happens within
social relationships. Reciprocity is the
grease whereby relationships are main,
tained, and in the m inds of the people

or groups giving and recetvmg is a
constant concern that the reciprocity be
balanced. Lack of what is perceived as
balance creates unea e; it can even be
seen as immoral - though the dynamics
of exchange are such that permanent
balance is never achieved. After all, how
would relationship continue if a static
equilibrium were achieved ?
Inadequate generosity angers the spirits
and can be seen to cau e individual failure
in hunting or gardening. Or improper
distribution of pork after a ceremonial
laughter of p igs can imperil the well,
being or health of a whole community.
But more and more in today' Papua N ew
Guinea, now that money has penetrated
everywhere, there is ambiguity about
customary reciprocity. Perhaps, village
people think, the way white people pay
rent and buy and sell directly through the
medium of money accounts for their
wealth. And, as an economist wou ld tell
you, a moral requirement to be generou
inhibit the accumulation of capital,
which in turn restricts investment and, so,
the possibility of development.
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Kabang receives a piece of pork. The Papua New Guinean dog watching the proceedings
is a valuable asset in hunting feral pigs and marsupials . The dogs belong to individual men ,
who often talk to them in a high falsetto voice , leading the dogs to howl , or 'sing' , in return .
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Now is the time of money
L negotiating a brideprice payment,

ooking at this photograph of men

I am reminded of something I once read in
Gregory Bateson's writings. Money, he
wrote, has a unique attribute compared
with anything in the biological and
physical worlds, wherein there can always
be too much or too many: too much water,
too much wind, too many pigs, too many
people, too much garbage, even too much
food. But there can never be too much
money, never even enough - this give it
a malignant property. Some economists do
point out that money i a veil behind
which real economic l ife goes on. True as
this is, for most of us, including many
economists, it is money that is real money, an abstract symbol and measure of
exchange val ue, has fallaciously come
to have a tangible use value, to be the
material thing it elf, the commodity.
Since money can grow forever through
compound interest (or government i sue),
why then so too can material GNP - pig
or automobiles - and the population of
people who require them.
The Bomagai ,Angoiang in the
photograph had only recently learned
about money in the form of Australian
shillings, a coin with a hole in the middle,
sometimes known as holey money. The e
had been brought into the Simbai Valley
a few years before by the Australian
government officers and had begun to be
di tributed as payment for men's labour in

road build ing, partly w ith the intention
of introducing the concept of money
to the people. The anthropologist
researchers also brought shill ings to pay
carriers, as gifts to informants, to exchange
for food and to pay for the construction of
their houses.
When I was fir t in the Simbai Valley
in 1 964 ( the time of the photograph), the
shillings were still a novelty, which people
would accept in payment but they were a
happy or happier to have trade goods such
as matches, axe blades, newspaper to wrap
stick tobacco in for smoking, beads and
salt - goods for goods, or goods for
labour, nothing behind a veil. The goods
d isplayed here a brideprice (a small pig,
pearl shells, bush knives ) had all been
acquired slowly through barter, labour or
husbandry. Their values in terms of those
activitie were known to all.
N ow the genie of money is prevalent
in Papua N ew G uinea. Brideprices in the
H ighlands have become so high that
women complain they mu t work all
the time or be beaten by their husbands,
who, having paid so much money for
their wives, want a lot of labour in return.
H uge dollar amounts are demanded
in compensations for k illings or other
wrongs. All ceremonial exchanges involve
cash, often very large amounts. The
cultural s ignificance of p ig has waned.
People ay, 'Mani i antap nau' - money
is the most important thing now.
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Among the Maring, negotiations over brideprice were not as dramatically rhetorical as some I saw in the
Highlands proper, but nonetheless the value of the goods exchanged would have been given deep thought .
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How powerful a plant
A

longside some spindly tall shrubs with
long lanceolate leaves, you see a
pensive boy standing on a little path
through j ungly grasses and saplings. Above
the boy's head are some dried fem leaves
tied to a horizontal branch. Hardly the sort
of thing John le Carre would write about except he has. What is pictured is a border
cros ing, a Maring ver ion of the Berlin
Wall. And for the Maring, the boundary is
clearly marked by the dried fem leave and
the plantings of the long,leafed shrub,
which i a cultivated plant with the
scientific name Cordyline fruticosa, known
to the Maring as rumbim. In Tok Pisin it is
known as tanget, in English it is often simply
called cordyline or ti tree or ti palm after ti,
its widespread Polynesian name.
It was suggested by ethnobotanist
Douglas Yen that cordyline was domes,
ticated on the island of New Guinea,

along with sugar cane, one kind of banana,
certain cultivars of taro and other le er,
known crops. Wherever cordyline's origin,
the plant came to be cultivated from
South,East Asia throughout New Guinea,
Island Melanesia, and into Polyne ia,
including Hawai'i, New Zealand and
Easter I land. It i widely used a medicine,
a a l ining for earth ovens and a wrapping
for food, as an ornamental and ritual plant
around houses and graves, and a
ceremon ial and everyday dress - as in
the 'arse,grass' traditionally widely used by
Papua N ew Gu inean men as a covering
for their buttocks. In Fij i and eastward in
Polynesia, cordyline's starch,rich rhizomes
were baked and hydrolysed to ugar, and
either eaten directly or used to sweeten
other foods. The variety shown in the
photograph has green leaves but other

varieties - among the Maring and across
the plant's range - have bright yellow or
red leaves, often favoured for ornamental
planting and apparel.
Beyond these many mundane u es,
cordyline ( or some of its varietie )
pos esses trong ritual s ignificance. In a
generalised way, the plant enables
communication with supernatural beings,
often reputed to be renowned ancestors.
Certainly the Maring's most important
ritual plant, its significance has been
described in detail by several of the
anthropologists of the Maring. For instance,
rumbim is planted as a form of garden
magic in the centre of taro,yam garden to
ensure good y ields. Rumbim is (or was )
much involved in cycles of war and peace
and is associated with the 'Red Spirits'
of men who died in warfare. Planting
rumbim by antagon ists comm ited both
sides to a truce. I ts planting also l ifts
taboos imposed during fighting on certain
foods and on men's sexual activity. I t is
always planted at boundaries as a 'mark' of
clan ownership and to prevent the passage
of enemy evil spirits.
If - together with the local clansmen
- an outsider to a clan's territory grasps
the stems of a ritually planted rumbim, he
takes the first step toward assimilation
into the clan - he m ingles his min ( life
force, bodi ly awareness) with those of the
clansmen. The act also serves to resettle
hi ancestors at h is new home because he
also sacrifices a p ig and calls out to
the ancestors to come to the new place
and partake of the pork. Thus, the power
of rumbim relates to patril ineality and
territoriality as well as to men's well,being
and strength.
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In 1 964 and 1 965 , men would often refuse to cross the 'mark' (boundary indicator)
signified by the cordyline because they might suffer from 'poison' (evil spells , sorcery) .
By 1 970 and 1 977 everyone was much more casual about boundaries .
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A nice woman
R

ameka was a nice woman, always
affable. She had come to the basin
from Kompiai across the Bismarck Range
in the J imi Valley to marry Kunbun, an
Angoiang man. Everyone agreed that she
was a hard worker and a good gardener,
and she and Kunbun seemed very fond of
each other. When I returned to the basin
in 1 97 7 , I was sad to learn that she had
died, reportedly of an accident while
pregnant. Some time after her death,
Kunbun had married again.
Thinking about Rameka reminded me
of a kind of revelation I had after several
months of l iving among the basin'
people: it was that I was seeing in the
personal ities of various of the Bomagai,
Angoiang c lose similarities to various of
my friends and acquaintances in Berkeley,
California. One Bomagai man always
made me think of my methodical friend
J im, who was in training to be a
psychiatrist; Ngirapo was l ike Chuck, a
v igorous medical tudent I knew; Rameka
reminded me of the gentle, serious wife of
a graduate student in mathematics. I had
the e thoughts in 1 96 5 before we worried
much about representations of 'The
Other' - but I did query myself as to how
I could find resemblances between people
across two di sim ilar cultures that had
absolutely no connection with each other
except for my presence in the one alien to
me. Except it didn't feel alien.
Recently I came across comments by
two anthropologists that reassured me

about my 1 96 5 musings, which wou ld
now be su pect in some quarters. One et
of comments came from Clifford Geertz
writing about Evans,Pritchard, one of
the famous and influential English
anthropologists of Africa. Evans,Pritchard,
writes Geertz, depicted the African
peoples he studied not as other but as
otherwise ( having their own way of doing
things ) . He wasn't saying 'they are j ust
like us', but that their d ifferences from us,
however dramatic, do not finally count
for much. Among the African peoples he
knew, men and women were brave and
cowardly, kind and cruel, reasonable and
foolish, intelligent and stupid, v iv id and
boring, and better the one than the other
- but all with l ives to l ive.
The other comments come from Epeli
Hau'ofa, who, in 1 97 5 , a a Tongan,
became one of the first Pacific Islanders to
complete a doctorate in anthropology in his case, for fieldwork among the Mekeo
people of Papua New G uinea. Expressing
di content with the conventional
d iscour e of ethnography, Hau'ofa wrote
in 1 9 7 5 that 'after decades of anthro,
pological field research in Melanesia we
have come up only w ith pictures of
people who fight, compete, trade, pay
bride prices, engage in rituals, invent cargo
cults, copulate and sorcerise each other.
There is hardly anything in our literature
to indicate whether these people have any
such sentiments as love, k indness,
consideration, altruism and so on'.
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Whenever I saw Rameka she was carrying heavy loads of tubers or firewood in her string bag.
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At the tail of the snake
Among the Bomagai,Angoiang from

1964 to 1977

I

A

s the colonial system began to
break down during and after World
War I I , and development became the
universal goal for those part of the world
that had not yet achieved it, peoples who
had been 'tribal', 'folk' or 'primitive'
became, qu ite suddenly, 'emergent' . As
Clifford Geertz has commented, what
they were emerging from was negatively
defined: a general condition of illiteracy,
poverty, illness, uper tition and igno,
ranee. The path along which they were to
be moved was seen to be linear and
universal, a path for all to follow. But in
this quest to advance emergent peoples
soc ially and econom ically, 'nothing wa
clear except that something serious had to
be done, and quickly, to remodel their
character'. Economic infrastructure must
be expanded; agricultural modernisation
was needed; industriali ation was in
order; cash crops and trade should be
encouraged; the introduction of basic
formal education was e sential. Under
the e i mperatives, changes
as
ambiguous as they were vast - occurred
in the past 50 years. Some places and
peoples have benefitted, others have
uffered. People who lived at the centre of
the world, a they saw it, have become
'remote', 'peripheral'.

My direct observat ions of how this
maelstrom touched the Bomagai,Angoiang
extend only from 1 964 to 1 97 7 ; these
changes are sketched here and described
in greater detai l in a paper published in
1 980. A few scattered bits of information
make it possible to continue the story
after 1 9 7 7 .
In 1 964, the Bomagai,Angoiang had
been in contact with Europeans for only
ix year . During that period, fight
between clans had been proscribed so that
the ritual cycle of war and truce began to
fade. By 1 964 all men had acquired at
least one steel axe. But the people still
had no cash crops and had maintained
their houses, dre s, intra,community
social relations and system of land tenure
pretty much as they had been before
contact. They al o still possessed their
exten ive knowledge and skills relating to
the wild plants and animals in their
territory. They enj oyed occasional visits
by Anglican missionaries - not Europeans
but lay brothers from Solomon Island
or coastal Papua New Guinea - but none
of the people yet seemed much moved
or interested in the religious message.

continued over page
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Along with shells and possum fur, feather plumes , especially from the birds of paradise ,
were prized for use in selfdecoration among Papua New Guineans as they once also were
among fashion�conscious European women until the plume boom ended in the 1 9 20s .
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At the tail of the snake
II

I of taro,

n 1 964 the maj or traditional crops
yams, sweet potatoes and
bananas remained significant, and
gardening techniques had changed little
except that steel axes made felling trees
an easier task than it had been with stone.
But gardens had been subtly altered by the
gradual adddition of everal exotic crops
that had passed from group to group along
traditional trade routes for a decade or
two before the Europeans arrived in 1 958.
Of these introductions the taro-l ike
Xanthosoma of tropical American origin
was particularly favoured as it fitted easily
into the tuber-crop complex and gave
h igher yield than the ancestral Pacific
taro (Colocasia) . Maize, too, was a valued
newcomer as it contributed a substantial
food earlier in the garden' l ife than any of
the tuber crops. Manioc, or cassava another crop of American origin now
ubiqu itous in the tropical world - had
reached the Simbai Valley, probably
sometime in the 1 930s, but in 1 964 was
still mostly fed to the pigs, not being
esteemed as food for human .
My census figures from 1 965 and 1 977
show an increase in the Bomagai-Angoiang
population from 1 54 people to 1 8 1 people,
which points to an average annual growth
rate of about 1 .5 per cent, which was
considerably lower than the e timated
national growth rate of 2 . 5 to 3 per cent per
annum in the same period. This fits with
statements from demographers and
anthropologists that the H ighland Fringe
has a higher death rate than the average for
the country as a whole. Specifically, the
people told me that an epidemic of

influenza and pneumonia about 1 972
accounted for many of the 3 2 deaths
between 1 96 5 and 1 97 7 . As nearly as I
could make out, no one was aware that the
population had increased significantly ( 1 7 . 5
per cent) i n the 1 2-year period - and the
general belief remained, as before, that it
would be good if their population grew.
In the mid- 1 960s, the fir t build ing to
be een in Bomagai-Angoiang territory by
a visitor coming along the government
walking track from the Simbai Patrol Post
- two days walk away near the head of
the Simbai Valley - was a mall thatch
roofed rest house ( haus kiap in Tok-Pisin)
on a hilltop at a place known to the patrol
officer a S ipapi. Such haus kiap, which
were built by local people on orders from
the patrol officers, were then common
throughout the country and were meant
to provide temporary shelter for any
adm inistrative visitors, medical teams or
other European v isitors. The packed-earth
space around the haus kiap was a meeting
place between the Bomagai-Angoiang
and outsiders. The people gathered there
to l isten to messages from the adm in
istration, hear agricultural officers talk
about new crops, to undergo health
surveys, and so on. In 1 964 and 1 96 5 the
local people's own houses lay widely
dispersed singly or in small clu ters, their
presence behind sheltering forest or
ridges no more than intimated in the
morning and evening by wi p of smoke
from household fires.

continued over page
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Debris being burned prior to planting a garden .
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At the tail of the snake
III

W

hen I returned in 1 970, Sipapi
had become a place for l iving as
well as for meeting the outside world.
Several closely spaced houses, built on
roughly excavated terraces, de cended
from the hilltop rest house. On ome
nights almost all the men slept in the e
houses, often j oined by women and
children - although the women also
often slept in 'bush hou es' d ispersed
widely in the older pattern. Dramatic
though the change in local settlement
was, it was j ust one small set of movements
in a common and long-established
process. As George Henry Lane-Fox Pitt
Ri vers noted in 1 92 7 , European opinion
was almost invariably in favour of concen
trating populations for a variety of
reasons, most of which were said to have
to do with the 'phy ical and moral
adv ancemen t of the natives. I do not
know whether patrol officers in Simbai
p ushed for the aggregation, but it is
certain that there was also a pull factor S ipapi was now the place where the
action was.
It was also at the end of the road and
walking track from the Simbai airstrip and
patrol post at the head of the valley.
Beyond Bomagai-Angoiang territory to
the east lay a large tract of uninhabited
forest. This location, far from the patrol
post and at the edge of settled land in the
Simbai Valley, is epitomised by what a
man from the upper S imbai Valley told
me in 1 964: the Bomagai-Angoiang, he
said, were a community at the tail of the
snake, a characterisation that impl ied
rusticity as well as marginal location.
'

Yet i n 1 970 there had been what
might be seen as advances. A man from
the upper S imbai Val ley served as a
paramedical Aid Po t Orderly at S ipapi.
Because he was absent during my 1 970
v isit, I am not sure what medical supplies
he had but I was told that these
sometimes included anti-malarial drugs,
cough syrup, antiseptics and perhap
penicillin for seriou infections.
The other and most striking addition
to Bomagai-Angoiang l ife was the
presence of a Papua New G u inean
Lutheran pastor who had come from the
J imi Valley not long before and had
persuaded the Bomagai-Angoiang to bu ild
a church. This building, the largest in the
ettlement, had a thatched with grass roof
supported by poles over half walls of
plaited grass stems. Poles laid on the
ground provided seat for the people, with
the women on one side and the men on
the other s ide of the central earthen
walkway. The people congregated there
daily, and especially on Sundays, to hear
the pa tor evangel ise. He spoke in Tok
Pisin, which was translated into Maring by
a local man who had worked on a coastal
plantation. The sermon I attended had to
do with God, the Father who was owed
thanks for the beneficence that provided
wild game so that the people need not eat
only sweet potatoes and ea sava. It was
also implied that white people had meat
more regularly because of a clo er
relation hip with God.

continued over page
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A view of the Ndwimba Basin showing various kinds of secondary growth .
A pandanus orchard is visible in the right foreground .
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At the tail of the snake
IV

ommerce had replaced the gospel
when I returned to S ipapi in 1 97 7
- two years after Papua N ew Gu inea
became independent. N ow the first
bu i ld i ng to be seen on the track from
Simbai was a trade store of the k ind then
common everywhere: a local materials
shed j ust b ig enough for one man to stand
in behind a rough plank counter laid in a
hole in the wall. The store remained
closed throughout my vi it because it was
too hard to tote the goods on the long
trek from the airstrip. Nonetheless, the
store remained a focal point in the
community's l ife, partly perhaps because
it was symbolic of money and modern,
isation, even though its few flimsy shelves
were empty. A further magnet seemed to

C

but rather than d ispersing widely over
their territory as in the past, the people had
built two mini,villages close to S ipapi.
House styles too had changed with about
half the houses being of an introduced style:
larger, h igher, squarer, sometimes with an
elevated pole floor, and windows that could
be closed with a wickerwork blind of split
grass stems. Despite the increase in
population, the number of houses had
decl ined slightly since 1 965 because more
husbands and wives were sharing a house
rather than l iving separately.
Within subsistence gardens the most
s ignificant change was an increase in
manioc, which wa stil l fed to pigs but the
people too were eating more of it though it had by no means become the

be that the store's principal owner, an

crucial carbohydrate food it is in much of

Angoiang man who had a house nearby,
was also the representative in the local
government council, which had been
formed in the lower Simbai Valley in the
early 1 970s.
A d isintegrating rest house did remain
at Sipapi, but the church and the aid
po t were gone. The pastor - who had
become ill and departed for his home
village a year or so earlier - had promi ed
to return, but no one knew when. The
church site was now a patch of tobacco
plants flourishing in the ash,rich oil. The
Aid Post Orderly had left, so the story went,
because the people had tired of providing
him with food and had been stealing food
from his own mall garden. The 1 970
houses had all been abandoned because
of the influenza epidemic about 1 972,

the tropical world. Far more s ignificant
in the agricultural landscape was the
spread of coffee as a cash crop. I n 1 96 5
there was n o coffee; by 1 970 a few men
had coffee seedlings planted from a few
handfuls of seeds acquired from friends
or k insmen in the J imi Valley, where
coffee planting was further advanced.
About 1 973 the Government launched a
program to encourage coffee production
in economically d isadvantaged areas, and
coffee seedl ings became available to the
Simbai Valley people from the agricultural
officer at the patrol post in the J imi
Valley. By 1 97 7 groves of coffee trees were
well established, some already bearing fruit.

continued over page
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Food preparation under way in a Bomagai-Angoiang hamlet . The boy in the centre is eating
( 'drinking') sugar cane , which provides a significant source of calories in the Maring diet.
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At the tail of the snake
v

M trees by 1 97 7 but most hold ings
ost men had planted some coffee

were small - the biggest having 933
trees, which one man had planted
together with his two adult sons. The
smallest holding comprised only 30
seedlings. The spread of coffee trees
foreshadowed ecological and social
changes, including an eventual shortening
of fallow time for subsistence gardens
becau e the coffee was planted in ageing
gardens; as the trees mature they will lock
that plot of land out of the fallow cycle.
The portfolio of traditional orchard held
by each man looked destined to be
replaced by groves of coffee, a change that
would lessen the supply of everal
nutritious food , most notably the oil,rich
pandanus sauce. The beginning of a
transition from forest to grassland were
already evident, a wide pread change that

people may not notice because it is
incremental but that would eventually
require harder work in the gardens.
The coming of coffee cash,cropping
will come to affect the land,tenure
system. Often wrongly called 'communal',
traditional tenure was nonetheless h ighly
flex ible in providing access to a clan's
land to men with a wide variety of claims.
U ufruct was given easily. But land
planted with coffee trees is d ifferent, it is
bisnis, able to produce money, and by 1 977
the Bomagai,Angoiang were as susceptible
to the ' eductive powers of money' as the
rest of us. The people had become
preoccupied with how to gain cash. As

one man said to me, ' I plant coffee
thinking of my sons: I want them to be
wealthy.'
I t is far beyond the scope of these
pages to enter into the massive d iscussion
of the reality or not of equality in
traditional or modern M elanesia, or the
effects - i mmediate and long,term - of
introducing cash commodities into an
economy previously based on gaining
prestige and maintaining social relations
by means of gifts and exchange. It is
obvious, though, that in Papua N ew
G uinea today ways have been opened for
large, cale wealth accumulation for some
and its inevitable converse - poverty for
others. But in the lower S imbai, gross
d ifferences in wealth were unlikely to
arise because cash,gaining activities then
and now remain so few. Hau ling bags of
coffee on your back for a da y or more to a
roadhead to meet a buyer is not a way to
get rich. Even in 1 97 7 , men were
reluctant to carry out bags of coffee beans
when they knew that prices were in a
slump.
I will not comment here on the effects
of coffee production on women beyond
noting that women's labour is so v ital to
picking and processing coffee cherries to
the parchment,bean stage that one
Angoiang widower, who had no coffee
trees, summarised his situation in a simple
equation: 'no wife, no coffee.'

continued over page
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A large swidden garden of the Kaluli people who live on the slopes of M t Bosavi , Southern Highlands Province .
Located in the Highlands Fringe to the south of the Highlands proper, Kaluli gardens are long-fallow and
widely scattered like the Maring gardens but the Kaluli settlement pattern is different from the Maring's
- with the Kaluli living aggregated in large multi-family long houses . Some agronomic techniques
also differ: the Maring bum off litter and debris before planting, while the Kaluli do not bum at all .
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At the tail of the snake
VI

B tail of the snake had

y 1 97 7 the metaphor of being at the
taken on
further meaning for the Bomagai
Angoiang. I n 1 9 58 when they and their
neighbours were first brought under
administrative control, they were 'newly
contacted people' who needed to be
visited , taught and proselyti ed by patrol
officers, med ical teams, agricultural
extension officers and m issionaries. It was
i mportant to count them, treat them
medically, organi e them to build walking
tracks, instruct them that interclan fights
were now forbidden and to lecture them
on soap, schools and prosperity - to
bring them into the fold of the Australian
territory as it then was and the nation it
was to be. Throughout the 1 960s and into
the 1 970s kiaps (Australian administrative
officers ) carried out annual patrol 'to
show the flag' as well a patrols for a
variety of special purposes, such as malaria
appraisals or the introduction of new
crops, many of them European vegetables
such a cabbage that are not as nutritious
as the traditional dark leafy greens.
European staff from the Anglican Mission
at Simbai visited regularly and provided
medical treatment, particularly a clinic for
pregnant women and nursing mothers.
The m ission also establ ished a primary
school at Gai only three hours walk up
the valley from the basin.
By 1 97 7 the closest medical aid post
was at Kinimbong, a good day's walk up

the valley. The walking tracks were falling
into d isrepair compared with their
previously well-maintained state, and the
chool at Gai was closed, making the
nearest chool in the Simbai Valley a
government school at Kunbruf, the
community at the end of the vehicular
road from Simbai - outside of the
Maring lingu istic area. In 1 97 7 no
Bomagai-Angoiang children attended this
school but five boys d id attend the closest
government school in the J imi Valley,
where the Bomagai -Angoiang had
traditional affi liations.
Perhaps most symbolic of dec l ining
attention to outlying areas d istant from
the Simbai Patrol Post was that during the
first three country-wide e lections ( 1 964,
1 968 and 1 97 2 ) , special patrols set up a
polling station at S ipapi, but during the
1 97 7 e lection, two years after Papua N ew
Guinea's independence, those people who
wanted to vote had to cross a rugged river
gorge and walk for four hours to a polling
place. I was told that four men had done
so. To the Bomagai-Angoiang, whose only
experience throughout the 1 960 and into
the early 1 970s had been of the
Government ( and the m iss ion ) coming
to them, the withdrawal of services and
visit wa confounding. As a Bomagai
Angoiang man told me, the community
was now angry at the kiap: 'The kiap ha
abandoned us, and now we're going to
abandon him.'
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Nguhni , a young Angoiang man , prepares an earth oven , a common cooking method.
After leafwrapped packages of food have been put in the oven with hot stones , the banana
leaves will be folded over to seal in the heat and buried under more hot rocks and earth .
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The gap between
city and country
F that I saw taking place by 1 97 7 has
rom all reports, the marginalisation

continued since then. Some road have
been extended but, unmaintained , have
soon fallen into a woeful state. Patrol
have diminished even more. National
officers are de bbound from lack of funds
even if they wanted to patrol places
remote from d istrict offices. Services
at the d istrict office have declined:
educational materials are lacking, medical
suppl ies are not replaced and wages for
public servants do not arrive.
A thoroughly researched handbook of
rural development in Papua New Guinea,
publ ished in 200 1 , classes the S imbai
Valley as 'remote; and the lower Simbai
a an area having very low income
(0-20 kina/person/year), low land potential,
and poor acces to services'. The figure of
20 kina may now be a bit low but there i
no doubt that the summing,up comment
is basically accurate: the people east of
Simbai District Office and around Bundi
(farther east ) are the most d isadvantaged
people in the d istrict ( Us ino, Bundi
District in Madang Province ) .
To j udge from similar proces es of
marginalisation across the world, rural
deprivation is an inevitable companion of
modernisation and economic development.
The extension of state control over a wide
area and the possibilities of capital
accumulation encourage the concentration
of wealth and power in the city. The irony
is - in much of the world, not j ust Papua
New Guinea - that the marginalisation
occurs amid a pol itical rhetoric that
favours rural development, the reduction

of economic and service,provision
inequalities, and the maintenance and
improvement of small,scale agriculture.
Rhetoric not being reality, Papua New
Guinea' towns and cities continue to
receive rural m igrants because the urban
places are seen as sites of opportunity and
riche by the still largely rural population
( about 85 per cent of the total ) . This is
much lamented by many observers, some
of whom may have a romantic v iew of
rural life.
As geographer R. Gerard Ward has
written, 'Most work by anthropologists,
economists, geographers and other
researchers deals with rural areas and
communities. Yet most of the driving force
now reshaping Pacific Island economies,
societies, politie and geographies have
their sources in the urban areas.' And, as
anthropologist Eugene Ogan has noted,
anthropologists have been a bit obsessed by
a 'cult of virginity' that has led them to seek
out 'untouched cultures' to study or
ometime to repre ent the people they
have studied as more 'untouched' than they
truly were - such as by not mentioning
that a highway runs through a village
whose social and economic life is being
described. Now every person in the world
is touched to some extent by global
forces, state power or its absence, the need
for money, the contagion of consumer
goods, environmental menaces and
communications from far beyond local
boundaries. It could almost be said that in
some ways 'remoteness' no longer has
meaning - but in other ways it has come
to have greater meaning.
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View of the Kaironk Valley , which neighbours the Simbai . The groves of trees on
the grassy slopes are mostly casuarina , which have a nitrogen,fixing capacity
and are planted in ol.d gardens to enrich the soil and to provide fenceposts .
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Being and creating
'We are born to exist, not to know;
to be, not to assert ourselves. '
- E. M. Cioran,
History and Utopia , p . 42

T

o the extent that one can know
how Cioran's typically aphoristic
sentence fits into h is l ine of argument, the
epigraph above probably does not real ly
fit the photograph. But as an aphori m on
its own, it chimed in my memory when
I looked at this photograph of Bomagai,
Angoiang women chatting while they
hand pin string by rolling and twisting
bark fibres together on their thighs.
Of course, on occasion the women do
as ert themselves in the sense of speaking
their minds forcefully or showing anger.
Also, they know an enormous amount
about gardening, crop varieties and the
natural history of their homeland . But
they d id have a great capacity for being in
the moment, for attending peacefully to
whatever they were doing.
They will use their hand,made tring
to make the flexible looped string bag
(bilum in Tok Pisin) that is one of the most
hard,worked accessories of daily l ife in
Papua N ew Guinea. It is easy to forget
about the significance of containers as a
part of material culture in the face of bows
and arrows, spears, shields or head,dresses
adorned with plumes - but without the
string bag, caring for infants, collecting
firewood and provisioning the hearth with
food would be far more difficult tasks.
The construction and meanings of
string bags are well described by Maureen
MacKenzie in her book Androgynous

Objects : String bags and gender in central
New Guinea. She writes:

The bilum is traditionally constructed
from the inter,connected loops of
bark fibres handspun into a v irtually
unbreakable two,ply string. Each bag
is constructed from a single string, as
the maker, usually although not
always a woman, alternately adds to
the tring by spinning more fibre
against the thigh, and then uses the
new length to construct further loops
of the bag.
MacKenzie goes on to note that the
looping technique used in making bilums
creates a stronger and more expandable
fabric than does knitting. 'If the
interconnected loops of knitting are
pulled and broken, the work will run.
With looping, the finished fabric is
prevented from unravelling around a
break in the element because the working
thread is pulled through the body of the
work in the construction of each loop
thus sealing the break.'
People say, 'The bilum is good because
it feeds us. ' And, 'The bilum looks after us,
our babies and our things.' Aside from
their great utilitarian value, bilums are also
widely recognised as artefacts of beauty,
expressive of fine workmanship. As
MacKenzie says, 'A good bilum enhances
the appearance of the carrier, and is
essential for a walk to market, into town
or a trip to another area to i mpress
onlookers.' 'The bilum is our bilas' ( bilas 
Tok Pisin for 'ornament', 'decoration' ).
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The woman on the right is dividing underbark into narrow strips , which are then
hand spun into strong string. Often when the women are 'at leisure' chatting, they spend time
lengthening a piece of string by this process . A string bag lies on the ground to the left.
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Time for touching
L children

ooking at groups of women and
s itting together, I often
noticed a c losed or almost closed c ircuit
of touching - an arm across a shoulder,
a leg against a foot, a hand on an ankle a l ink from body to body connecting the
group. While sitting so, the women m ight
be occupied with hand-spinning string
from plant fibres, looping bilums, making
pubic aprons. Or they m ight be chatting
or nursing babies. Or picking l ice and nits
from one another's heads - as in the
photograph.
We know that l ice are very old
associates of humans and that our
particular host-specific species l ikely
co-evolved with us - and that picking
l ice from one another is a form of
sociability we share with our primate
relatives. In modem societies, l ice
infestations cause mortification, though

they can be common even among well
cared-for schoolchildren in sophisticated
suburbs. Removing them becomes a social
i mperative and there are special louse
combs and medications to that end.

I nstructions on
the
combs and
medications include comments that
success in eradicating the lice will
require persistence. A d iscussion about
l ice published by Harvard School of
Public Health notes that ' mechanically
removing l ice and nits can be an effective
but time-consu ming method'.
This was true among the Bomagai
Angoiang, but I doubt that they saw the
time so spent as a burden. As far as that
goes, when I l ived among the Bomagai
Angoiang in 1 964 and 1 96 5 , I cannot
remember ever seeing anyone who looked
or acted bored. Ennu i seemed not to exist.
In contrast, the Oxford English Dictionary
provides examples of ennui personified as
a demon or a fiend dating back to the
e ighteenth century. And when I typed
'ennui' into a search engine on the Web,
I was prov ided w i th 1 42 ,000 entries in
0.07 seconds. Whether the Bomagai
Angoiang felt it or not, ennui has been
around in my Western society for a long
time and is prominent in the contem
porary world.
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Picking lice is much easier now than when adolescent boys traditionally wore large ritual wigs and
women's hair was wCJm longer. Long pointed s ticks like knitting needles were used then to scratch the head.
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A question has more
than one answer
T

o the Maring, the red spirits ( rawa
mugi ) , who l ive in the mountain�
top fore t , are the spirits of men killed in
warfare, their colour coming from their
bloody death. Their dwelling place is
sacred and the spirits forbid the felling of
trees there, except for certain ritual
purposes. They tolerate men hunting in
the forest for feral p igs, marsupial or
cassowaries, but if game is taken they will
become angry if not offered thanks.
How do I know so much about the
red spirits ? Much of it I learned from
anthropologist Roy Rappaport, who wrote
about ritual in the ecology of the
Tsembaga, a Maring c lan c luster who
l ived a day's walk up the S imbai Valley
from the Bomagai�Angoiang. In h is
research, which was carried out a year
before m ine, Rappaport was much
concerned with Maring bel iefs about
ritual and upernatural be ings, whereas
I was more concerned with Maring
understanding and practices related to
natural h istory, gardening, arboriculture
and the use of wild plant . So, much of
the time I talked botany and agroecology
w ith my Maring informants and learned
a lot about weeds, crops, trees and
gardening practices; Rappaport, although
ecologically minded, spent more t ime
learning about beliefs in spirits and the
meanings or purposes of ritual practices.
Having talked with Rappaport before
I went to Papua New Guinea, I already
knew about the red spirits and remem�

bered that he had told me that the Maring
did not garden in the h igh�elevation land
of their territory because it would anger
the red spirits, who would then harm the
l iving. Now and again I thought of this,
especially when noting how no gardens
were planted above a l ine that marked the
lower edge of a layer of cloud that covered
the higher�elevation lands almost all
morning and afternoons. One day, after
I had been w ith the Bomagai �Angoiang
long enough for them to know my
interests and to recognise that I knew a bit
about their garden crops and soils and
agriculture, it occurred to me that it would
be interesting to hear what my friend
Kabang would say if I asked why his people
did not make gardens higher up the
mountain slopes. He looked surprised at
my question and said that it was too cold
and wet under the cover of cloud for the
crops to grow. Crops, he informed me,
needed sunlight if they were to flourish.
When I questioned him further about the
influence of the rawa mugi, he agreed that,
yes, that too was a reason.
My anecdote is not unique. Many
anthropologists and other scientists have
experienced similar response : only when
the vi iting questioner knows enough to
understand an explanation or enough to
be j udged worthwhile talking with
seriously, do local i nformants provide a
seriou reply - and often one nicely
calibrated to what the questioner already
knows and has shown intere t in.
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The montane�crest forest is a cold , wet place but is not devoid of resources . The cassowary and some of the
birds of paradise live here , as do several small marsupials hunted for fur and flesh. Products gathered include
palm wood for bows and edible pandanus kernels that are preserved by smoke in leaf packages in house rafters .
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Blemished beauty
T

his shy, serene young woman suffers
from tinea, a skin affliction caused
by a fungus. The condition, known a
grile in Tok Pisin, is recogni ed by the
people to be contagious, the result of
contact with infected people, not the
result of sorcery. Since infants and young
children are held, asleep or awake, against
an older person's bare skin much of the
time, the di ease passe ea ily from an
infected parent or older child to the
young child - although infection does
not always happen, a circumstance that
has led to the suggestion that there could
be a genetic predisposition or resistance
to grile.
This otherwise appealing young
woman knows that her dry and caly skin
is seen to be the antithesis of the shiny,
smooth skin that is an expl icit ideal of
beauty and health and allure acros the
H ighland of Papua N ew Guinea - and
throughout the Pacific Island . The
d istaste that grile arouses is revealed by the

Tok Pisin phrase pukpukmeri, which is
applied to a woman (meri ) with grile,
which i to say 'crocodi le woman' , or a
woman with skin as scaly a a crocodi le's.
By 1 96 5 the term was widely known in
the J imi and Simbai Valleys, having been
spread by m ission nurses or brought back
from the coast by the young men who had
gone there to work on plantations as
contract labourers.
The Bomagai, Angoiang had some
traditional treatments for grile, and I had a
bottle of grile lotion as part of my medical
kit. Sufferers were eager to try it, holding
out their cupped hands to hold the lotion
a I poured it, then rubbing it on their
kin. But u nless they continued the
treatment for several days, the lotion did
not much help. The more effective anti ,
fungal medications that have been
developed recently came too late to help
the young woman shown here to be more
beautiful in the eyes of her community
and her potent ial suitors.
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Tinea , such as this young woman endures , is more common in the lowlands and
mid�elevations of 750 to 1 200m where the Maring live than in the cooler highlands .
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A cure for Ngirapo
0

ne day Ngirapo said he did not feel
well enough to walk to the gardens
with me. H is malady was not malaria, he
said - j ust a kus, that is, a cold, a cough,
or a 'flu'. H is nose was congested, he had a
headache, he felt weak. He asked me for
a spoonful of cough syrup and an aspirin
tablet, and I saw no harm in dispensing
those popu lar palliatives. Thus treated,
Ngirapo at in the sun and a ked
Kumoints, a younger man of his clan, to
bring him leaves from the weedy stinging
nettle plant known as nent (Laportea
decumana) . Kumoints rubbed the nettles
over N girapo's back while murmuring a
ritual chant. I winced at the s ight, having
several times walked into nent by accident,
only to experience an intense burning
pain as the tinging hairs touched my legs.
I thought then that the pain Ngirapo must
be experiencing ( although he was not
wincing ) acted as a counter-irritant, taking
h is m ind off his sickness. Ngirapo's own
belief was probably that the nettles were
heating his body, which would be
beneficial in that being 'hot and dry' is
a sign of good health in men.
The flood of publications on
ethnomedicine that have flowed from the
pens of researchers over the years since
I l ived in the Ndwimba Basin tells us that
nettles have been used med icinally for
m illennia in many societie acros the

world, both by direct appl ication of
the leaves and as l iquid extracts taken
internally, and that Ngirapo's nent may
have provided benefits beyond counter
irritation. This interest in people's local
medical lore on the part of present-day
scientists has come about thanks to the
recognition by pharmaceutical companies
that many ethnomedicines are effective
and might form the basis of commerc ially
profitable drugs, and also thanks to
effort by geographers, anthropologists
and botanists to save for the wider world
some of the vast repository of empirical
knowledge about plants and other aspects
of local environments held in the minds
of indigenous peoples.
And I must not forget Kumoints'
ritual chant, for the Maring conception of
the causes of i llness includes but also
extend beyond physical and biological
pathologies. Briefly, the Maring see some
illnesses or ailments to have what
Westerners would call natural causes; the
causes of other conditions l ie in the social
world, w ith an individual's offensive or
ritually dangerous acts bringing malevolent
responses from witches, sorcerers, spirits
or ghosts. To put these illnesses right
requires counter-magic or shamanism or
bringing social relations back into
harmony, perhaps by killing a p ig and
d istributing its meat appropriately.
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The day after his nettle treatment , Ngirapo said he felt much better.
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Axes) stone and steel
W

hen I asked Ngirapo and ome of
the other older men in the Basin to
carry out a trial comparing steel axe with
the stone work axes that they had u ed in
their youth, Ngirapo looked at me a though
I were an idiot. Why bother, he said, we all
know that steel axes are much easier to use
and fa ter than stone ones. He went on to
suggest that stone axes were something
con igned to the past, to the time of the
ancestors, not something having a place in
present,day life. When I finally convinced
him and the other men that I would really
like them to carry out my peculiar
experiment, they fell to with the stone axes,
as Ngirapo i doing in the photograph.
I knew that Ngirapo was right in
his assessment of the ance tral and

the modern axes, but I was seeking
comparative measurement of labour
input. On the average , work with stone
axe took four times as long as the same
work with steel axe , a difference that
accords with other similar comparisons in
H ighland Papua New Gu inea. Even
though the ir work hours were longer
when they had only stone, the men were
not entirely slaves to their gardens with
no time for war or ceremon ie . On the
other hand , the men who are old enough
to have used both types of axes peak
apprec iatively of the benefit of steel.
One man told me, 'Once I had to work all
day to clear trees; now I work a little in
the morning and then have time to sit
and talk with you .'
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The rank vegetation around Ngirapo is young secondary growth
that has sprung up in a recently deserted garden .
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An axe is an idea
A

fter I had a ked Ngirapo to demon,
strate how a stone axe wa u ed to
clear trees for a garden site, I became curious
how grass and herbaceous weed had been
cut during Ngirapo's youth. Wou ld not a
bush knife, l ike the one tuck casually in
his belt, be a much better tool for la hing
gras ? Oh yes, he said, the bush knife wa
better but - getting into the spirit of
talk ing about how thing had been done
before steel tools arrived - j ust look how
the stone axe could also cut grass. Seizing
a stick, he pushed it down among the
grass and weeds, then pulled the terns
over the stick and gave them a good
whack with the stone axe against the
stick, cutting the grass and weed .
I adm ired the technique but agreed with
Ngirapo that the bush knife does the j ob
faster and more simply.
Does this mean that steel tools a re
better than stone ones ? Anyone who ha
held an unhafted New Guinean stone axe
in their hand and felt its beautifu lly

formed and polished surface fee ls too the
thought and deep individual attention
that went into i ts mak i ng. To hold a
factory,made steel axe blade is a d ifferent
experience. In their time, stone axes
admirably met the goal of extending the
strength and efficiency of the human
body. Hours and hours of careful work
went into making them, with the maker
all the t ime holding in h is mind the
idea of the fin ished product. Their
manufacture, their acquisition through
trade and their possession were under,
tood by everyone to be matters of deep
s ignificance and pleasure. Stone suitable
for making good axes existed only here
and there, with modem geologi ts noting
that all uch occurrences appear to have
been found and quarried. The clans with
quarrie on their land held a monopoly in
axe manufacture, and the workmen of
each 'factory' produced their unique tyle
of axe from recognisably distinct types
of stone.
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In 1 964 men s till kept quite a few stone axe heads tucked away under the rafters
of their houses . Since stone axes had by then been totally replaced by steel,
perhaps the men were keeping them in hopes of selling them to anthropologists .
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Wut displays his steel axe
W

ut was a congenial man who
often came to v isit me. Here he
displays h is steel axe with its recently
fitted new handle shaped from the wood
of an understorey fore t tree called ap
tandapa in Maring, ap meaning 'tree'. Ap
tandapa is one of the several Garcinia
species native to New Gu inea. Unlike
their close relative the succulently
delicious Malaysian mangosteen, the New
Guinean wild Garcinia species have a
poorer fruit which is only casually
collected in parts of N ew Guinea but is
nowhere significant a a food. Wut said
that his people did not eat the fru it of ap
tandapa at all although cassowaries did.
The tree's wood, however, was favoured
for axe handles, not only among the
Bomagai-Angoiang but more widely in
N ew Gu inea. And now it fu lfils the same
function for steel axe heads except that
the handle is fitted through the hole in
the steel rather than being split at one
end so that the stone axe head could be
wedged t ightly between the split pieces of
wood and bound in place by plant fibres
- or by the more complex arrangement
of a haft that incorporates the fork of a
branch to which a split socket of wood
holding the stone axe can be tightly

bound by an elaborate lacing of rattan
or other fibres.
Wut told me how the Bomagai
Angoiang first received steel axe head
from the south in the 1 940s over native
trade routes from the J imi Val ley, whence
the axes would have entered from the
European settlements that had by then
been establ ished in the Central H ighlands.
At first the new axes were very hard to
come by, and only a few men had them
and treasured them. Wut showed me one
of these early steel axes, which he had
kept tucked under the rafters of h is house.
It had been sharpened so often that it was
no more than a nubbin of metal. By the
late 1 950s, as Australian patrol moved
into the J imi and Simbai Valleys and
established patrol posts and air trips, steel
axes had become increasingly available.
By the time I arrived in 1 964, all men had
at least one steel axe head. Those who
had more than one used them for wealth
accumulation and bride payments as well
as for chopping. Thus, steel axes had
by then completely replaced the th ick
bladed stone work axes as well a
the thin-bladed, fragile, ceremonial stone
axes that had been so i mportant not
long before.
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Maring axes felt unbalanced to me , the blade too heavy for the thin handle .
But they cut effectively in the hands of Maring axe users .
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A woman in her garden
with her baby
T

he photo looked straightforward a woman in her garden with her
baby. Then some of the complexities
came to mind. She had been born into a
clan from out ide the ba in and o
remained to some extent an al ien
although she was a lso at home in the
garden she planted and tended on her
husband's land. Out of sentiment for her
natal home she had planted varietie of
taro and sweet potato from her mother'
gardens. Her baby boy she has named
' Beel', as one m ight spell the way he
pronounced my name 'Bill'. This habit of
naming babie after some event that
happened around the t ime of their birth
was widespread. When I l ived in the
Simbai Valley, I met several people named
'Kiap' or ' Balus' to commemorate their
birth near the time the first patrol officer
had arrived or the first airplane had been
seen. Kiap and balus are words in Tok Pisin,
patrol officer and a irplanes not being part
of traditional life. But Maring word are
also used, as in the name of my friend
Kabang, who e name referred to a large
bird that was seen near the time of hi
birth. And now Beel perhaps still lives in
the S imbai Valley, carrying the name of
someone who once crossed the Pacific
Ocean to study his people in the name of
Anthropology and Geography.

In the foreground is her baby's 'cradle', a
strong, expandable string bag that she has
made from local plant fibres. Inside the bag
i a blanket of softened pandanus leave
sewn together. Soft leaves from Coleus
hrubs planted around the garden provide
baby wipes. No need for a baby,accessory
store here; nor for a supermarket since
Beel's mother spends hours most days in her
garden producing ample food for her family
and her hu band's pigs. And hanging from
her neck is a pearl shell known as goldlip or
kina ( the name now given to Papua New
Guinea' national currency), which were
very important in the Simbai Valley in the
1 960s and 1 970s as bridewealth, in other
exchanges and as self decoration. Are they
traditional? Yes, in that they arrived before
European via traditional trade route and
were u ed in traditional patterns of
exchange. But they did not reach the J imi
or Simbai Valleys as part of the Stone Age
trade patterns although they were part of
that pattern farther south. Pearl shells first
entered the J imi and S imbai Valleys after
European imported plane loads into the
Central Highland in the 1 930s and 1 940
to buy food, pigs and labour. They filtered
northward in exchange for bird plumes or
other good . Then they became devalued
by the inflated supply and have been
replaced by money.
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As was common in traditional New Guinea , the Bomagai,Angoiang knew that children
resulted from coitus but the immediate cause was the blending of semen with female blood
in the womb . For the child to develop , a continued supply of semen was needed to fasten
the woman's blood and contribute to the body of the child.
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'A tree has roots) but men do not;

we must plant or we would die. )

- Nakemba, an Angoiang man

B

ronislaw Malinowski introduced hi
cla ic
study
of Trobriander
agriculture, Coral Gardens and Their
Magic, by writing:
In this book we are going to meet
the essential Trobriander. Whatever
he might appear to others, to him elf
he i first and foremost a gardener.
. . . He experiences a mysterious j oy
in delving into the earth, in
turning it up, planting the seed,
watching the plant grow, mature,
and yield the desired harve t. If you
want to know him, you must meet
him in h is yam garden, among hi
palm grove or on h is taro fields.
This description does not fu lly fit the
Maring. For one thing, Trobriander men
do more gardening than do Maring men,
in part because yams - some species of
which are traditionally a man's crop are much more important in the
Trobriand Islands than in the Simbai and
J imi Valleys. The Trobriander men build
elaborate yam storage hou es and gain
prestige from growing and d i playing very
large yams. Among the Maring, yam
cultivation is low�key compared with the
approach of the Trobriand Islanders or

some Sepik men, who could be said to
be ob essed with the rites and magic
that permeate their efforts to cultivate
large yams.
Along with yams, men's crops among
the Maring include the tall plants of sugar
cane, pandanus, bananas and mungap
( Saccharum edule, a relative of sugar cane
that bears a deliciou inflore cence ) . But
the commonest Maring crop is sweet
potato, and nowhere in the Pacific do
sweet potatoes carry the ritual s ignificance
attributed to taro and yams. So, it is the
women who know all the many varieties
of sweet potato and who carry out most of
the planting and harvesting of the crop.
As the foremost gardeners among the
Maring, the women know that they can
harvest only what they have planted, that
weeds demand constant attention - they
keep coming back in ever greater numbers
after being pulled up. The women al o
have an affection for certain varieties of
weet potato, planting them over and
over again in succes ive gardens. Often
the e are varieties that their mothers
grew. They are admired and maintained
not only because of nostalgia but because
they are seen to be beautiful, to have
nicely shaped, shiny leaves.
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Maring gardeners are indifferent to the slope of their gardens , working cheerfully on slopes
of more than 35 degrees . But they pay close attention to micro,variations in the soil ,
choosing soil to fit the crop's requirements - always , for instance , planting tobacco
where the soil is ashy and taro where the soil is soft and moist .
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Nature) culture
and cassowaries
C

hristopher Healey, one of the
anthropologists of the Maring,
wrote that the cassowary is unequivocally
a wild and potentially dangerous and anti,
social creature of the forest, pre,eminently
a creature of nature. In this, it stands
in marked contrast to human who
are cultured beings who po se a oul.
I n contrast to cassowaries, pigs share
essential characteristics with people,
being linked by their nurturance and their
submission to human will. As people keep
pigs, so the spirits (rawa) keep game,
spoken of as the 'pigs' of the rawa, with
the cassowary being one of the pre,
eminent pigs of the spirits.
In writing about the ymbolic and
ritual ignificance of the cas owary to the
Maring, Healey argues that the cassowary
is the only animal who e killing is
invariably treated as a sacrifice. One facet
of the bird's significance has to do with
concepts of maleness, which is associated
with being 'hot', a are ea owaries, while
women are 'cold'. Maleness is also
associated with h igh altitudes, the colour
red, hardness, enduring trength and
dryness; femaleness with low altitudes,
softness, weakness, damp and rot. Being
'hot' denizens of the high,altitude forest,
ea sowaries are loaded with maleness.
Since the capture of adult birds by
hunting depends solely on the prowess of

men, there is an identification between
cassowary and hunter, who becomes an
asocial forest,dweller l ike the cassowary,
which avoids cu ltured , cultivated open
space . In contrast - or in a way in
parallel - domestic pigs are recognised to
be the product of complementary male
and female labour.
N ever domesticated, cas owaries are
obtained only when adult birds are killed
or trapped by hunter or when cassowary
chicks are taken alive. When hunters find
a cassowary's nest in the h igh,elevation
forest, they watch i t until the eggs hatch,
then capture the chicks, which soon
become quite tame and l ive freely about
the hamlets. They are carefully provided
with water and fed sweet potatoes,
bananas and pumpkin. As they mature,
they are confined to a pole stockade, as in
the ph t graph, because they become
dangerous - having powerful legs and
extremely sharp claws that can inflict
serious wounds or even kill. Eventually,
they are either used in a ceremonial
exchange, where they have the value
of several pigs, or are k illed - by
strangulation with a v ine. The people
savour cassowary flesh,
especially
delighting in the rich orange fat or oil.
The bird ' long wing quills are inserted as
decorations though pierced nasal septa,
and the plumes are used in head,dresses.
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A mature dwarf cassowary , Casuarius bennetti , which was captured as a chick and
is now locked in a stocknde of planks awaiting eventual slaughter. Though seldom seen ,
this species is (or was) fairly common in high,altitude , heavy forest in Maring country .
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You are what you don't eat
I what you eat attributed to Ludwig

Feuerbach ( Der Mensch ist was er i{3t) and
to Brillat,Savarin ( Dis�moi ce que tu
manges , je te dirai ce que tu es ) . And
I wouldn't be surprised if the English,
Americans, I talians and Greeks claimed it
as wel l . Whoever said it first observed a
truth. But it is also true that you are what
you do not eat. Avoiding certain foods
sets you off as a cultural being, a person
with restraint rather than an omnivorous
animal, and may define your position
within a community. As anthropologist
Polly Wiessner wrote in her introduction
to Food and the Status Quest, 'After all, it
has long been accepted that the popular
adage "you are what you eat" applies to our
social as well as to our physical being.'
Food taboos are a universal human

the photograph) was allowable and much
relished. Taboos can be either temporary
or permanent. For i nstance, men going
hunting for certain animals in the h igh
forest or when they were ac tive fighters
during wars in pre,contact times placed
taboos on particular foods. Later, when
circumstances had changed, the taboos
were abrogated.
LiPu ma ( 1 988, 90) writes in his
d iscussion of Maring taboos that:
People adopt and abandon taboo
for reasons ranging from personal
squabbles to full,scale war. Each
individual possesses a roster of food
taboos which bear a personal as
well as a social stamp. The ancestors
supernaturally sanction and enforce
these prohibitions, infidelities even,
tually punished by illness, accident,

trait in the sense that everywhere in the

or death. As an example, informants

world there are things that we could eat
but do not eat. Some of these avoidance
behaviours rest on no more than ta te
preferences; others are more formal and
potent.
The
Bomagai,Angoiang
often
commented on the food taboos observed
by individuals, and the whole clan,cluster
was bound by a taboo against eating the
yellow,fruited pandanus although the red,
fruited variety ( be ing made into a sauce in

pointed to a man d isfigured by fire,
explaining that some years ago he
had eaten p ig alone in the bush
and later been punished by the
ancestors for his greed. Today, one
Angl ican rite adopted enthusi,
astically is Lenten renouncement
of certain foods, and much to
the chagrin of local priests it
over hadows even the re urrection
on Easter Sunday.

have seen the aphorism that you are
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A young Bomagai�Angoiang man prepares komba sauce , which is the tasty red sauce
made by squeezing the pulp around the steamed seeds of Pandanu conoideus ,
the dominant tree in Maring orchards . It is eaten mixed with a variety of greens .
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It depends what you
mean by (security)
n his paper 'An Overview of Food
Security in PNG', agronomist and
geographer R. M ichael Bourke refutes the
United N ations Food and Agriculture
Organisation's designation of Papua New
Gu inea as a country with poor food
security. Rather, writes Bourke: 'Overall,
food security is high in PNG as most rnral
people have access to land and can grow
most of their food requirements'. If this was
true in 200 1 , when Bourke wrote it - and
he has long fieldwork experience and
provides good evidence from other sources
- it was true in 1 964 among the Bomagai
Angoiang, pictured here preparing their
evening meal of foods hunted or harve ted
from their gardens, orchards and fore ts.
The meal m ight consist of any of 1 0
species of tuber (never mind their many
cultivars ) , bananas, maize, bean , ome 1 0
kinds of greens from cultivated hrub or
trees, and more greens from wild fem and
other plant . To come close to completing
the list of vegetable foods add nut or
seeds - wild and cultivated - pumpkin,
Saccharum edule ( the del icious sterile
inflorescence of a relative of ugar cane ) ,
figs and pawpaw. Meat, although a
comparatively minor part of the d iet on
average, m ight come from feral or
domestic pigs, birds, marsupials, l izard
and snakes ( python is ucculent ) , eels,
frogs and crustaceans found in streams
and on land. Eggs from domestic fowl and
wild bird were also eaten. Children added
insects and spiders to their d iet after
cooking them briefly in hot ashes.
As for land, in 1 96 5 I went through the
then fashionable exercise of calculating the
'carrying capacity' of the Bomagai
Angoiang territory, even though the
concept is not very useful. Suffice to ay

I

that I estimated that about one-tenth of a
hectare of land under garden was required
to feed each person, a figure that allowed a
30- to 40-year fallow, which was more than
adequate to rej uvenate the soil. In short,
despite some ind ications of protein
malnutrition, I believed that the people's
food supply was sufficient and that - at
their then population of 1 54 people their existing agricultural system would be
permanently productive. I admired this
permanence-possessing agriculture for
several reasons: it d id not depend on
imported fuels or fertili ers; it required no
toxic agricultural chemicals; in contrast to
the energy yields of many modem fonns of
industrial agriculture, the energy yield of
Bomagai-Angoiang gardening was strongly
positive; its only inputs were renewable;
the ba e of its production were equitably
distributed throughout the population; and
it was polycultural and arboreal.
I also admired people's cooking and
found myself lingering in the hamlets in the
late afternoon when the bright red pandanus
sauce glistened on crisp fem leaves, and the
air smelled of steaming leaves being charred
by hot stones in earth ovens. I felt there was
a deep connection between the people and
their bounteous place.
There was al o a dark side. As Edward
LiPuma wrote of the Maring people he
studied, 'Many fears, anx1et1es, and
po ibility of pollution are bound up with
eating.' Menstruating women should avoid
preparing food so that their blood does not
accidentally (or deliberately ) fall on to the
food and contaminate it. Sorcerers and
witches favour working their malefic magic
over food because they know that in the act
of ingesting food - taking in substance people are at their least secure against attack.
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Preparing the evening meal from the day's harvest .
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Pigs
nyone familiar with the rural parts
of the h ighlands of the island of
N ew Guinea knows that the pig i by far
the most important animal, wild or
domestic. Not only do women labour in
their gardens to grow sweet potatoes and
manioc to feed their husbands' pigs, they
also nurture them as members of their
family, and may mourn for them when
they are slaughtered. Men give and
receive them, sacrifice them, pay for
brides with them, gain fame or shame
because of their size and number. When
the pig herds are legion, much agricultural
labour and land is dedicated to their
sustenance. The Bomagai-Angoiang say
that a place is 'good' when pigs thrive
there, and 'bad' when pigs fall sick there
and the herd does not increase.
Put in functional term , the p ig i so

A

distributed fairly evenly among the w ives,
so that only a few of the 3 7 adult women
had fewer or more than two pigs in her
care. This ratio of pigs to women point to
a herd of moderate ize, and people aid
that they had few pigs. I estimated that if
the herd grew to 1 20 or 1 30 p igs, the
women would begin to complain about
the increasing burden of work necessary
to feed the p igs. Furthermore, as pigs
become more numerous, so too do their
forays into gardens, where the animals
threaten human food supply and cause
enmity within the community when one
man's pigs damages another man's
gardens. This is when people begin to say
they have 'many p igs' and to think of a
mas ive ritual ceremonial slaughter and
pork prestations to lessen the herd, as
described so famously in Roy Rappaport's

important because it converts manioc and

Pigs for the Ancestors, for the T: embaga,

small, grubby sweet potatoes into the
more valued currency of l ive pig and pork:
pigs provide a way to 'bank' low-grade
tubers. It could even be said that pigs
accumulate the labour of women.
I did a census of the Bomagai
Angoiang and their domestic pigs early in
1 96 5 and recorded 78 pigs ( 26 adult
females, 1 8 adult males and 34 j uvenile ) ,
all of the native N ew Gu inean type.
Because most of the males are castrated
before they mature, the female domestic
p igs must breed with the feral boars that
are abundant in the lower-elevation
forest. The domesticated pigs were

a Maring group who l ive a day's walk up
the Simbai Valley.
But all this is as it was decades ago.
Now, many observers believe that pigs,
although still val ued, are losing much of
their significance and may be declining in
number as they are replaced in prestations
and compensation payments by money
and beer (sometimes called 'small pig' ) . So
the classic descriptions of gaining prestige
by amassing large herds culminating in
elaborate pig-killing ceremonies no longer
apply. Now money is banked and new
avenues to pre tige have opened
national politics, for example.
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Kunbun proudly displays a young feral pig he had just shot with his bow and arrow.
The pig is of the traditional New Guinean type .
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Lands rich in thought
I priests to intercede between people

n some rel igions, i t i s the work of

and their god, praying that the deity will
forgive or bless the supplicants. In the
sen e of stepping in between people and a
higher entity, this process make me think
of how the priests of environmental
management seek to intervene between
people and their environments to further
conservationist creeds, to safeguard 'the
environment', which has become an
iconic if not a divine feature.
Take, for instance, the agricu ltural
system known as shifting agriculture,
swidden, lash,and,bum agriculture, or
any of many other names. At the heart of
the system is a temporary garden in a
forest c learing. As the harvest from the
garden diminishes, the gardeners al low
the garden site to fade back into the
surrounding forest. Then they fell a plot of
forest to make a new garden e lsewhere.
The old garden site is left to fallow under
regenerating forest for 1 0, 1 5 or even
more year . Clearly uch a long,fallow
method can only be practised in places
with low population densitie , for there
must be a large area of fal lowing land in
proportion to the land under cultivation
at any particular time.
There are those of us who admire
shifting cultivation because we bel ieve it
to possess many merits when practi ed
where pressure on land i l ight. There are

others to whom it i anathema. Economi ts
see it to be inefficient: 'Look at all that
unused land. How unproductive ! ' Eco,
mis ionaries are horrified by the fell ing
of the forest, which entai l lo of the
now sacred abstract ion of 'biodiversity'.
Or does it?
What the long,fallow gardeners create
i a mo aic of forest types, which is d iverse
and useful because it contains trees that
were planted in the garden and the
spontaneous seedlings of trees that were
deliberately not weeded out because they
provide frui ts, nuts, fibres, perfumes or
enrich the soil. But the eco,missionary
may not see that the fore t has been
created by human manipulat ion; rather,
its clearing is seen as the destruct ion of
something 'natural'. Had the Bomagai,
Angoiang spoken the j argon, they m ight
have said that they were fabricating a
humanised landscape of many pieces,
each known and valued, that in their
landscape N ature and Culture were not
antagonists but were blended fruitfully.
Or, as a N ew Caledonian Melanesian,
the lain Kanak leader Jean, Marie
Tj ibaou, luminously said: 'Me ? I'm only
momentarily here. But I must do every,
thing in my power to ensure that the
country I will leave to my sons is the
most beautifu l possible. For it to be rich
in thought, in wi dom, in flowers and
in food.'
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Manioc , sweet potato vines , the leafy green Abelmoschus manihot , sugar cane and
several other crops are visible in this interplanted polycultural garden . The slope behind
the garden is covered with secondary fallow forest of varying ages .
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Inventing underdevelopment
I speech, United States Pre ident Harry

n January 1 949, in his inauguration

Tru man defined the largest part of the
world as 'underdeveloped'. Had the
President known of the existence of
the Bomagai,Angoiang, he would have
included them in the category. There it
was, being underdeveloped had uddenly
become a dominant feature in world
thought, a pivotal concept that crammed
the greatest part of human diversity into a
single category. A new world view had been
announced: all the peoples of the Earth
were to move along the ame track and
aspire to only one goal: development. And
the road to follow lay clearly before the
President's eyes: 'Greater production i
the key to prosperity and peace.'
Of course, in 1 949 being under,
developed or even conceiving of the idea
had no reality for the Bomagai,Angoiang

because they had no contact with nor
knowledge of tho e parts of the world that
Truman classed as developed. I nstead,
they were autonomous, a very small self,
sufficient state, if you like, although they
pos essed none of the apparatus of larger
sel£,declared nation states. In their world
they d id not feel themselve deprived in
comparison with others; they met their
needs as they then saw them from their
own labours within the productive
land capes they had created.
Almost 1 0 years later the first kiap
( administrative patrol officer) came, and
the Bomagai,Angoiang began to hear the
message from the gavman ( Tok Pisin for
'government' ) that they must develop,
they must be part - a tiny part - of
another world wherein they were destined
to move from being ecologically rich to
being economically poor.
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Smoke from burning debris in a recently cleared garden site in another community 's
territory up the Simbai Valley from the Ndwimba Basin .
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Take any sport
T

ake any sport, tennis for
instance: some people actually
play it, some go to Wimbledon,
others watch on television. Take
football, or cricket: the fan inter�
nalizes a reel of his names inside his
head. He knows the famous
victories, infamous losses, and draw ;
he loves to talk about historic games,
good referees, vast crowds, inspiring
captains, good years and bad, the
present and the old days. Inside him
are grades of passionate j udgement.
Another enthusiast need only utter
two words to betray the vast amount
of sharing that is pos ible for them
both . . . sharing names that have
been learned and graded. This i
culture.

Consumption. This brought to mind how

So wrote Mary Douglas and Baron
Isherwood in their book The World of

Goods :

Towards

an

Anthropology

of

when I li tened to older M aring men talk
about the wars they had experienced in
their younger days they sounded l ike
ports enthusiasts in my own ociety.
I do not mean to say that Maring wars
were no more than games. Men were
killed, communities were rou ted, or clans
fled their home territories to seek refuge
with allies, valuable trees were destroyed.
But don't wars anywhere have aspects of a
game ? Victory, defeat, excitement, the
will to win, strategy and tactics, escalation
and retreat - all these and more are part
of games as well a wars.
By the t ime I arrived in the S imbai
Valley, wars had been proscribed by the
superior power of the Australian patrol
officers and their native pol ice. But the
older men remembered them with
enthusiasm. Commemorated them with
stories and dance. Exhilaration. Days
of glory.
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Highland Papua New Guineans dancing in full ceremonial regalia including shells , feather plumes ,
necklaces , armbands , woven head�dresses , leaves and string aprons adorned with possum fur.
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Tell the truth
but tell it slant
- Emily Dickinson
verybody enjoys playing with
language. We all eek at times, for
poetic or politic reasons, to avoid being
explicit. We l ike the social connection
that come with haring a ecret language
with a few other people. We may even
savour excluding the uninformed.
Metaphors and allusions - and other
forms of concealment or word avoidance
- have been reported for many Papua
New Guinean languages. At least some of
these usages are ystematic and elaborate
enough to be called ritual languages.
I cannot offer much detail about the
Maring vers ion since my knowledge of it
is even more rudimentary than my
knowledge of their everyday speech. I take
comfort with regard to this linguistic
deficiency when I recall that an
anthropologist of long and intimate
experience with people in the Mt Hagen
area of the Central H ighlands - and
someone who did speak the local language
proficiently - once told me that when
the old men got together to talk about the

E

past, he could scarcely begin to grasp the
flow of complex metaphorical allusions.
Taboos on directly naming people and
things feature strongly in the allusions and
avoidances. Some relatives by marriage
should not be named. Nor should the dead,
whose malevolent ghosts m ight appear if
they heard their names spoken. There are
also taboos having to do with the non,
human spirit world. Addressing the hot
(dry, strong) red spirits ( rawa mugi) of
warfare who inhabit the high forests, the
Maring use place name of the high ground
or refer to the spirits by the names of
animals or plants that live in the high
forest . To summon the spirits, clan elders
may use poetic allusions such as 'orchid,
cassowary', 'smoke,rising' or 'hearth/
cooking fire'. Offerings of pig to the red

spirits are referred to as 'taro', which i a
ritually important vegetable food. Eels,
which are associated with food taboos and
are significant in some ceremonie , are
referred to as the pigs of the lowland spirits
( rawa mai) , the cold wet spirits of fertility.
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The Northern Highlands fringe made up of mountains , ranges and valleys
that separate the broad Highland valleys from the tropical lowlands .
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Where did we begin to go wrong ?
S

o a ks Jonathan Bate in The Song of
the Earth, h is intricately interwoven
work on environmental consciousness
through 'ecopoetics'. Noting the parlous
state of nature at the beginning of the
third millennium of the Chri tian era,
Bate catalogues the litany of pre ent
and impending catastrophes: planetary
warming, melting glaciers, immin nt
rising of sea level, overfishing, spreading
deserts, shrinking forests, the diminishing
d iversity of species, atmospheric pollution
by a cocktail of toxic gasses, shortage of
fresh water, soi l erosion and ' mad cow
di ease' bequeathed to us by feed ing
d iseased dead ani mals to l iving cattle.
Did it all start with pesticides and
'factory farming' ? Or wa it the advent
of the automobile, the coming of
capitalism and the extinction of the
'organic community' ? The indu trial
revolution or perhaps the domestication
of plants and animal ? The poet Philip
Lark in, writes Bate, saw rural England

vanishing under concrete and tyres in the
1 970s. Others see the rot at work in the
1 930s. Thomas Hardy aw the loss of the
old ways in The Woodlanders in the 1 880s,
and Cobbett fulminated about the rise of
the rentier class with their exploitative
relationship with the environment in the
time of J ane Austin. Oliver Goldsmith
blamed modem consumerism for the
desolation of the land in h is Deserted
Village of 1 7 70. Examining h istorical
per pective on the topic of when the
better l ife was lost eventuall y leads back
to Eden. Or to an ideali ed harmony of
prehistoric communities with their
environment.
When I knew them, the Bomagai,
Angoiang m ight eem to fit thi bill but,
as I argue elsewhere on these pages, they
did not have a conservationist ethic. Nor
did they have as a g al the harmony with
their phy ical environment that some
contemporary environmental ists ascribe
to them.
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Clearing forest for gardens can be exciting work , especially when a giant tree finally topples over.
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Walking on the moon and
managing the garden
A

fter my year's stay in the Simbai and
J imi Valleys during 1 964 and 1 96 5 ,
I was able t o make two hort return v isits
to the Bomagai,Angoiang, in 1 970 and
in 1 97 7 . One night during my 1 970 vi it
I was on a hilltop with several Bomagai,
Angoiang admiring a full moon and the
way its light glittered on the waxy leaves
of trees below us. Suddenly, an old man
wearing only his pubic apron approached
and , with one arm, gave me a great hug
while with the other he pointed at the
moon, stamped his feet up and down, and
shouted 'Amereeka, Amereeka! ', thus
celebrating what he knew of Neil
Arm trong's walk on the moon in J u ly
1 969. Most probably, he thought that
I wa directly connected with the exploit
because mo t of the anthropologist and
geographers who had worked among
the M aring were from the U , and the
Maring had named u Amereeka to
designate a group of people who behaved
differently from missionaries or adminis,
trative officers.
At the time I was delighted by his hug
and h is excitement, but now I remember
the incident in the l ight of a related
anecdote told by an anthropologist who
worked in Africa. An African village
farmer while weeding his maize crop a ked
the anthropologist if it were true that the

Americans had gone to the moon. She
assured him that it was true. The farmer
laughed and then asked, 'What was the
matter with them ? Didn't they have
anything to do here on Earth ?'
At first, the anthropologist records
that she viewed the farmer's l ight,hearted
deri ion a a source of ins ight into his
own pragmatic culture . But later he
acknowledged that his query showed the
foll ies of her own culture. While we plan
further explorations into space, do we not
still have a great deal to do on Earth ?
According to a British environmentali t,
our task involves 'nothing less than
permanently arresting the deterioration in
the functioning of the biosphere a a
viable l ife support ystem for Earth. The
time limit must permit the biosphere to
recover its equ il ibrium, and to renew its
vigour suffic iently to enable human,
ani mal and plant l ife to continue to
flouri h into the indefinite future.'
This mandate as to what should be done
pretty well describes what the Maring were
doing when I lived among them. They
managed their gardens, their fallow fore t,
their orchards with an eye to posterity. And
during their occupation of the Ndwimba
Basin the land's vigour has been constantly
renewed o that human, animal and plant
l ife continues to flourish.
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Highland gardeners living above 2000m mulch the soil and plant sweet potatoes on mounds of soil ,
techniques that maintain soil fertility and may protect the sweet potato vines from the Highland's frequent frosts .
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Orchards
T

he photograph shows a Bomagai
man setting off in the morning to
e tabli h a new orchard - what his
people call a lwmba-naenk nduk. The
cuttings in the bundle he holds suspended
by a rope of v ine have been cut from an
old orchard of komba trees ( Pandanus
conoideus or marita in Tok Pisin ) . Planting
the cuttings will be a imple matter of
digging holes with the digging stick lying
on the ground behind him, then thru ting
a cutting into each hole and tamping
down the soil around it. Although some
fallow fore t may be cleared to make the
orchard, most of the planting will be in an
old garden of root crops, banana and
other short,term crops, thus extending for
many years the harve t from that piece
of land.
Other trees planted in the orchard will
be Gnetum gnemon ( naenk in Maring ) ,
breadfru it and a small fig tree, with the
latter two being m inor component , so
that the name komba-naenk nduk specifies
only the two maj or components. The
word nduk could be said to mean garden
since it i applied a lso to all the k ind of
gardens of short,term crops.
Re ources gained from mature komba
naenk nduk are the pandanus fruit , which

provide a nutritionally and socially
important oil,rich sauce. The pandanus
leaves provide roofing material. The
Gnetum tree ( tulip in Tok Pisin ) bears
leaves, inflorescences and fruits, all edible.
I ts inner bark is one of the many sources
of fibre for string. The breadfruit provides
edible seeds - breadfru it fle h is not
eaten by the Maring. The fig ( Ficus
wassa) , which also grows wild in the
secondary forest, bears ed ible leaves and
fruit, and the bark can be made into c loth
for a head covering for men. Some of the
fern that come up spontaneou ly in the
shelter of the orchards also bear edible
leave , which when steamed in the earth
oven are succulently crunchy.
N ote the bow and the bladed and
barbed arrows that the gardener holds;
the e would come into play a long the way
through the forest should he encounter
large birds, marsupials or a feral pig.
Planting the komba-naenk nduk is one
of those actions that create abundance a future fruitfulne s that depend upon the
simple actions of individuals. It has l ittle
to do with technological adroitness, with
what elegant refinements may further
pol ish the interface between people and
their computer chips.
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I estimated that each Bomagai-Angoiang person has about 0 . 06ha of komba-naenk nduk
aside from their garden land and the resource-rich secondary forest.
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Engaging with the world
T

he coll ision between the
world economy and specific
places i a topic that currently
occupies centre stage in social
science. And for good rea on:
global interconnections - of
economic, cultural, or other kinds
- are more v isible than ever
before. H as the local dimension of
social and economic l ife thereby
been completely overwhelmed by
global forces ? H as place been
subsumed by pace ? The 'end of
geography' ?
Benediktsson, 2002, 1

'Not so,' continues geographer Karl
Benediktsson in h is book Harvesting

Development: The Construction of Fresh
Food Markets in Papua New Guinea.
Indeed, Benedikt son goes on to write
t h at an 'array of local traj ectories of
change can be observed. Places are not
obl iterated by globalization of economic
relations and space,time convergence;
rather they are transformed. Hence, the
attention of social scientist is increas,
ingly directed towards the actual l inks
which titch the global and local together
into a contiguous, if not coherent, or
uniform, spatial fabric.'
We lament the fate of the small and
weak when they face the huge and
powerful - whether these are countries
or corporations. But, as Benedi kt son
implies, the small and weak have their
own ways of doing things and often do
not do badly at 'getting by'. I n the
photograph, Kalam men ( living in a
valley abutting the Simbai ) are working
together to turn over sod so as to create
friable soil for a garden. Such cooperation

i 'traditional' but the men may intend to
plant coffee trees together with newly
introduced vegetables such as cabbage
and onions. The coffee beans, pulped and
sun,dried locally, will be old to coffee
buyer for export and the vegetables may
be sold to public servants at the nearby
imbai Patrol Po t. All this within a few
years of first contact with Europeans.
Coffee production and the sale of
vegetables arose from the introduction of
the market and the concept of the
commodity into the H ighland Fringe in the
1 960 . But also in this scheme of bringing
everyone into the modern world are the
actors, and they turn out to be real people
with their own aspiration and ways of
doing things. The colonial and post,
colonial powers encouraged local Papua
New G uineans to produce commodities
and to enter the market, and the people
proved avid marketeers but many of their
economic actions remained embedded in
their own cultural heritage and their
already established social networks. That
is, the people did not become m indle s
automatons respon ive only to primal
economic forces. Rather, they brought
ocial and moral considerations of their
own to their participation in the market,
with economic ties often linked to l ines of
descent or common residence or both. It
must not be forgotten, however, that their
economy - l ike the global economy - is
al o political and not magnanimous.
There are local manipulators seeking to
benefit only themselves ( as in selfish
individual gain from the ale of a
community's timber ) ; and ancient power
tussles between local social groupings have
continued not only with spear ( and now
AKA 7s) but with money.
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Cultivating in the Kaironk Valley . Grassland soils require turning and aeration if they
are to be productive . Clan brothers often work together at this task or in building fences .
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Is she to be so greatly feared ?
I that

commented e lsewhere in this book
when I look back upon the
relations of Bomagai ,Angoiang men and
women, my predominant memory is of
gentle affection among married couples
( of course there were quarrels, too) and
piquant flirtation between young men and
maturing girls rather than manifestations
of a deep fear men have of women's
dangerous sexual ity, as is so often
de cribed in ethnographie of Papua New
Guinean peoples. S ince, on the basis of
my memory, I cannot say whether the fear
was not there or it was there but I did not
see it - having d irected my attention
more to gardens and trees than to the
psychology of sexual relations - I will
leave the matter open and cite divergent
viewpoints.
In his book Men and ' Woman' in New

Guinea, anthropologist L. L. Langne

,

who has strong interests in the
p ychological aspect of l ife, remarked
that the 'attitudes of men toward women
in Melanesia have,
think, been
exaggerated in the literature. While it is
true that everywhere women are regarded
as in some ways inferior to men, it is va tly
oversimplified and simply not true that
"women are derogated and de pised"'.
But later in the same book, Langness
cites anthropologists Georgeda Buchbinder
and Roy Rappaport, who wrote about the
Maring:
It seems to be clear that it is
the sexuality of female that

dangerous to men. While thi
sexual ity is most strongly concen,
trated in the vagina, i t i not
confined there. Women are
aturated w ith it, and it may spread
contagiously to anything with
which they come into contact,
most notably their c loth ing, the
food they prepare, and the fires
over which they cook.
Buchbinder and Rappaport also report
that the M aring say that too much sex
will lead to physical dissolution, causing a
man's skin to become loose, wrinkled and
u lcerated, his flesh to waste away, his
thought to become fuzzy and his belly
bloated. Young men worry that it will
stunt their growth, blemish their skin and
leave them weak and unattractive. And
yet Maring men are not pru dish. Older
men are le s fearful than younger men, are
often openly lecherous and out pokenly
ribald, and younger men, despite their
fear , show a keen interest in ex, wear
finery and anoint their skins with
pandanus oil, which has had its attracting
power strengthened by love,magic spells.
And Roy Rappaport once told me I don't think he ever wrote this down that a Tsembaga Maring woman had once
said to him: ' If men are so afraid of our
bodie and worry so much that they will
fall ill if they touch us, why is it that they
are always trying to pull us into the bushes
with them ?'
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Girls used to paint their faces with white clay . Now talcum powder is more in vogue .
Her traditional armlets are made of dried and flattened orchid stems .
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Now
'"Now" is a cross--roads where all maps prove blank,
And no one knows which way the cat will j ump . '
- A. D. Hope, Parabola
n h i s book

From ' Primitive' to
'Postcolonial' in Melanesia and
Anthropology, Bruce Knauft wrote:

I

Melanesia
has often been
perceived 'particularly by those who
are not specialists' a a 'stone age
land' or a ' land that time forgot.' . . .
I n contrast to such images,
Melanesia today is confronted with
the challenges and tensions expe
rienced by many if not most third
world areas: ethnically diverse
peoples aggregated uneasily into
postcolonial nation or neocolonial
provinces; expropriation of resource
by multinational corporations; the
promise and many problem of
development proj ects; difficultie
associated with urbanization, class
stratification, corruption, and
unemployment; and the threat
of social disruption.
A
write, Papua New Guinea is
carrying out another of its turbulent
national elections marked by v iolence,
delays, theft of ballot boxes, perverted
voter rol ls and a proliferation of political
parties (some 4 3 ) . Corruption pervade , at
times to the highest levels of government.
Forests are violated through manipulative
arrangements worked out among self
appointed local pokespeople, foreign
logging compan ies, pol iticians and
government officials. Raskols are seen to
prevail over forces of law and order.
Marij uana is a major crop with it profits
tied up with an abundance of high-

powered weapon . Clinics, hospitals and
schools lack suppl ies and staff. Financial
returns from tuna fishing by foreign ships
in PNG waters are too small, and some
inshore marine resources - notably
b�ches-de-mer - are badly over-exploited.
Inequality of women persists de pite the
national goal of 'Equal participation by
women c itizens in all political, economic,
ocial and rel igious activities'. And, yes,
class stratification, rapidly growing towns,
'militant landowners', young people
earching for jobs, social turmoil . . .
These challenges facing the state and its
people are much analysed and lamented.
Looking back at the orderly, peaceful ( and
colonial) era I once knew, I lament them,
too. But, what is it we lament? Certainly
the di tress that individual Papua New
Guineans may suffer but also, at least in
part, that postcolonial Papua New Guinea
i not moving easily toward becoming a
well-organi ed, equitable, modem liberal
democracy - a chimerical goal we have et
for our elves and for all the world's people.
Looking through an anthropological lens,
we can say, for instance, that a very limited
scale of cooperation has always been
characteristic of Melanesian society, a
characteristic that 'Papua New Guineans
nowadays refer to with the one word
"politic "'. Or, the evolution of raskolism
( the operation of criminal gangs) can be
interpreted as the evolution of an urban gift
economy fed by theft and burglary,
involving social relations which are typical
of pre-capitalist Melanesian societies in
general.
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Kabang found a convenient way to package a small pig for transport.
Later he will present the animal as part of a brideprice .
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cIJll tell them
how good it tasted)
I development'

n an article about a 'conservation and
proj ect run by the
World Wide Fund for N ature ( WWF) in
Solomon I lands, marine biologist Simon
Foale tel ls a story that illustrates a
dilemma of understanding between Western
conservationists and rural Melanesian . I t
relates t o the hawksbill turtle - a more
charismatic animal than the native Papua
New Guinean rat that the Bomagai,
Angoiang child in the photograph is
holding j ust before cooking it in hot ashes
and eating it. But the point is the same.
As Foale reports, ecologically m inded
conservationists try to convince Pacific
Islanders not to over,exploit marine
turtles, which are considered 'flag hip
species' in efforts to conserve biodiversity.
In the pursuit of their goal, the con er,
vationists argue that the loss of a turtle
species could harmfu l ly affect the
functioning of the entire coral,reef
ecosystem. Whether this argument is true
or not, it fa i ls to convince. When a
conservationist asked a local fisherman
what he would tell h is grandchildren if he
discovered that he was responsible for

killing the last hawksbi l l turtle on Earth,
he answered, ' I 'll tell them how good it
ta ted'.
Aside from the argument about
ecological l inkages, Westem,minded
con ervationists value species ( especially
endemic ones ) for their own ake because
they have come into being over a great
span of evolutionary time. This gives
them an inherent value, and their
extinction is viewed as a tragedy. Foale
argues, rightly I bel ieve, that most rural
Melanesians find alien the attribution of
inherent value to a species - a concept
underpinned by unacceptable assumptions.
The people's rejection rests in part on a
widespread acceptance of the Christian
doctrine of human pre,eminence and in
part simply on a preference for valuation
based on economic and utilitarian worth,
an approach to valuation that is reflected
in folk taxonomies, which may lump into
a s ingle taxon many species seen as
having l i ttle or no use while developing
elaborate taxonomies for varieties w ithin
a s ingle heavily utilised species such as
taro.
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Aside from their domestic pigs and (unimportant) fowl , the Maring
gain protein by hunting a variety of creatures , including cassowaries
and other birds , snakes , lizards , eel and marsupials .
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Traces on the Rhodian Shore
I philosopher,
t

is

said

of the Socratic
Aristippus, that
being hipwrecked and cast on the
hore of Rhodes and seeing there
geometrical figures ketched on
the sand, he cried out to hi
companions, 'Let us be of good hope,
for indeed I see trace of humanity.'
After making thi observation,
Aristippus departed for the city of
Rhodes (another unique human
creation) and there in its gymnasium
talked philosophy.
I borrowed the epigraph from Clarence
G lacken' monumental work of scholar hip
and synthe is Traces on the Rhodian Shore:

Nature and Culture in Western Thought from
Ancient Times to the End of the Eighteenth
Century ( 1 967 ) . Glacken believed that in
the history of Western thought people
have persi tently asked three questions
about the Earth and their relationship to it.
Is the Earth purposefully made to be a fit
environment for people and other form of
life ? Have the Earth' varied physical
environments influenced the character of
people and their culture ? In their long
tenure on Earth, how have people changed
Earth's land cape from their hypothetical
pristine conditions ?
These three questions can be
summarised as:
- the idea of an Earth designed for u and
other forms of l ife;
- the idea of environmental
determinism;
- and the idea of Earth transformed by
human actions.

Today,
the
third
relation h ip
dominates much discourse, given our
ever-growing population, our ever more
powerful
technologies of resource
extraction and manufacture, and our
swelling consumerism. Even in the
accompanying photograph, which shows
a grassland in Maring country in the J imi
Valley, human actions are evident w ith
metaphorical traces on the Rhod ian
shore v i ible in the rectilinear traces of
old garden in the grass. Beyond tho e
traces, I would be certain that the grass
itself is the result of transformation
through human actions. Once, these
s lopes were covered with forest; now
they are grassland because of c learance
for garden and ubsequent burning over
centuries. (A spell of drier c limate in the
past could also have helped by
intensifying the fires. ) The gras land are
maintained because people set fires when
the grasses are dry; otherwise bu he and
tree would invade and eventually
uppress the gras . So, here is a landscape
transformed by human action - and,
in turn, that transformation now affects
human use in that gardening in grassland
requ ires different techn iques and more
labour input than does gardening on land
cleared from forest. G lacken's second
and third ideas both apply.
And in today' world, G lacken's first
idea, that of a designed Earth, would al o
affect the grassland - design, not by a
deity but by environmental agencies and
conservationist N GOs seeking to restore
or maintain biodiversity and conserve
forests.
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Without human activity , the grasslands would be smaller or non-existent but
nature plays a part as well , with the grasslands being most extensive on
north- and west-facing slopes , which receive the most solar radiation .
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Temporary madness as theatre
I n 1 970, when I first returned to vi it the

Bomagai,Angoiang after 1 964-6 5 ,
I found the people's settlement pattern had
changed from widely disper ed to a du ter
focus ed on an evangelist's church. All the
men were sleeping in one or another of
several men' houses nearby; and many
women spent at least some nights in one of
the two dormitory,like women' hou es.
This audience,in,waiting played its part in
the drama to follow.
On the evening I arrived, an adole cent
boy rushed to the door of my hou e and
stared at me intently, eyes wide. Then he
darted off while bystander chased after him
warning each other to be careful le t the
boy tum violent. Running back to me, he
circled me, again staring wide,eyed. Then
he disappeared, and I was told that he had
gone to sleep in a men's hou e and would be
normal in the morning, which he wa .
People explained that he had become
longlong (Tok Pisin for crazy or insane or
having a wire loo e ) .
The next night an older boy announced
that he felt dizzy and was becoming deaf.
Grabbing a bow and arrow in one hand
and an axe in the other, he ran erratically
among the hou e while a crowd of people
streamed after him shouting warning and
mak ing the drawn,out tri lling cry with
which the Maring express excitement.
Eventually he rushed down a trail into the
forest and did not show up again that night.
The next morning, which was a Sunday, he
came back and ran around the open,sided
church, which was filled with people
li tening to the evangeli t's sermon.
People's attention quickly hifted from the
evangelist to the boy, who was chopping
down the decorative cordyline shrubs
be ide the church. For the rest of the day,

he continued manic, scattering firewood
about, chopping down more cordyline and
other plants, and upsetting water container
while people remonstrated with him and
grabbed and h id hi weapons - but so
ostentatiously that he quickly found them
again. Children swarmed after him taunting
him, then fled in mock terror. He kept up
thi behaviour all day and evening,
retreating into the forest only after
midnight. The next day he continued hi
disruption but less frenetically until he fell
asleep in a men's house and woke up as hi
everyday self. Then, on cue, still another
youth became longlong.
Fits of temporary madness occurred in
pre,European times, with the wild men
being termed yu prim, which means 'man
deaf' in Maring or 'crazy man', because deaf
people cannot be full social beings. Deafness
i believed to be cau ed by a pirit putting its
fingers in men's ears or by spirit possession.
Episodes of madness have been widely
reported for the island of New Guinea,
arousing great interest among anthro,
pologists and psychologists seeking a cause
and function for the behaviour. My
explanation is less dark than many that
have been offered. I believe the community
celebrated more than censured the wild
men. Men who had been yu prim became
temporary stars and them elves seemed
proud of having gone mad. Afterwards,
bystander discus ed the events a would an
audience after a play. In short, while not
m inimising other causes and function ,
I saw temporary madness a a form of
theatre. My interpretation is not unique,
with several other observers speaking of
'exciting diversions' and the necessity for an
audience. It would be easy to run wild alone
in the forest but no one does.
1 24 -
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A Maring man who earlier went temporariliy mad wears a necklace of seeds and a
headpiece made from the fur of the common spotted cuscus (Spilocuscus maculatus) ,
which is a large noctural possum widely distributed within New Guinea ,
especially at lower elevations .
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Things aren )t simple anymore
'

I about culture when people stayed put'

t was much easier to talk and write

- so comment Alan Howard and J an
Ren el in an article entitled 'Where Has
Rotuman Culture Gone ? And What ls It
Doing There ?' Once upon a time cultures
were confined in particular spaces, the
property of a particular people. Now, in our
mobile and volatile world, 'culture' is
problematic, being seen to be subject to
a range of faults including reification,
localism, boundedness, idealism and
ahistoricism.
When I was an undergraduate in
anthropology 50 years ago, my profe ors
never criticised the concept of culture with
such words, nor wou ld I have under tood
them if they had. Rather, they pretty much
taught that all 'native peoples' had their
own culture, a jewel they po se sed - olid
and unchanging though with many facets.
Certainly, my professors never mentioned,
as Howard and Rensel note, that
Malinowsk i saw cultural reality a a
seething mixture of conflicting principle
rather than a consistent logical scheme.
By the time I wa living with the
Bomagai,Angoiang and had seen how
easily they took up new ways and things
and quickly adapted to prohibitions against
their wars and practice such as platform
burial, I had decided that the jewel analogy
was false. So, too, was the widespread belief
that meeting the modem world was
inevitably painful and involved a en e of
loss and 'culture shock'. Both these ideas
re t d on the belief that indigenous
cultures were 'hi toryles ' whereas the West
is characteri ed by progressiveness. Of
course, archaeology refutes the idea of
changelessne s as do oral hi tories, uch as

that collected by anthropologist Pol ly
Wiessner from 1 1 0 Enga tribes of H ighland
Papua New Gu inea. Beginning some
2 50-400 years ago, shortly before the
introduction of sweet potatoe to the
Enga, the traditions she recorded reveal
a fascinating history of social and
economic change.
Although culture may now be seen a
protean, the sin of essentialism remains I commit it on the e pages, de cribing how
'the Maring' believe such and such or do
this and that as though they were a
coherent single entity rather than a
collection of individual agents each with
his or her own h istory. As Edward LiPuma
has written, the term Maring is an
invented category which d id not exi t
prior to European arrival. It now refers to
an assortment of clan clusters who occupy
contiguous territories, once practi ed similar
ritual of war and peace, have similar form
of production, exchange and consump,
tion, and speak mutually intelligible
dialect of a common language. But the
boundaries of the Maring have never been
clear,cut, and the border communitie
remain a m ixture of practices and
languages.
N ow everywhere is a frontier.
Malinowski' 'seething mixture' is embodied
by the girls in the photograph d isplaying
trade beads from Czechoslovakia, wearing
European dresses, sporting European fabrics
on their heads, and one of them ha
decorated her face with dye manufactured
in a chemical vat. But the bilurns knotted on
their head , though made at least in part of
purchased string, are not very different from
those made and used the same way by their
grandmother ' grandmothers.
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Bilums (string bags) remain widely used in Papua New Guinea because they are such strong and

exjJandable containers , and are easy to carry - rather like the string bags of French housewives .
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It)s time for a
Papua New Guinean poet to speak
W

ell into the 1 9 50s there were few
literate Papua N ew Guinean ;
there could, therefore, be l ittle creative
writing by local people. By 1 963 the idea
of developing
in,country
tertiary
education was advanced within the
Au tralian Territorial Government, and a
Commission on H igher Education in
Papua and New Guinea was formed.
After surveying the educational
background of the terri tory, the
commis ion recommended that a univer,
sity be established in Port Moresby. The
University of Papua New Guinea began
teaching in 1 966, with 5 7 students
enrolled in a preliminary year. At the
end of the year 3 7 of these qualified for
matriculation to univer ity.
The opening of the univer ity provided
an enormous stimulus to creative writing
by Papua New Guineans. An important
catalyst in this movement was Ulli Beier,
who brought experience from Africa in
encouraging creative writing and whose
exceptional drive and talent qu ickly
brought a surge of l i terary expression out
of the young students.
Beier also played a significant role in
the publication of the fir t autobiography
by a Papua New Guinean, Albert M aori
Kiki's Kiki : Ten Thousand Years in a
Lifetime, published in 1 968.
Many mall journal were founded ,
including the Papua Pocket Poets series,
which provided an outlet for the new
writings. These provide a fa c inating

commentary on the students' feelings and
thoughts, which were often romantically
no talgic for the old ways while a lso
re entful of colonialism and European
domination. Here is a brief example of
this writing, a poem by Kama Kerpi, a
graduate of the university from Chi mbu
Province. The poem wa published
in 1 97 3 .
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The Simple ]oys of Life
We sat around the fire.
Doors barred to shield off
the cold mountain winds.
The flicker of firelight
leaping before our eyes.
And there under the cover of darkness
the old woman began
tories of long ago,
of her formative simple joys.
And there we followed her on an
unu ed trek
passing through an old ruined kingdom.
Filing over the horizon were the days
of wars and h ill,farming,
where feasting and hunting
became the simple joys of l ife,
a l ife that remains a scar in her.
Sorrow masked her wrinkled face.
It was a nightmare,
and only sleep awoke us from a
strange journey.

An Eccentric Ethnography

A Bomagai�Angoiang woman sits in the sun on a hill above
the basin hand�spinning plant fibres into string.
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Cherishing beauty
T

here i nothing specu lative
about it: the vote on
blossom ha already been taken
( people over many centurie have
nurtured and carried the flower
from place to place, upplementing
what was there ) . . .
- Elaine Scarry,

On Beauty and Being Just
In seeking to enhance their own beauty
and attractivene , people experiment with
an array of pos ibilities: beads, sh Us,
feather , fur, paints, oils of many kinds,
bright leaves, fragrant foliage, shiny
metallic gr en beetle hards woven into
yellow orchid stems, and much more.
Young men and women also each have
secret beauty-magic spells, which embody
the name of places meaningful in their
l ives and the names of plants and birds
admired for their beauty.
Around their house and hamlets the
Bomagai-Angoiang almo t always establish
plants with leaves or flower that are
aromatic or that have shiny and brightly
coloured leaves or attractive flowers.
Often the e plants are said to be 'j u t for
decoration' or 'j ust because I like them'.
Plants are also set out in gardens and at
p ig-killing site , where they may serve
several purposes - again, 'j ust for
decoration' but also, as in the ea e of
cordyline and everal other plant , for
deep ritual purposes. A plant much
appreciated for its aromatic and colourful
leaves is a herbaceous Coleus species,
which i interplanted by stem cuttings
with crop plant . Known in Maring as
amami, its presence is bel ieved to make
taro corms grow large. It is also planted at

graves and u ed in fertility rituals, perhaps
because as a cultivated (cultural ) plant
it protects against the dangerous fecundity
of wild nature, bringing it into the more
regulated world of human society and
culture.
I have noted before how a woman will
carry varieties of sweet potato from her
childhood home to her husband's gardens
because she feel affection or no talgia for
tho e particular plants. Beyond this i an
artistic impulse, which has been aptly
de cribed for the people of Nokopo village
on the H uon Peninsula by Christin Kocher
Schmid. What she says applies equally to
the Maring.
Notion of Nokopo art are not easily
recognized by westerners' eyes but
they are present, tightly interwoven
with daily life. Aesthetic concepts
are realized and transformed by every
man and woman.
Kocher Schmid goes on to say that the
ae thetic expressions may be ephemeral, as
with face paint, or they may last longer, as
with the arrangement of crops in a garden.
Women, he writes,
. . . arrange different crop culti vars in
their garden to create pleasing
patterns. They alternatingly plant
weet potato cultivar with reddish
or red tinged leaves and cultivars
with light green or dark green
leaves . . . Contrasts between light
green and dark green are only rarely
accentuated and then only in
combination with the contrast
between whole leaves and deeply
di ected leaves.
Or, as Malinowski said about the
Trobriand gardens he made so famous: 'The
gardens are, in a way, a work of art.'
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A young girl ready for a singsing , adorned in a mixture of the old and the new old are the pandanus oil shining on her skin and the kina shells ;
new are the face paint , trade beads and cotton in her hair.
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Agriculture has more than one story
T

he history of American and
European agriculture over the
last hundred year has been a
history of the increa ing dominance
of industrial capital over farming.
- Richard Lewontin,
200 1 , p. 84

Lewontin's sentence encapsu lates a
uite of changes in Western agriculture things as vari d as increa e in the ize of
land holdings, a decline in the need for
farm labour, a huge increase in the use
of industrial fertilisers, pesticide and
herbicides, ever more elaborate and costly
farm machinery, ophisticated forms of
plant breeding culminating in cro s,
pecies gene transfer, and several other
changes of tantamount significance. All
of these can be een a progress, the
quintessence of the West .
I n contrast, i s subsistence agriculture on
the i land of New Guinea static and
unprogre sive ? Certainly, it is not. Rather,
it contains great 'agrodiversity', a term
recently explored by geographer Harold
Brookfield. Agrodiversity' spatial dimen,
ion involves components uch as crop mix,
social and economic relation
of
production, and agronomic techniques. It
also implies change over time as new crops
are adopted, as new techniques are put into
use and as proces es of agricultural
intensification take place.
Among the Maring, for instance, soil
manipulation is minimal, more than

50 domesticated specie are fostered in
gardens, orchards or around houses. And
many of these species contain score of
d istinct cultivars, for example, sweet
potatoe , taro and the several species of
yam. To the eye unfamiliar with them, the
polycultural Maring gardens could look
like a somewhat chaotic j ungle. Sweet
potatoe and Xanthosoma ( an introduced
taro,like plant of American origin ) are
the two maj or tubers in the d iet, with the
indigenou taro, yams, bananas and sugar
cane all being s ignificant sources of
calorie , and food from trees (especially
pandanus, breadfruit and Gnetum) also of
great importance. And all th is fru itfulne
is embedded in maturing secondary forest.
Contrast such a lu hly arboreal
land cape with the cultivated slope in the
photograph taken in the Baliem Valley in
the h ighlands of what is now the
Indonesian province of Papua, which
makes up the western half of the great
i land of N ew G uinea. The oil ha been
turned and worked into beds, the stones
picked out and carefully arranged into
hand,made dry, tone walls that serve a
slope,retention devices. The agriculture i
c lose to a monoculture of weet potato
rather than the wildly polycultural mix in
Maring gardens. The focus of production
on the staple sweet potato is even further
symbolised by training sweet potato v ine
up poles, a space,conserving technique
I have never seen anywhere el e on the
island of N ew G uinea.
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This intensely used agricultural landscape almost suggests some connection with
the terraced lands of South�east Asia - but which way did any influence flow?
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How to grow more food on
the same amount of land
I

n 'Agriculture has more than one
tory' I described two seemingly very
different New Guinean agricu ltural
sy terns. But they are connected along
a
cale of traditional agricultural
intensification, with the Maring do e to
the least intensive, and the Baliem Valley
close to the most inten ive. Becau e
Maring gardeners can fallow their land
under forest for a long time, their gardens
require little labour. As population
increases and land become a career
resource, the fallow must be shortened,
which in tum requires greater labour in
soil management, new technique of
cultivation and a concentration of effort
limited to the most productive and energy,
rich crops. Western economists would ee
the increased yield as progres . Certainly it
is change.

is, increa ed population pre ure on
resources, at least in the short term, need
not force people into a Malthusian dead
end. The ingenuity and flexibility of even
'primitive' agriculturalists allow a way out.
Papua New Guinea's great range of
intensification has provided a laboratory
for te ting Bo erup' argument - with
regard to traditional systems and the
present situation. Recent surveys of the
country' agricultural systems have shown
a variety of intensification techniques that
have proven necessary in the face of a
doubling of population since 1 966.
Currently, population continue to grow
about 2 .3 per cent per annum, which
suggests a further doubling in 30 year .
Because, over the period from 1 966,
people have not significantly expanded
the area of garden land in use, food

Anthropologists and geographer have

imports have not increased enough to feed

devoted
much re earch to such
intensification since 1 96 5 when Ester
Boserup publi hed her short but seminal
work The Conditions of Agricultural

the greater population, and there is no
evidence of a major decline in nutrition,
the additional food can be accounted for
only by the intensification of production
on land that was already in use.
Agronomist and geographer R .
M ichael Bourke ( 200 l a) h a hown the
intensification techniques u ed to include
the spread of h igher yielding staple crops,
particularly sweet potato, ea ava,
Xanthosoma taro, the potato and maize all originally domesticated in the
Americas. More productive cultivars,
e pecially of banana and sweet potato,
have also been adopted. Fallow periods
have been shortened. Gardeners have also
taken up or intensified mulching,
drainage, enriching tree fallows, soil tillage
and several other efficacious techniques.

Growth: The Economics of Agrarian Change
Under Population Pressure. Her work was
revolutionary in part becau e it cast doubt
on cenarios of human history that made
technology in the form of the invention
of better tools the ole engine of
agricultural change - indeed the change
from Maring agriculture to that of the
Baliem Valley can be done with a tone
axe and digging stick, not even a hoe is
needed. Boserup's model also attracted
great attention as it propo ed that though
land is a finite resource, it is not inelastic
in its ability to produce food, given
changes in agricultural methods. That
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The Dani people of the Baliem Valley have drained large areas of swamp-land on the floor of the
valley to bring the fertile soil into intensive cultivation . The Dani man in the photograph is
demonstrating how muck from a drainage ditch is tossed on to the sweet potato bed as fertiliser.
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l(unda)

magical spells

or

S

ome Maring men have the power and
knowledge of kunda; other do not. It
seems not to be inherited, but learned
from older men. Many men live all their
live without having kunda.
Men with it are aid to be able to
control the weather - through spell to
bring or repel rain. Also, it is men with
kunda who can grow taro and yam
successfully in the ritually important heart
of their gardens. In Pigs for the Ancestors,
hi study of the Maring community of
Tsembaga, Rappaport translate kunda as
'magic'. Kunda, he writes, refer to
procedures involving the repetition of
conventional formulae, or spell , that are
said to derive their power from the words
themselve , rather than from any other
agency. As Rappaport describes it for the
Tsembaga, the pells are used not only for
gardening but in connection with the
traditional cycles of fighting.
Kunda is not unique to the Maring.
People in the Western H ighland ju t to
the south of the ] imi Valley have a
cognate word that suggests incantations
that help a per on, cure an i llne or
prevent misfortune. It al o act to protect
an important per on in the tribe lest hi
enem ies work harmful sorcery on him.
The Kalam people, who live
immediately to the north�we t of the
Maring, al o have a word that i cognate
to kunda. Ian Saem Maj nep, a Kalam man
who worked c losely with anthropologist
Ralph Bulmer, says in Birds of My Kalam

Country ( 1 9 7 7 , 2 7 ) :
There i s not much that i s important
that I need to say about our
gardens, except that to be a
successful gardener a man must

know much magic ( kwj), as indeed
to be succes ful in every other
activity that men perform. Some
men make big gardens and grow
much food, and some make only
small ones, but however large the
garden you make, you have to know
the right kwj for these to be fruitful.
Garden magic in Papua N ew G uinea
was made famous by Malinowski's
de cription of the practices of the
Trobriand Islanders, who live far d istant
from the Maring on low, flat coral islands
in an environment very d ifferent from the
steep mountainous home of the Maring.
Malinowski notes for the Trobrianders the
close relation between purely economic,
rationally founded and technically
effective work on the one hand, and
magic on the other. Further, as regards the

Trobriander gardeners, he writes, 'there is
no other aspect of tribal activity as ful ly
and as naturally control led by magic as
the tilling of the oil.'
I was enchanted on seeing Bomagai�
Angoiang men mutter incantations to
their garden plants ( particularly the
ancient crops of taro and yams ) , for
ometimes I saw their landscape as
magical even though I knew it resulted
from their ubtle management, which had
turned what had once been natural fore t
into an artefact rich in useful resources.
Everywhere the people look, they see
p lant that provide food, fibre, perfume,
medicines, and also plants that are valued
for their beauty. Why not murmur
incantations to make plants flourish the word 'incantation' derived from
'enchantment'.
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Kunbun and his younger brother harvest pandanus fruits from an orchard established by their father.
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Whose biodiversity is it anyway ?
P

olicy-makers
and
proj ect
planners have an interest in
viewing communities a clearly
bounded, internally homogeneou
and ingle-voiced entitie with
whom cooperative arrangements
may be developed.
- Flip van Helden
200 1 , 23

In the mid- 1 960s a large area of
unsettled forested land l ay to the south
east of th Bomagai-Angoiang' territory.
But it was not unu ed or unclaimed.
The Bomagai, the Angoiang and two
neighbouring clans all claimed part of it
on the basis that they and their fathers
before them had planted pandanu trees
there. Angoiang and Bomagai men had
also establ ished mall unfenced plantings
of Abelmoschus (Hibiscus) manihot, a shru b
that bears edible leaves. In 1 964 several
Angoiang men and women walked a day
and a half into th is area and for the first
time made a fenced sweet potato garden
in a place known as Kumoints. They did
this under i mpetus from Ngunt, an
Angoiang 'big man' who eemed to have
a great affection for Kumoint and who
argued that more food wa needed in
Kumoints because his people hunted
cuscus po sums and birds of paradise there
and because Kumoint was halfway on a
trail to a small outlying settlement of
upper J imi River people from whom the
Bomagai-Angoiang sometime acquired
brides. So, a sort of frontier advance was
tak ing place.
To my knowledge, in the mid- 1 960
patrol officers and other out ider never
went there and considered it no-man's-

- 13

land. N ow it's everyman's land, an area
subj ect to a whirlpool of conflicting issues
that include sustainability, conservation,
economic development, biodiversity,
poverty, local versus global, and the state
versus civil society. In 1 993 the Bismarck
Ramu area, which includes Kumoints, wa
selected by national and UN agencie to
be an Integrated Conservation and
Development Project ( ICAD) because it
was seen to be a very h igh priority area for
biodiver ity con ervation. The story of
what happened next is symbol ised in the
title of Flip van Helden' book about the
proj ect: Through the Thicket: Disentangling

the Social Dynamics of an Integrated
Conservation and Development Project on
Mainland Papua New Guinea ( 2 00 1 a) .
Very crudely put, the entanglement
the ICAD project experienced resulted
from several misapprehensions on the

parts of project personnel and local
people: misapprehensions over the
legitimacy of the 'biodivers ity crisis', over
a land-tenure ystem that recognises the
primacy of local communities over land
and re ources, over what 'development'
m ans and how it is achieved, over
confl icts between migrants (from the
more den ely settled upper J imi Val ley)
and local landowners, over the
d istribution of j obs, over the monetary
value of biological pecimens, and over
the belief that 'community' in the sense of
people sharing a local ity means that tho e
people hare v iewpoints and goal .
Environmental quandaries are not j ust
scientific; they include clashes between
cultural, pol itical and moral univer es.
Who conserves what, for whom, and why ?
Who benefits ?

-

An Eccentric Ethnography

To those unfamiliar with forest clearing for a shifting garden , this photograph
may look like a scene of devastation . But , as suggested elsewhere on these pages ,
the forest will return , perhaps richer in plants useful to people than it was before .
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Being there
A

nthropologist Clifford Geertz u e
the term 'being there' to signify
what it is ethnographers do when in the
field, when they are penetrating or, if you
prefer, being penetrated by another way of
life. It's an odd thing to do: to endure
being lonely and phy ically uncom,
fortable, to walk for months only on
muddy tracks, to suffer leach bites while
crossing mountains in the rain, rarely to
have any privacy, to deal with tenac ious
infections and frightening fever , to try to
learn at lea t a little of a wholly alien
language, to lack customary entertain,
ments, to real ise that the roof of your hut
will never top leaking, to know that you
do not fully understand what i happening
among the people around you. Why do we
do it ?
In part it is to try, when we return to
our de ks - to 'being here' - to have
learned enough to catch in writing
something faithful to the real ity we saw
while living among the people in their
place.
At least 1 3 ethnographers or scientists
with interests in ethnography have 'been
there' among the Maring, the majority of

u during the 1 960s, not that long after
the Maring's first contacts with
We terners. I knew, well or fleetingly,
most of these people, four of whom are
now dead. A with any group of ob erver ,
each of u arrived possessing our own
particular blindness, and , like the blind
Indian ages in the fable, we touched
different parts of the elephant. It wou ld
have been exciting and engro sing if we
could all have met together at least once,
for in a way I see u a members of a
singular gui ld - a group of outsiders
unique for having made the effort to reach
the J imi and Simbai Valleys and to stay
there seeking experience that would
teach u omething about a world that no
longer exists. I would think that for all of
u the d iscomforts soon dimmed in our
memories, and 'being there' came to be an
in piriting chapter in our l ive . Our
intention was to learn something about
the Maring - and in that effort we al o
learned about ourselve and our own
worlds. When we left the J imi and Simbai
Valleys we carried away affect ion for the
people we had known there - and felt
deeply in their debt.
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Bomagai�Angoiang men performing a ceremonial dance . The drums held by the men in the left foreground
are made by hollowing out tree trunks with burning coals ; the drumhead is made of wallaby skin .
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Epilogue
A

I write, the situation of the world has
parallel to the late Roman Empire.
A single nation dominates but, a with
Rome, military supremacy has not bestowed
security. Having had its emblematic castles
as aulted, the lone superpower visited
retribution upon those it called malevolent,
finding as it did so that walls and trength
of arms and wealth would be insufficient
to shield it, that the campaign had no clear,
no c rtain end in sight. And at the
superpower' economic and political heart
cunning manipulators seek per onal benefit
at the expen e of public well,being at home
and across the world.
In Papua New Gu inea the state i
fragile, population growth remains rapid,
government funding falters, the fabric of

infra tructure is worn where not torn, and
fore t lo continues without commensurate
return except to a few who will not be
afflicted by its loss.
Not wholly untouched by these
apprehensions, the future of the Maring,
in their mountain valleys, al o remains
uncertain. I ndeed, for us all, life
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. . . is a formal dance
In which each step is ruled by what
has been
And yet the pattern emerges always
new,
The marriage of linked cause and
random chance
G ives birth perpetually to the
unforeseen.

An Eccentric Ethnography

Two young Bomagai�Angoiang men posing in ceremonial, largely traditional, garb in 1 965 while
hol.ding their traditional bows and arrows . Today they woul.d be wearing shorts and T�shirts .
Because their homeland is now a remote and poor part of the country , it is unlikely that many
of its people yet have modem guns - although such are common in parts of the Highlands .
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Notes and Sources
I have not weighed down with academic
sources the texts that accompany each
colour photograph. I nstead I list here
ome of the sources that informed and
refined my remarks. G iven the enormous
amount of research and writing that has
focussed on Papua N ew Gu inea in the
decade since my fieldwork in the Simbai
Valley, there are many possible sources
of information I have not included. But
I have tried to li t all those from which
I have directly taken ideas or comments.
I have also included a few black,
and,white photographs as a further
contribution to the visual ethnography
of the Maring.

P R E FAC E

environment, limits fighting to
frequencies that do not endanger
the existence of the regional
population, adjusts man,land ratios,
facilitates trade, distribute local
surpluses of p ig in the form of pork
throughout the regional population,
and assures people of h igh,quality
protein when they most need it.
I found Rappaport's functional analysis
of Maring ritual operating as a homeo,
static
mechanism
interesting
but
remained sceptical if for no other reason
than that I d id not believe neatly
maintained equilibria were to be found in
any h uman population or ecosystem,
however defined. N or did I believe that
the Maring environment was free of
degradation. Even the actions of a stable

Roy Rappaport's

population of swidden gardeners are an

pological tudies to come out of Papua
N ew Guinea since Malinowski's work on
the Trobriand Islanders.
Rappaport
tenaciously proposed that ritual among
the Maring,speaking Tsembaga clan had
an ecological function whereby ritual
activities acted to regulate the relations of
people with their env ironment by
operating as a negative feedback
mechanism that maintained a number of
variable in an equilibrium state beneficial
to the people and their environment.
Rappaport ( 1 984, 2 24 ) describes his
purpose in Pigs for the Ancestors as follows:
It has been argued that the
regulatory function of ritual among
the Tsembaga and other Maring
helps to maintain an undegraded

agency for change in a forested
environment, with an inevitable drift
from old fore t toward younger forest and
grassland. Buchbinder ( 1 973 ) , another
cholar of the Maring, found Rappaport's
equilibrium model to be le s accurate than
the dynamic model that she proposed.
The equ ilibrium model has al o been
criticised as a form of 'vulgar materialism'
( Friedman 1 97 4) and on methodological
grounds ( McArthur 1 97 7 ) . Anthropologist
A. P. Vayda, who was d irector of the
research project that gave rise to the
initial publication of Pigs for the Ancestors
( Rappaport 1 968 ) and who initially
strongly supported the book's arguments,
later rev ised his views ( Vayda 1 986,
1 99 6 ) , considering, among other points,
that the Tsembaga's ecosystem was less
bounded than Rappaport believed and

Pigs for the Ancestors :
Ritual in the Ecology of a New Guinea
People is one of the best known anthro,
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that it ( questionable) equil ibrium could
as well be fortuitous rather than the re ult
of teleological control. Further d iscu sion
of the argument of Pigs of the Ancestors is
to be found in the re anal y i of
Rappaport's ethnographic data in Peoples
( 1 982 ) and the accompanying comments
of a number of other scholars of Papua
N ew Guinea.
Critic isms of the concept of carrying
capacity and the static character of
agriculture can be found in Bo erup
( 1 96 5 ) , Clarke ( 1 966 ) and Street ( 1 969 ) ,
a l l of whom believed i n the efficacy of
agricultural intensification - applying
more labour or improved technique to a
fixed amount of land in order to increase
its agricultural output.

That I hold this v iew now is
paradoxical in that much of my research
work over decades has focu ed on Pacific,
Islander indigenous knowledge of
agriculture and plants and I have argued
in support of the value of such knowledge
in today's world ( Clarke 1 97 7 ; 1 978;
Clarke and Thaman 1 993 ) . I still believe
it has much to offer but also think that
support for indigenous knowledge as a
miracle fix turns our attention away from
other perhaps more valuable attributes of
traditional agriculture and di vert us from
broader, more d ifficult tasks - in the
place of which we attempt to apply one
more technological cure, this time
in the form of indigenou agricultural
techniques.

L EA RN I N G F RO M
N G I RA P O

Much of what Ngirapo taught me found its
way into my PhD thesis and the book
derived from it (Clarke 1 97 1 ) . With a
more direct focus on the man himself,
I later wrote more about Ngirapo's
agronomic and ecological knowledge,
asse sing the extent to which it wa or was
not relevant to ustainable agricultural
development in today's world, concluding
that - rich and fascinating though
indigenous knowledge is - it i not a k ind
of magic or wisdom that will save the
village, much less the world, from
environmental degradation (Clarke 1 99 3 ) .
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Ngirapo (sitting by the door to his men's
house) , some of his children and clan
brothers nearby . In the Left background
is a domestic pig, which has been Let
loose to forage during the day .

An Eccentric Ethnogra/Jhy

LOV E A N D M A R R I AG E and
C O U RT I N G PA RT I E S

Maring orchard are described more fully in
Clarke ( 1 97 1 ) and later in this book. Their
flowing integration into the Maring

Marriage, courtship and courting parties
have been frequently de cribed in
H ighland ethnographie . See, for instance,
Brown 1 978, Glasse and Meggitt 1 969,
Langness 1 999, Sill itoe 1 998, A. and M.
Strathern 1 97 1 . Rappaport ( 1 969 ) wrote
specifically about marriage among the
Maring. Buchbinder ( 1 99 1 ) investigated
the high rate of su icide among Maring
women as well as among many other
groups in the New Gu inean highlands.
She paints a darker picture of women's life
than I do, noting that unwillingness to
marry or the presence of rancour in
marriage are usually antecedent to a
woman's suicide although other forms of
interpersonal conflict may also trigger the

gardening ystern makes the people's whole

event. ' I t is c lear, ' Buchb inder writes

landscape more fruitful than it would
appear from a glance at the gardens alone.

( 1 99 1 , 1 80 ) , 'that in the e cases su icide is
the last desperate act of a helpless and
unbearably unhappy woman.'

Ngirapo demonstrates how a bow
and arrows were used as a weapon
during fights with neighbouring clans .

T H E P EO P L E,
T H E I R P LAC E

A N T H RO P O LO G Y A N D A
WOMAN I N H E R GARD E N
and M O RE TO R I AU I

Bomagai,Angoiang woman carries home a fruit just harvested
from a pandanus orchard . In the right centre an orchard can be
seen . It is dominated by Pandanus but also contains breadfruit
trees , a species offig and Gneturn gnemon , a tree that provides
strong fibre as well as edibl.e seeds and 1.eaves .

A

Kenneth Read's The High Valley was
first published in the US in 1 96 5 and in
Great Britain in 1 966 and republished in
1 980 as a classic anthropological tudy of
New Gu inea. When first publ i hed , The
High Vall.ey stood almost alone as an
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example of the now common 'reflexive'
research wherein the pretence of
obj ectivity on the part of the researcher is
dismissed and the effect of the personal ity
or the pre ence of the researcher on the
investigation is taken into account. Often
now, however, reflexivity is present in the
service of pol itical correctness and points
to issues of dominance and submission or
to the difficulties of representation by an
outsider. Read's book remains unu ual in
the deeply humane tone he uses in
describing his relations with the Papua
New Guineans he l ived among ( Langness
and Hays 1 98 7 , vii-x i ) .

W I V E S DO A L L T H E H A RD
WO R K, T H E Y A R E T H E
H AN DS O F M E N

The quotation about wives being the
hands of men comes from a paper about
men and women among the Fore people
of the Eastern H ighlands by anthro,
pologist Shirley Lindenbaum ( 1 976, 5 9 ) .
A s for dark exual politics, Brown and
Buchbinder ( 1 976, 1 ) as ert that
'ambivalent and antagonistic relations
between the sexes are a prevailing theme
of H ighlands l ife'. A more recent review
by Langness ( 1 999 ) comes to a similar
conclusion, while recogmsmg the
variation in behavioural patterns within
New Gu inea. l n a paper pecifically

about the Maring, Georgeda Buchbinder
and Roy Rappaport ( 1 976, 3 1 ) , two ethno,
grapher of the Maring, assert:
As far as men are concerned,
women are potentially unreliable,
di loyal, and d isruptive. G iven that
the crucial nature of their
contribution to their groups'
survival is thoroughly understood
by the men, it is not surpri ing that
the men, feeling both endangered
and dependent upon them, should
attempt to dominate them, and the
domination of women and the
notion of women's pol luting
qualities are obviously compatible.
Rappaport's c las ic work Pigs for the

Ancestors : Ritual in the Ecology of a New
Guinean People ( 1 968 ) provides a compre,
hensive account of p igs among the
Maring and the ever, increasing work they
necessitate when being accumulated in
large numbers for a ceremonial p ig killing.

T H E F O R E ST I S
T H E M OT H E R O F
T H E GARDE N

Extended
descriptions
of Maring
agriculture can be found in Rappaport
( 1 968 ) and Clarke ( 1 9 7 1 ) .
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N O N AM E S
Roger Kee ing ( 1 98 2 ) wrote imi larly
about the landscape of the Kwaio, a
people of Malaita in Solomon Islands.

a.

Detail of front of hou e with front

overhang f roof cut away.
8•

Men's house. Two to three men and several

b.

boys sleep in thi hou e. Bamboo platform at
rear.

O RG A N I C H O U S E S
b.

Every house has at least one hearth, a
circle of rocks around a c ircular
depre ion in the floor. Becau e the
houses have no windows or chimneys and
the doors are often c losed with plank ,
smoke from the fires, which bum all
night, e cape only slowly by seeping
through the roof and walls. Piles of
firewood are dried on a rack su pended
above the hearth. Tucked behind the
rafters or lath , which gli ten black with
smoke, are bundles of drying t bacco
leaves and 1 af�wrapped package or
bamboo tubes containing valuable uch
as feathers to wear at ceremonies or seeds
for new gardens. In many house , an earth
oven ha been dug near the door for u e in
bad weather.
Although imilar in con truction and
materials, each house has unique feature ,
some of which are illustrated in the floor
plans shown here.

c.

A

ingle married woman

compartments along the side arc for pigs, wh
enter through their own doorway from a
fenced passageway. The pigs are kept in
separate compartments at night to prevent
fighting. Like most women' h u es, thi h use
ha an interior wall that secludes the woman's
sleeping chamber from the doorway. Bamboo
platform at rear.

d. Family house.

Living in this hou e are a

man and his wife, two small boys and three
unmarried girls. A sixth child, an adol

cent

boy, leep in a man's house at another hamlet.
The man sleeps on the mat on the opposite
side

of the hou

e from the pig c mpartment .

The woman and c h i ldren sleep in the rear
chamber where there is no bamboo platform.
After the chi ldren are a leep, the w man may

d.

go to the man's sleeping place. One pig
compartm nt contain two large females,
the other two small males. An eight-inch
ea s wary is kept inside the house at night.

e. Women's house. This

is the only house of

thi type in the basin, but it is aid n t to be an
innovation - just a style eldom built. Each
chamber is occupied by one woman
( a mother and her daughter-in-law) and i
e entially a separate house. Rather than mats
or platforms, wooden planks are u ed for
sleeping. The ide opening into the pig
ompartments are also an unu ual feature.

Floor Plans

0

Ridgepole posts

4�

Wall posts

' �'
:
++-+....+
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with no children live in this house. The two

Earth oven
Hearth
Fence
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B E C O M I N G A P E RS O N
Bambi Schieffel in's book, The Give and
Take of Everyday Life : Language Socialization
of Kaluli Children ( 1 990 ) , is devoted to

Nakemba and Ngirapo work together to
build a house wall of pandanus leaves .

understanding the everyday speech
activities that organise and give meaning
to the social relationships between young
children and the member of the ir
familie .
These everyday speech activities
are in fact socializing activities, the
basis for the transmission and
reproduction of culture. They are
linked to such other social
practices and symbolic forms as
exchange systems, gender roles,
sibl ing relationships, rituals, and
myths. In Kaluli society, as in many
other soc ieties in Papua New
Gu inea, reciprocity is an important

These men are attaching 'prefabricated
shingles ' of bamboo leaves to laths of
grass stems and the split prop roots of
a high-elevation pandanus .

principle underlying social l ife . I n
families, soci al relationsh ips are
con titu ted through giving and
sharing food: a primary means of
conveying sentiment and affection.
( B. Schieffelin 1 990, 1 )
In their works on Maring communitie ,
Rappaport ( 1 968, 1 1 9, 1 2 5 ) , LiPuma
( 1 988, 1 08 , 23 1 ) and Lowman-Vayda
( 1 9 7 1 , 3 2 8-3 2 9 ) define and di cu
nomane . In Arrow Talk, Strathern and
Stewart ( 2000, 64-6 5 ) discuss and
de cribe the range of complex ideas
referred to by the cognate word noman
among Melpa speakers, who occupy
territory in the Central H ighlands near
Mt Hagen and extend into the J imi Val ley,
where Melpa land abuts Maring territory.
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Noman can be glo sed variously in
English as mind, intention, will,
agency, ocial con c ience, desire, or
personality. These ranges of
meanings need to be considered
processually, in relation to the l ife
cycle and the ocial interactions of
the person. Noman distinguishes
human beings from most other
beings in the world. Dogs and pigs
are the only other animals said to
have a noman. The noman is not
something a child is born with. It is
a growth that comes into being
when a chi ld begins to understand
and use language, and language use
i the most powerful ind icator of
the tate of the noman.
The noman develops through the
process of interacting with other
persons, the environment, and
the ance tral/spiritual world . . . .
Throughout a l ifetime a person will
experience many different noman,
or tates of mind. The goal for most
people is to obtain a strong and
unified tate of the noman.

R E T U R N I N G TO
T H E LA N D

Further details on death and funerary rites
among the Maring can be found in
LiPuma ( 1 98 8 ) and Rappaport ( 1 968 ) .
Full descriptions and discussion of Maring
warfare can be found in LiPuma ( 1 988 ) ,
Rappaport ( 1 968) and Vayda ( 1 97 1 ;
1 976 ) .

Anthropologist Ralph Bulmer, who knew
more about indigenous knowledge and
the relation of people to their natural
surround ings in Pap ua New Guinea than
most other scientists, wrote about the
impact people had on the country long
before European colonisation and noted
that ( Bulmer 1 982, 63 ) :
The record of the past suggests that
traditional Papua N ew Guinea
societies scored more points for
adaptation,
innovation
and
development of new resource than
they did for conservation. There is
little evidence that Papua New
Guineans were or are very d ifferent
from the maj ority of humanity who
have not been greatly concerned
with the long,term conservation of
their natural environment. What
they were and still are concerned
with, very d irectly and very
profoundly, are the present and
immediately fore eeable yields of
their crops and catches and the
amount of time, effort and care
required to produce them.
Many activities of pre,contact man
were conservationally sound; but
they were incidental to maximizing
immediate yields for little labour. It
wa good conservational practice
for shifting cultivators to let the
land l ie fallow for fifteen or twenty,
five or forty years - whatever the
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REC E IV I N G AN D
G I V I N G / B UY I N G
AN D S E LLI NG

optimum period to ensure both an
undimini hed crop and less effort
than hacking down additional
primary forest or rooting out pitpit
[a large, coarse, tough grass] . But
conservation was not the obj ect
of the exerc i e. The object wa to
get that next good crop for a
reasonable minimum of labour.

As Strathem and Stewart remark in their
book Arrow Talk: Transaction , Transition ,

and Contradiction in New Guinea Highlands
History ( 2000, 6 ) , theories of exchange

More generally, Kay M ilton, in her book
Environmentalism and Cultural Theory , has
written ( M ilton 1 996, 1 09 & 2 2 2 ) :
The myth of primitive ecological
wisdom is not j ust an incidental part
of the romantic package carried by
some environmentalists. It is funda,
mental to the radical environ,
mentalist critique of industrialism,
for without the assumption that
non-industrial societies live sustain
ably in their environments, there
would be no grounds for arguing that
in.du trialism is the cause of envi
ronmental destruction . . . . One of
the clearest messages that anthro,
pologists can give to environ
mentalists is that human being
have no 'natural' propensity for
living sustainably with their envi
ronment.
Primitive
ecological
wisdom is a myth, not only in the
anthropological sense, as something
whose truth is treated as a dogma,
but also in the popular sense, a
something that is untrue, a fantasy.
I have also written further about this issue
(Clarke 1 990; 1 993 ) .

have been central to the analys is of
Melanesian societies generally and
H ighlands societies in particular since the
publication of Malinowski's Argonauts of
the Western Pacific ( 1 92 2 ) and Marcel
Mauss's original French version ( 1 92 5 ) of
the book later translated into English a

The Gift : The Form and Reason for
Exchange in Archaic Nations ( 1 990) .
Maurice Godelier's recent book The
Enigma of the Gift ( 1 999 ) provides a
theoretical reassessment of the theory of
the gift and gift-giving. Strathem and

Stewart ( 2 000) examine contemporary
i sues having to do with exchange
particularly among the Melpa people of
the H ighlands near Mt H agen. M ichael
French Smith, in Hard Times on Kairuru

Island: Poverty , Development , and Morality
in a Papua New Guinea Village ( 1 994 ) , is
especially interesting with regard to the
moral qualities intrins ic to exchange and
people' attitudes towards the change
from customary reciprocity to modem
commercial dealings.
With specific attention to the Maring,
Healey ( 1 990) treats gifts and prestations
as well as exchange in the form of trade,
to which he a lso ascribes a strong social
motive. The deepest analysis of the
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meanings and funct ion of exchange
among the Maring is Edward LiPuma's

The comments about Evan,Pritchard
come from Geertz ( 1 988, Chapter 3 ) . The
comments by Epeli Hau'ofa come from his
1 97 5 paper. The points Hau'ofa makes are
further discussed in White and Tengan

The Gift of Kinship ( 1 988) .
N OW I S T H E
T I M E O F M O N EY

( 200 1 ) .
What I describe i n the first paragraph is
Alfred North Whitehead's fallacy of
misplaced concreteness, which N icholas
George cu,Roegen named as the indis,
putable sin of standard economics.
A recent d iscus ion of the mysterious
quali ties of money and its relationship
with the concept of endless exponential
economic growth in a limited physical
world i to be found in Herman Daly's and
John Cobb's For the Common Good:

Redirecting the Economy Toward Community,
the Environment , and a Sustainable Future
( 1 994 ) .
H OW P OW E RF U L A P LA N T

Further details on the s ignificance of
cordyl ine to the Maring can be found
in Buchbinder and Rappaport ( 1 976 ) ,
Clarke ( 1 97 1 ) , LiPuma ( 1 988) and
Rappaport ( 1 968 ) . An interesting recent
article by Ehrlich ( 2000) describes the
variety of uses of cordyline across its entire
geographic range, placing emphasis on it
use as food and in fire,walking rituals.

AT T H E TA I L
O F T H E S N A KE

The comments and quotation by Geertz
come from his chapter entitled
'Modernities' in Geertz ( 1 99 5 ) . My paper
(Clarke, 1 980) presents in more detail
what happened to the Bomagai, Angoiang
between 1 964 and 1 97 7 . The comments
by Pitt,Rivers ( 1 927, 5 7-58 ) , made more
than 70 years ago, about the concen,
tration of population versus tendencies
toward decentralisation echo sti ll in
the light of conflicts over political
decentralisation and rapid urbanisation in
the past few decades. The phrase 'the
seductive powers of money' is drawn from
anthropologist Roger Keesing ( 1 978, 1 8 1 )
writing about old val ues and new
discontents among a people remote from
the administrative and economic centre
of Solomon Islands. A great deal has been
written about gift,exchange in Melanesia
and the issues of equal ity or inequality.
See, for instance, Godel ier ( 1 999 ) , Jolly
( 1 98 2 ) , M . Strathem ( 1 98 7 ) and A.
Strathem ( 1 98 2 ) . The plume trade is
detai led in Swadl ing ( 1 996 ) .
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Anthropologist Neil Maclean began
research among a Maring group in the
J imi Valley in 1 979; his focus wa on the
internal structure of Maring pol itical
economy and how this influenced people's
response to incorporation into the nation
state and the cash economy. Papers of his
continue the h istory of the Maring
with regard to money, commoditisation
and other development issues in an
underdeveloped area ( Maclean 1 98 1 ;
1 989; and 1 994 ) .

T H E G A P B E TW E E N
C I TY A N D C O U N T RY

The book Papua New Guinea Rural
Development Handbook ( Hanson et al.
200 1 ) was prepared by geographers with
long experience in rural Papua N e w
Gu inea to provide the PNG Department
of National Planning and Monitoring
with reasonably accurate ( if broad,brush)
information about economic cond itions
across the country, with special regard to
those people who are poor, remote and
marginalised. The estimate for the
percentage of PNG's population that is
rural comes from statistic available from
the Demography/Population Programme,
Secretariat of the Pacific Community
( 2 000 ) . The c itations for the quotations
are Ward ( 1 998 ) and Ogan ( 1 996 ) .
An extended d iscussion of the critique
that anthropologists study Melanesians as

alien communities isolated from the
modem world and essentialised as the
'Other' can be found in Carrier ( 1 99 2 ) .
I n a volume prepared fo r Austral ia'
Over ea Aid Program and entitled

Enclaves or Equity : The Rural Crisis and
Development Choice in Papua New Guinea
( 2 00 1 ) , economist M ichael Baxter
analyses the serious social and economic
crisis that affects rural Papua New
Guinea, noting that it has been evolving
s ince the country's independence, but
particularly took hold during the 1 990s.
He write further ( Baxter 200 1 , 4) that
policy,makers in Papua New Guinea
'have generally placed a lower priority on
the needs of the rural population because
of their d istant location and muted voice
due to widespread illiteracy and weak
l inks with the national political system'.

B E I N G A N D C RE AT I N G

A woman with an infant would be l ikely
to use two bags, one for the child, the
other for garden produce and firewood.
Today, bags, if not made from imported
thread , are at least likely to have brightly
coloured commercial yams added for
decoration.
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Further details about the rawa mugi can be
found in Rappaport ( 1 968) and Lowman
Vayda ( 1 97 1 )

B L E M I S H E D B EA U TY and
A C U R E F O R N G I RA P O

A wholly traditional
Bomagai-Angoiang string bag.

(Comments on Maring health)

Aside from the string bag hanging down the
woman's back , this Bomagai family displays
other ubiquitous belongings : the man with
an axe and bow and arrows , the woman
and her daughter with their dibbles ,
or garden digging sticks . Their pubic aprons
are hand.spun out of local fibres .

Because the health of a society, like that
of an individual, is forever in flux, 'when ?'
is a impor tant a question as 'what ?' in
matters of health. The period of Maring
hi tory that I am particu larly concerned
with was one of a radical transformation
in medical treatment from a system that
included magic, shamani m and local
med icines made from plant to one based
on phy ical d iagnosis, health clinics,
visiting medical patrol and modem
commercial drugs. It might seem surprising
that the introduction of new forms of
treatment and new explanations about
the causes of d isease d id not act as a
d isturbing break in traditional practices or
in beliefs about sickness, but the Maring
pragmatically incorporated Western and
trad itional systems into a med ical
pluralism that gave them the choice of
alternative treatments or the simul
taneous use of both, as in the dual way
Ngirapo treated his kus.
I can give only a fragmentary account
of Maring health as it was in the 1 960s,
with a few notes on the time earlier and
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later. The points I do touch on are
gleaned from my field observations, from
talking to the nursing sisters at the
Anglican missions at Simbai and at
Koinambe in the J imi Valley, and from
the written accounts of Rappaport
( 1 96 8 ) , Buchbinder ( 1 97 3 ) , McArthur
( 1 9 7 7 ) and LiPuma ( 1 989 ) , as well as
from more general d iscussion of health in
Papua New Guinea during this period.
The commonest direct causes of death
in the Ndwimba Basin in the mid- 1 960
were pneumonia and severe bronchitis,
both of which were probably aggravated
by the smoky air of the low-roofed hou es
as well as by the habit of smoking har h
local tobacco wrapped in leaves or
newspaper. When I returned to the
Ndwimba Basin for the last time in 1 97 7 ,
most o f the older men I had known well
and who had died since 1 96 5 had suffered
from respiratory disease as their last illne s
- as nearly as I could know. But there
was no clear evidence of tuberculosis in
the 1 960s.
Because - like any European visitor
in remote parts of Papua New Gu inea in
those year - I was looked upon a a
'dokta' and carried medical suppl ies for
distribution, people seeking cures often
gathered at the door of my hut. Their
commonest request was for medicine to
treat ndukma, which I took to be malarial
ague since their symptoms usually
d isappeared rapidly after they took
malarial suppressives. A Department of
Public Health survey in 1 963 found that
about 20 per cent of the Bomagai-

Angoiang and the neighbouring Fungai
Korama te ted positive for malarial
plasmodia in the ir blood, which was a
higher incidence than the 1 2 per cent
posi tive result for the total Maring
popu lation - the d ifference reasonably
explained by the locat ion of the Bomagai
Angoiang and the Fungai-Korama at a
lower e levation than most other Maring
groups.
Other ailments included something
l ike the common cold and a mild
infl uenza, which, although not seriou of
themselves, at times led to pneumonia
and bronchitis. I ntermittently, according
to Maring accounts and to historical
records, epidemics of serious and often
lethal influenza or dysentery have at times
sickened much of the Maring population
and other large areas of the island of New
Gu inea. The Maring bel ieve that such
serious afflictions reveal the presence of
disharmonious relationships between
people or between people and the ghosts
and spirits of their place. Consequently,
epidemics led people to abandon their
houses, burn them and move somewhere
else, often into a more dispersed
settlement pattern, as happened in the
early 1 940s when a widespread s ickness
referred to in med ical reports as dysentery
induced a scattering of houses and
settlement that the Maring still talked
about in the 1 960s.
Other afflictions were parasitic worms,
eye infections and hepatitis. Skin infection
arising from insect and leech bites, cuts,
scratches and burns were common and
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sometimes developed into tropical u lcers.
Unpleasant but not l ife,threatening
conditions were tinea and scabies. Neither
yaws nor venereal diseases were evident in
the m id, 1 960s. Yaw may have occurred
before prophylactic injections of penicillin
were given to the people present at the
1 96 1 census, but the patrol officer who
visited in that year reported that no cases
of yaws were seen. Leprosy and filariasis
occurred here and there in the Maring
area, but I saw no cases in the Ndwimba
Basin. Contrary to arcad ian myth,
toothache, loss of teeth and tooth decay
- moving from the gumline to the crown
- were common, even among the young.
I did not observe any obvious examples
of cretinism among the Bomagai,
Angoiang, but a mild form of cretinism
was reportedly common among Maring
peakers in the J imi Valley. I d id see what
to my unmedical eye looked like cases of
goi ter. Medical surveys in the 1 960s
reported that in the severely iodine,
deficient areas of montane N ew Guinea,
as much as 3 per cent of the population
suffered from cretin ism. Buchbinder
( 1 97 7 ) reported goiter to be endemic
among the Maring in 1 968 and that
several children were cretins with multiple
neurological defects. She attributed these
conditions to the d isplacement of the
traditionally used salt made from salt
springs by noniodised trade salt. After the
disorders were discovered, women were
given injections of iodised oil, and
commerc ial salt was iodised. By 1 974,
there were no visible goiters among

Maring women and no more cretins were
born to the treated women.
Among Maring researchers, the most
vexed issue relating to health had to do
with the adequacy of protein in their diet.
I found most Bomagai,Angoiang to be
active and strong and, certainly, to have
great endurance. Certainly, too, they were
only rarely short of food, mostly having
available more carbohydrate than they
needed. But malnutrition with regard to
protein may have existed. Gewan, who
was wife to a Bomagai man, had
symptoms - li tlessness and soft reddish
hair - that suggested protein deficiency.
A few children had simi lar hair and a
slight oedema, which is another symptom
of protein deficiency. But at the same time
they were active and cheerful.
Anthropologist Roy Rappaport, who
lived among the Tsembaga, a Maring
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Gewan , wife to a Bomagai man in 1 965 .
Her reddish hair, listlessness and
emaciation suggest a protein deficiency .
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group living a day's walk up the S imbai
Valley from the Ndwimba Basin, also
noted mild protein-deficiency. Buchbinder,
who carried out extensive research on
Maring nutrition and health in the late
1 960s found children d isplaying at least
some signs of protein undemutrition in all
the Maring groups in the Simbai Valley.
She also observed five cases of children
suffering indisputable kwashiorkor, all
because they had been d isplaced at the
breast when their mothers gave birth
again while the earlier children were still
dependent on breast-feeding to gain
adequate protein.
On the basis of his fieldwork,
Rappaport suggested that stress- induced
conditions, which were intensified by
insuffic ient protein in the d iet, were
rel ieved by an increase in the supply of
prote in when the Maring held ri tual pig
feasts in association with wars or when
they sacrificed pigs when someone was
seriously ill. When Rappaport's book Pigs
for the Ancestors was publ ished ( 1 968 ) , his
argument that ritual and rel igion could
have ecological effects arou ed intense
interest. He later recanted this v iew to
some extent in the face of argument from
other observers that h is data were
inadequate to show with certainty that
the d iet was protein-deficient or that the
pork was d istributed to those most in need
of additional protein.
One thing that all observers of the
Maring or similar peoples wou ld say is

that measuring dietary intake and quality
can never be a fully accurate procedure.
Further, the d istribution of food may
never fully match the nutritional needs of
particular individuals. Women and
chi ldren of d ifferent ages eat or are
allocated d ifferent foods from each other;
men are subj ect to food taboos under
various conditions, sometimes enduring
diet that exclude most protein-rich foods.
Beyond these d ifficulties besetting
research, what I can say when I look back
at mealtimes in Maring hamlets in 1 964 is
that not only was there a deep sense of
community
part1c1pation
in
food
preparation and consumption, but the
food was varied and fresh and would have
delighted a present-day health-conscious
nutritionist. There were then still no
commercially processed foods of any sort;
all the food eaten came from local
gardens, from domestic pigs and chicken ,
or from hunting and gathering. The ir food
was low in alt, sugar and fat (except on
the sporadic occasions when the much
prized p ig fat was available ) ; the food was
rich in fibre and complex starches, much
of it delicious to my taste. I still sometimes
long for the tender but crisp shoots of tree
ferns steamed in the earth oven and
covered with the bright-red o i ly sauce
made by squeezing the steamed fruits of
the locally cultivated pandanus - a
unique combination of taste and texture.
In contrast, across the Pacific Islands
today there is a scourge of malnutrition as
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locally produced tubers and vegetable are
replaced by refined flour, sugar- and salt
rich food , and fatty tinned beef, mutton
flap and turkey tai ls. Diabetes, obe ity
and coronary ailments are the re u lt.
Has Maring health improved or
worsened since the 1 960s ? No doubt, some
diseases of modernisation have increased
though I would guess that ince the Maring
must be comparatively poor and isolated
they have not become overly dependent on
imported food. I cannot know whether the
HIV/AIDS epidemic that threatens Papua
New Guinea nationally has reached the
Simbai Valley ( Malau 200 1 ) . Like the
country a a whole, the Maring probably
still have a relatively high infant and child
mortality rate. On the other hand, the
population growth rate is probably higher
than the low growth I recorded for the
Bomagai-Angoiang between 1 964 and
1 977 ( 1 .6 per cent growth per annum) and
the slight decline in population that
Buchbinder reported for the whole Maring
population for three years in the late 1 960s,
a decline she attributed to introduced
diseases uch as influenza.

Ngirapo hafted an old stone axe blade
in the traditional (but somewhat makeshift)
way to pose for this photograph of
the old and the new implements
A N AX E I S A N I D E A

Aside from being the maj or tool of
prehistoric New Guinea, tone axes that
were more delicate and finely moothed
than the utilitarian chopping instruments
served as bridewealth and were significant
in ceremonial exchanges. In Maring
country, a few axes of inferior stone were
made locally, but axes were mostly traded
in from places with quarrie of superior
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stone. For the Maring, the principal
source of axes was the Ganz,Tsenga area
south of the J imi River. The wide
d istribution of these axes and of axes from
other quarries contradicts any notion that
Stone Age communities huddled in fearful
isolation with no contact with each other.
Wars and raids, killings and routs there
certainly were, your neighbours were
often your enemies, and cro ing
boundaries between clans could be
perilous, inviting e ither physical assault or
the possibility of sorcery. Nonethele , a
network of trade routes extended from
coast to coast, as shown by the presence
of marine shells everywhere in the
H ighlands. Along with a variety of shells
and stone axes, other widely traded items
were salt, bird plumes, animal furs, pigs,
tree oils, pigments and pottery.
This complex flow of p re h isto r ic trade
items had no master organisational
structure - no Stone Age trade bureau
overseeing the relations of supply and
demand or setting the exchange value of
different items. Rather, the totality of the
trade network was created by and built up
from the interlocking and overlapping
personal trading networks of indiv idual
men, with the trade goods moving
through a chain of intermediaries so that
when the S imbai Valley Maring made salt
from saline springs to trade for Ganz,
Tsenga axes, neither the salt maker nor
the axe grinder knew directly of the
existence of the other, for the goods

moved in their contrary flows through a
series of separate transactions before
reaching their final destinations. H ughes
( 1 973 and 1 97 7 ) closely examined Stone
Age trade in a large area of the Papua
New Guinean H ighlands and the H ighland
Fringes, including the Maring territory.
Healey ( 1 990 ) deals pecifically with
Maring traders ( and hunters ) .
Several descriptions o f the work
carried out at stone,axe quarries and axe
'factories' provide a clear understanding of
the manufacturing process. Blocks of rock
- sometimes loosened by fire, at other
times by hammering, or prying with poles
- were extracted from rock faces and
spl it with hammer stones, the best pieces
then being hammered, flaked and pecked
into rough shape with a pebble. Or, at
some quarries, large pieces were formed
into rough shape by being 'sawn' w ith the
edge of a narrow piece of hardwood
worked back and forth with sand and
water. The blanks were then ground on
wetted sandstone blocks.
M ick Leahy, who in 1 933 was on the
first European patrol to the area of the Ganz
River axe factory, described the grinding
process ( Leahy and Crain 1 9 3 7 , 1 83 ) :
We saw many natives engaged
in working the axes, sitting by
waterholes and patiently grinding
away at them with sandstones,
stopping every few moments to d ip
the stones in water and to sight with
a craftsman's eye along the tapering
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A long time ago an old woman
went to her garden near the stream
called Tingri. She d ug up some
sweet potato tubers and took them
to the stream to wash them. A he
was doing this, a stone in the
streambed banged against another,
making a ringing sound . The stone
sounded strong so he took it home
to her husband, Win Kang, the
ancestor of the Make [clan] . He
broke it and saw how good it was.
Then he made it into an axe and
saw how well it could fell a tree. In
modern times men lit torches, went
into the tunnels and dug the stone
out with sticks.

blade , so slowly taking shape. Each
beautiful axe must have required
many days of patient work.
A Leahy's account uggests, axe,
making was a communal, not an
individual, pur uit, with all the men of
the community where the quarry wa
located engaged together in the quarrying
process, which could involve not ju t
breaking rock from pits or rock faces but
haft,and,gallery mining. In the slow
proce of shaping the rock pieces into
axes, some men were recognised as
pecial ist master craftsmen, whose axes
were considered to be particularly efficient
and aesthetically pleasing.
Burton ( 1 984 ), in his detailed account
of axe making in the H ighlands, says that
quarrying and axe mak ing began some
2 5 00 to 1 500 year before the present.
Given the social organisation required in
the quarrying methods and the need for
trad ing partners to make the quarrying
worthwhile, Burton argues that the
lineaments of recent H ighlands society,
with its concerns with exchange and
ceremonial prestige, has deep roots. The
H ighland people have a variety of myths
about the di covery of quarries and axes,
with a woman being the main actor in
many of them. For instance, during his
research on axe making, Burton ( 1 984,
1 73 ) wa told the following myth by a
man of the Make Tsendembo clan:

Other publ ications that deal with
stone axe in the New Guinean Highlands
are a rev iew of recent and prehistoric

stone tools ( S. Bulmer 1 966 ) , a description
of the axe quarries in the H ighlands
(Chappell 1 966 ) , Stone Age trade over
a wide area of the H ighlands and foothills
( Hughes 1 97 7 ) , a precisely illu trated
description of how the axes were hafted,
used and maintained (Sill itoe 1 98 8 ) and
a focus on trade in stone axes and other
goods within the Maring realm ( H ealey
1 990) . More concerned with the
economic consequences of the change
from stone to steel is Richard Sal i bury's
study ( 1 962 ) .
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YO U A R E W H AT
YO U DO N 'T E AT

ndai

An illustration from Paul
Sillitoe 's book Made in N i ugini:
Technology in the H ighlands
of Papua N ew Gu inea ( 1 988 ,

44) showing the complex hafting
used to mount a stone axe .

For further detai ls on food taboos among
the Maring, see LiPuma ( 1 98 8 ) and
Rappaport ( 1 96 8 ) , anthropologists of
Maring groups other than the Bomagai,
Angoiang. Some aspects of the large
literature on the significance of food in
Melanesia has recently been reviewed by
Lemonnier ( 1 99 6 ) in hi chapter in Food
and the Status Quest. What has become a
classic study of the symbolic idiom of food
in competititve food exchanges in a
Melanesian society is M ichael Young'
Fighting with Food ( 1 9 7 1 ) . ln a chapter
entitled Tm sorry, brother, I don't eat
that' Edward Schieffelin ( 1 97 7 ) provides
intere ting detai ls about food and social
relationship among the Kaluli people.

I T D E P E N D S W H AT YO U
M E A N BY ' S E C U R J TY '
N AT U R E , C U LT U R E
A N D CA S S OWA R I E S

The material from Healey comes from
h is 1 99 1 paper. He further discusses
cassowaries in Healey ( 1 98 5 and 1 990) . See
also Buchbinder and Rappaport ( 1 97 6 ) .
Bulmer ( 1 967 ) i n a classic paper treat the
cassowary among the Karam (or Kalam ) ,
who are neighbours t o the Maring o n the
west.

The quote about food security i s from
page 5 of Bourke ( 200 1 b ) . Further detail
on Bomagai,Angoiang gardens and d iet
and my estimation of the carrying
capacity of their territory can be found in
Clarke ( 1 9 7 1 ) . LiPu ma ( 1 98 8 ) and
Buchbinder and Rappaport ( 1 97 6 ) discuss
aspects of sorcery and food and the
relationship of ingesting food with sexual
activity among the Maring.
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PIGS
More descriptions of pig herds and
prestations among the Maring are to be
found in Rappaport ( 1 968) and also in
LiPuma ( 1 988) and Healey ( 1 990) . Details
of pig herding, pig kills, their purposes and
significance appear throughout the wider
ethnographic literature on New Guinea,
a universal ity that demonstrates the
importance of the animal.
Feral pigs are common in forested
areas such as the lower S imbai and are
eagerly pursued when encountered. The
feral and domestic pigs are the same
pec ies, with feral boars often breeding
with domestic sows, and feral piglets being
captured and reared in the domestic
herds. The antiquity of the pig in New
Guinea remains open to debate but it is
general ly agreed that the animal is a
hybrid of the wild boar ( Sus scrofa) and
the Celebes wild boar ( Sus celebensis ) , as
argued by Groves ( 1 98 1 ) . In the 1 960s all
the Bomagai-Angoiang's pigs were of the
'native' type: black, slab-sided and longnouted . Since then improved European
breed of Sus scrofa have been widely
introduced.

LA N D S R I C H
I N THOUG H T

The quotation from Tj ibaou was translated
from the French by Eric Waddell ( 1 993 ) .
The idea expressed by Tj ibaou are further
explored in Clarke ( 1 99 5 ) .

A myth-shattering analysis of the
development imperative is to be found in
Wolfgang Sachs's Planet Dialectics :

Explorations in Environment and Develop
ment. Another wel l-known book on a
similar

theme

is

Arturo

Escobar's

Encountering Development: The Making
and Unmaking of the Third World. Two
stud ies by anthropologists that deal with
the impacts of economic change on local
people are David H yndman's Ancestral

Rain Forests and the Mountain of Gold:
Indigenous Peoples and Mining in New
Guinea and M ichael French Smith's
Hard Times on Kairuru Is land : Poverty ,
Development , and Morality in a Papua New
Guinea Village. Eugene Ogan ( 1 996 )
recognised both these works as significant

contributions of a kind that has been too
rare in the ethnographies of Papua N ew
Gu inea, which have tended to treat the
exotic, the 'untouched' societies, rather
than pay attention to sociocultural
change and Western influence.

T E L L T H E T RU T H
B U T T E L L I T S LA N T

Franklin ( 1 97 2 ) provides references to
literature on the widespread use of speech
concealment and ritual langauges in Papua
N ew Guinea. Bulmer ( 1 967 ) d iscusses a
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secret pandanus language in use among
the Kalam, who are near neighbours of the
Maring. LiPuma ( 1 988 ) , Rappaport
( 1 968 ) and Buchbinder and Rappaport
( 1 976) provide further detail on allu ive
language among the Maring.

WA L K I N G O N T H E M O O N
AN D
M A N AG l N G T H E G A R D E N
The anecdote about the African farmer
and the anthropologist comes from Kay
M i lton's study Environmentalism and
Cultural Theory ( 1 996, 1 -2 ) . The quote
from the British environmentalist also
appears in her book (p. 2 ) . I ts source i
N icholson ( 1 98 7 , 1 93 ) .

E N G AG I N G
W I T H T H E WO R L D

N OW
The quotation from Knauft appears on
page 1 9 5 of his book, which was published
in 1 999. Martha Macintyre ( 1 998) discusses
the persistence of women's inequality
in a volume edited by Laura Zimmer
Tamako hi and entitled Modem Papua
New Guinea, which provides a valuable
look at the modern nation-state of Papua
N ew Guinea from a variety of
perspectives. The volume include a
chapter by Colin Filer ( 1 998) from which
I drew the quotation about l imited
cooperation being a characteristic of
Melanesian society; and another chapter
by Sinclair Dinnen ( 1 998 ) , who writes
from a legal background on the issues of
crime and violence in Papua New Guinea.
Dinnen ( 200 1 ) has written at greater
length on the e i ues in h is book Law and

Order in a Weak State : Crime and Politics in
Papua New Guinea, arguing against the

I am indebted to Karl Benedikt son's book
( 2002 ) for the theme of my text. On a
broader canvas, Epel i Hau'ofa ( 1 993 )
describes the ways in which Pacific
Islanders adapt in their own way and to
their own benefit to the modernising of
their world.

profoundly pessim istic predictions of
Papua N ew G uinea's imminent d isinte
gration and collapse - predictions that
have been made for many years now but
which have not been realized despite the
d im inishing capacity of many state
institutions. The quotation about raskolism
comes from M ichael Goddard ( 1 99 2 ) ,
who wrote further o n similar issues in
Goddard ( 1 998 ) . The emergence of an
elite middle class in Papua N ew Guinea is
detailed in Gewertz and Errington ( 1 999 ) ,

Emerging Class in Papua New Guinea:
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The Telling of Difference, which was subject
to a book r view forum in 200 1 in The
Contemporary Pacific, vol . 1 3 ( 1 ) .
In his book Village on the Edge :
Changing Times in Papua New Guinea
( 2002 ) , M ichael French Smith provides a
humane account of change in a Papua
New Guinean village, where he fir t lived
in 1 97 5 .

' I ' L L T E L L T H E M H OW
G O O D I T TA S T E D'

Nguhni hol.d.s a ground cuscus ( Phalanger
gymnoti ) , one of the several kinds of
marsupials found in the Ndwimba Basin .
As the only ground�dwelling cuscus , it is
particularly susceptible to being hunted with
dogs . Both its fur and its flesh are used.

Foale' article entitled "'Where's our
development ?" Landowner a piration and
environmentali t agendas in Western
Solomon I land ' ( 200 1 ) draw everal
other widely pertinent observations about
fuzzy romantic m isconceptions that
foreign pr j et personnel often have
about Melanesian beliefs and the unity of
Melan ian communities. The story about
the turtle ta ting good was told to Foale
by Richard Hamilton as a per onal
communication.

Wut displays a lizard ( Goncephalu sp . ;
'Anglehead dragon') that he shot with a
three�pronged arrow and cooked wrapped
in a leaf in hot ashes . Rotted teeth like
Wut's were common in 1 964 among
the Bomagai�Angoiang.
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T RAC E S O N T H E
R H O D I AN S H O RE
For its deep di cus ion of the intertwining
through history of the three major
Western ideas about the relations of
people and environment, G lacken's book
( 1 96 7 ) is widely recognised in the
English,speak ing world a one of the
major works to come out of the discipline
of Geography in the twentieth century.
Intellectually, within Geography, I ee
G lacken's work as related to two other
major works having to do with the
transformation of the Earth by human
agency - even though Glacken' book is
a coherent whole written by one
profoundly thoughtful man and the other
two are collections of edited chapters by
various authors, all of whom, however, are
authoritative in their field. One is Man's
Role in Changing the Face of the Earth ( W.
L. Thomas, J r. 1 9 5 7 ) , which contain a
chapter by Glacken; the other is The
Earth as Transformed by Human Action ( B.
L. Turner I I , et al . 1 990 ) .

T E M P O RA RY M A D N E S S
A S T H E AT RE
It is hard to avoid loaded term when
describing mental derangement. I use
'madness' and 'wild,man behaviour' because
they have been used widely in the
literature on New Guinea and because
they have, unli ke 'hysterical psychosis' for

instance, no technical meaning in
medicine or psychiatry. Other possibil ities
are 'trance state' or 'mild amok' although
the latter may be an oxymoron. A fuller
discussion of the events I describe here
and references to other discussions of
similar episode can be found in Clarke
( 1 972-1 9 7 3 ) . Another d iscussion of the
phenomenon among the Maring can be
found in Lowman, Vayda ( 1 9 7 1 ) .
Goddard ( 1 99 1 ) describes and d iscusses
what he calls a 'socially constructed
madness' in the form of reported
occurrences of individuals being di covered
perched against their will in the upper,
mo t, dangerously fragile branches of a
tall tree.

T H I N G S A RE N 'T
S I M P L E A N YM O R E

The quotation from Howard and Rensel
comes from page 63 of their 200 1 article
about Rotuman culture. Although a much
h igher percentage of Rotumans m igrate
and migrate further than do Papua New
Guineans, the d iscussion by Howard and
Rensel illuminates the malleability of
cu lture as Papua New G u ineans move
from rural areas to towns, and new ways
penetrate the rural areas. Their paper also
provides a much fuller discussion of
modem views of the concept of culture
than was po s ible in my short text. They
make particular use of a paper by Robert
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Brightman ( 1 99 5 ) . The comments from
LiPuma, who carried out anthropological
fieldwork in Maring communities in the
Simbai and the J im i Valleys, are taken
from page 33 of his book Encompassing

( 1 97 2 ) . I have elsewhere written of the
value of poems by Pacific Islanders as
commentary on contemporary issues in
the Pacific (Clarke 2000 ) .

Others : The Magic of Modernity in
Melanesia ( 2000 ) . Aside from Polly
Wiessner's ( 2002 ) paper, Chris Ballard
( 200 1 ) provides another account of
prehistoric transformations in Papua N ew
Gu inea, specifically among the H u l i of
the Southern H ighlands. The themes that
I touched on lightly are far more deeply
examined, as always, by Marshall Sahlins
in chapters entitled 'Goodbye to Tristes
Tropes: Ethnography in the Context of
Modem World H istory' and 'What is
Anthropological Enlightenment ? Some
Lessons from the Twentieth Century'
( Sahlins 2000) .

C H E RI S H I N G B EA U TY

Further detai ls on the s ignificance of the
Coleus sp . ( C . scutellariodes ) can be found
in Rappaport ( 1 968 ) and Buchbinder and
Rappaport ( 1 9 76) . The quotations from
Kocher Schmid ( 1 99 1 ) are to be found on
pages 2 7 7 and 280 of her comprehensive
study of people�plant interaction in a
Papua New Guinean community.
Fol lowing on from his comment that
Trobriand gardens are a work of art,
Malinowski ( 1 93 5 , vol. 1 , 80-8 1 ) writes
that 'appreciation of the aesthetic
qualities of the gardens are a constant

feature of village l ife'.

I T 'S T I M E F O R A
PA P UA N E W G U I N EA N
P O E T T O S P EA K

Kama Kerpi's poem, along with other of
his poem , was first published in Call of the
Midnight Bird ( Papua Pocket Poets, Port
Moresby, 1 973 ) and was republished in
Beier ( 1 980) . Subramani ( 1 99 2 ) provides
a description and analysis of the
development of literature in the South
Pacific. A description of the foundation
and early days of the University of Papua
New G u inea can be found in Ryan

AG R I C U LTU R E H AS
M O RE T H AN O N E STO RY
and
H OW TO G RO W M O RE
FOO D O N T H E SAM E
A M O U N T O F LA N D
Harold Brookfield's Exploring Agrodiversity
( 200 1 ) explores and analyses the great
d iversity found within the agricultural
practices of small farmer across the world.
One of Brookfield's earlier books,

Melanesia: A Geographical Interpretation of
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KUNDA, O R

an Island World ( Brookfield with Hart
1 97 1 ) , contains a valuable comparison of
the agriculture of 44 places across 'Old
Melanesia'. S ince then, the extensive
research of the Land Management Project
of the Department of H uman Geography,
Research School of Pacific and A ian
Studies of the Au tralian N ational
University has resulted in the publication
of a serie of working papers entitled

Agricultural Systems of Papua New Guinea.
These paper provide extensive detail on
the agrod iversity present in Papua New
Gu inea, information that i briefly
summarised in Hanson et al . ( 200 1 ) . In a
d ifferent style, Axel Steensberg provide
an elegant and discerning look at New
Guinean agriculture in h is book New

Guinea Gardens : A Study of Husbandry
with Parallels in Prehistoric Europe ( 1 980) .
The issue o f agr i cu l t ura l intensi,
fication and transformation ha generated
a large amount of literature . With regard
to Papua New Guinea, several recent
papers on the topic are to be found in
a special issue of Asia Pacific Viewpoint
( 200 1 , vol. 42, No. 2/3 ) , including
R. Michael Bourke's paper cited in the
text. I ventured into a discus ion of the
process of intensification in my first
publication on Papua New Gu inea
(Clarke 1 966) . Netting's ( 1 99 3 ) volume is
a rich source of examples and analysis
of small,holder intensive agricu lture.

M AG I CA L S P E L L S
Mal inowski's two,volume study of
Trobriand gardens and magic i entitled

Coral Gardens and Their Magic: A Study of
the Methods of Tilling the Soil and of
Agricultural Rites in the Trobriand Islands
( 1 93 5 ) . The cognate word for kunda in the
Western H ighlands is kunje, as listed in the
Middle Wahgi Dictionary, which covers
some of the languages in the Central
Family of Papuan Languages ( Ramsey
1 97 5 ) . Strathem and Stewart ( 2000)
describe uses of magic in the same area in

Arrow Talk: Transaction , Transition , and
Contradiction in New Guinea Highlands
History. Healey ( 1 990, 90) reports that
hunters among the Kundagai Maring
know a number of charms that men use to
attract game and make their aim tru e
They also may bespell bird of paradise
display trees to make adu lt birds congregate
in large numbers.
S i l litoe ( 2002 ) records incantations
used by the Wola peoples of the Southern
H ighlands to make taro grow large. And,
moving from Papua New G uinea to
Makira in neighbouring Solomon Islands,
John Saunana ( poet and politic ian ) has
recorded and translated incantations from
h is home place in Dragon Tree ( 1 97 1 ) .
One of them, u ed while planting taro,
reads in translation:
.

Taro, taro,
grow tall, tall like the post of a house !
Taro, taro shoot,

grow long, long like the beam of a house.
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W H O S E B I O D I V E RS I TY
I S I T A N YWAY?
Some further details about Kumoints are
in Clarke ( 1 97 1 , 5 1 , 92-94 ) . The ICAD
proj ect and its entanglement in local
politic
and misapprehensions are
described and analysed in van Helden
(200 1 a and 200 1 b ) .

B E I N G T H E RE

Geertz's ( 1 988, Chapter 1 ) main concern
with 'being there' is more literary than
ethnographic in that, he argues, the way
that the anthropologist writes can convey,
or not convey, that the anthropologist as
author has truly been there.

E P I LO G U E
It i all too easy to take a wholly dark view
about Papua New G uinea' future given
the country's social turbulence, the
weakness of the state and its incapacity to
provide adequate ervices on many fronts.
On the other hand, the maj ority of Papua
N ew Gu ineans grow their own food and
provide their own shelter - as they did in

pre,European times. They also sell food in
local and urban markets and produce
export crops for sale internationally. So
far, the introduction of some new crops
and crop varieties together with the
ingenuity of local innovators have main,
tained or increased agricultural production
without serious land degradation. Issues
relating to the continued sustainability of
agricultu ral production in Papua New
Gu inea are taken up by Sem and Allen
( 1 996) and Wagih and Kaiulo ( 1 996) .
Continuing with a brighter view, I hear
from several people with grassroots
familiarity with Papua New Gu inea that
local people are coming up with many
clever and innovative local mall,scale
developments without outside stimulus.
Also, locally based non,govemment
organisations are gaining ground, some of
them at the national level - for example,
Conservaion Melanesia Inc . , which was
founded in 1 993 and which carries
out valuable work related to environ,
mental conservation, detai ls of which
are available on its own web site:
http://www.ngo.org.pg/conmel/
The lines of poetry are taken from
A. D. Hope's poem Parabola (A. D. Hope ,
Selected Poems , Angus and Robertson,
Sydney) .
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The Maring people of Papua N ew G uinea had their first contact with a
European in 1 95 8 , j ust s ix years before geographer and poet William C. Clarke
arrived to spend a year l iv ing with them. By 1 99 3 , the photographs Clarke
had taken during that t i me were suffering badly the effects of age and
tropical fungus, so the i mages were resusci tated using computer technology
and saved on to a CD�ROM .
Looki ng through the subj ective lens of memory to greet the faces and p laces
captured by the more certain lens of his camera decades before, Clarke found
h i m elf return i ng to a halHorgotten world. The photographs brought back
not j ust v isual memories but the smell of moist earth and banana leaves
singeing on hot rocks in villages in the Simbai and J i m i Valleys.
Living in country that was considered remote even in tradi tional t i mes,
Clarke gained a detailed knowledge of M aring society and this remarkable
collection of photographs captures a way of l ife that no longer exists. Clarke
learned as much abou t h i mself as he d id about h is hosts and here he pays
homage to the M aring and offers an insight into their world and their
concerns, many of which still have resonance today.
Clarke reflects on the 'moment' captured in each photograph, using memory
and imagination, h is observations from the fie ld and even poetry to create a
narrative that is as rich and engaging as h is exquisi te images.
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